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MESAEP
Mediterranean Scientific Association of Environmental Protection e.V.

The 15th International Symposium on Environmental Pollution and its Impact on Life in the Mediterranean Region
was organised by MESAEP and other international and national institutions in Bari, Italy from October 7 to 11,
2009.
The objectives of this symposium were to provide a forum for interested scientists of different countries to:
•

exchange recent results related to environmental pollution processes and their effects on natural resources,
public health and economy in the Mediterranean region

•

discuss current scientific, technological and legal issues to avoid or reduce the degradation of the Mediterranean environment

•

provide suggestions and recommendations to regulatory authorities on environmental quality and safety in the
Mediterranean and other neighboring countries.

The General Theme of the Conference was:
“Environmental Threats in the Mediterranean Region: Problems and Solutions”.
The main results of the 15th symposium papers are included in six successive issues of the international journal
“Fresenius Environmental Bulletin” (FEB):
Issue 1: Agricultural, domestic and industrial wastes - Soil quality, pollution, degradation and desertification
Issue 2 and 3: Water quality and pollution
Issue 4: Outdoor and indoor air quality and pollution - Crops and food quality and pollution - Environment and
human health
Issue 5: Animal health risks - Intercompartmental element fluxes and climate changes and effects on the ecosystem
and human health
Issue 6: Biodiversity and sustainability - Sustainable mobility and renewable energy use to combat pollution Natural and artificial radioactive pollution
The results of this symposium will contribute undoubtedly to the advancement of the environmental scientific
knowledge and hence, to the improvement of the Mediterranean region environment.
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RATING OF MEDITERRANEAN PHOTOCHEMICAL
AIR POLLUTION MONITORING SITES
Leo Klasinc1*, Tomislav Cvitas2, Alessandra De Marco3, Nenad Kezele1, Elena Paoletti4 and Matevz Pompe5
1

LKK-FK, Rudjer Boskovic Institute, Bijenicka 54, 10002 Zagreb, Croatia
2
Department of Chemistry, University of Zagreb, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
3
ENEA, Unità Inquinamento Atmosferico, Via Anguillarese 301, 00060 S. Maria di Galeria, Roma, Italy
4
IPP-CNR, Via Madonna del Piano 10, I-50019 Sesto Fiorentino, Florence, Italy
5
FKKT, University of Ljubljana, Askerceva 9, Ljubljana, Slovenia

ABSTRACT
Ozone data from 19 Italian, Slovenian and Croatian
monitoring stations for the years 2000 and after were used to
calculate the recently introduced photochemical indicators
P1 and P2 during the growth season of 1 April to 30 September (Kovač-Andrić et al., 2009). The results show the
highest indicator values for stations from the lower Po
river valley and along the northern Italian Adriatic coast.
Over the 4-5 years of accumulated data, the average yearly
ozone volume fraction remains constant or slightly decreases in the region despite substantial year-to-year fluctuations. An exception is the year 2003 when, with the
exception of three southern Italian sites (Sacco, Fontechiari and Ce54) showing a decrease, a strong increase
of ozone production of up to 25 % followed by a significant decrease in 2004 occurred (when again at the three
above sites slight increases were found instead). For cases
when P1 and P2 differ considerably in value, use of the
square root of their product is suggested for the rating. A
similar but longer-term data analysis from a greater number
of existing stations in the region could shed more light into
photochemical pollution status over the Mediterranean.

duction as well as destruction by the presence of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) its volume fraction (or mass
concentration) shows a pronounced diurnal variation with
peak values in the early afternoon and minimum values
during rush-hours and at night. This variation is much less
pronounced in clean areas where less ozone is being formed
and hardly any destroyed. By taking average volume fractions over time periods similar or greater than those for the
typical diurnal variation the effects of formation and destruction will cancel out. It is therefore not unusual that
higher altitude stations in remote areas record higher longterm (8 h or longer) averages than stations in urban and suburban sites where significant destruction of ozone severely
affects the average. Ozone fractions cannot therefore represent a valid indication of photochemical pollution. By as-

KEYWORDS: photochemical pollution, pollution indicators, tropospheric ozone

INTRODUCTION
Ozone, a typical pollutant in the atmospheric boundary layer of areas with substantial sunshine and vehicle
traffic, has been monitored at many sites for long periods
of time. The present report compares the available data in
Italy, Slovenia and Croatia in order to classify the individual monitoring sites with respect to potential hazards
due to photochemical pollution. Since ozone formation is
initiated by photo-dissociation of NO2 and its further pro-

FIGURE 1 - Map with indicated monitoring sites in Italy, Slovenia
and Croatia. The station coordinates and codes are given in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 - Locations of monitoring stations and the periods of measurement.
Station name
Location
San Osvaldo
Udine
Donnas
Aosta
Cason
Verona
Motta Visconti
Milan
Pino Torinese
Turin
Gherardi
Ferrara
Cengio
Savona
Settignano
Florence
Chiaravalle
Ancona
Cortonese
Perugia
Sacco
Pescara
Fontechiari
Frosinone
Ce54
Caserta
Bocca di Falco
Palermo
Ljubljana
Ljubljana
Puntijarka
Mt Medvednica
Osijek
Osijek
Opatija
Opatija
Rijeka
Rijeka
1
R - rural; S - suburban; U - urban.

N latitude
46.03°
45.60°
45.46°
45.29°
45.04°
44.84°
44.39°
43.79°
43.60°
43.10°
42.45°
41.68°
41.06°
38.12°
46.07°
45.91°
45.56°
45.34°
45.33°

E longitude
13.23°
7.76°
10.91°
9.00°
7.76°
11.96°
8.22°
11.32°
13.34°
12.37°
14.20°
13.68°
14.40°
13.30°
14.51°
15.97°
18.69°
14.31°
14.42°

suming that ozone destruction products, such as aldehydes,
peroxides etc., represent an equally potent pollution component in ambient air as ozone itself, pollution indicators
were devised by taking the ratio of daily maximum to minimum hourly average ozone fraction and averaging them
over the examined time period (e.g. growing season 1 April
– 30 September). This average ratio representing both the
peak and minimum values is then multiplied by a factor representing the contribution of peak values either as average
daily maxima divided by the mean or by accounting for the
total time a chosen limiting value (in our case 80 ppb) has
been exceeded [1]. We report here the application of the
two indicators in an analysis of 14 sites in Italy, the same
sites studied in the report on ozone impact on Mediterranean
forests [2], one site (Ljubljana) in Slovenia [3] and four sites
(Rijeka [4], Opatija [4], Osijek [5], Puntijarka [3]) in Croatia
(Figure 1).

Altitude a.s.l.
93 m
371 m
91 m
100 m
600 m
–2 m
400 m
195 m
15 m
300 m
2m
380 m
71 m
141 m
298 m
980 m
90 m
40 m
20 m

Code
SO
DO
CA
MO
PT
GH
CN
SE
CH
CO
SA
FO
CE
BF
LJ
PU
OS
OP
RI

Zone1
S
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
S
S
R
S
S
U
R
S
S
U

Monitoring period
2001-2004
2002-2004
2000-2004
2000-2004
2001-2004
2000-01; 2003-04
2000-2003
2000-2004
2002-2004
2000-2004
2000-2004
2000-2004
2000; 2002-04
2000-2004
2000-2006
2000-2007
2002; 2007
2004-2008
2001-2008

mental hourly average ozone volume fractions φ acquired
during the season of plant growth (growing season) from
1 April to 30 September. The indicators include the average of daily maximum-to-minimum values over the whole
season, R, and a parameter representing the frequency of
high ozone values. In the case of P1 it is simply the average of daily maximum hourly ozone volume fractions in
ppb, ϕ̂ , divided by the seasonal average value, A
P1 = R ϕ̂ / A
The second indicator takes into account the time in
hours, texc, a given air quality standard value has been exceeded. This value was chosen to be 80 ppb for the present study as also used in [1]. It represents the ozone volume fraction in ambient air when exceeded starts to be
noticed by the more sensitive population and affecting
some crops. Thus the indicator P2 is given by
P2 = R (1 + 168 texc / N)

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Table 1 shows the locations of the 14 Italian stations
ordered from north to south, one Slovenian station and
4 Croatian stations with the monitoring period for which
the data were available. All the stations can be considered
as background stations two being in urban (U), 7 in suburban (S) and 10 in rural (R) zones. Except for the southernmost station (BF) on Sicily all the stations lie within
5 degrees of northern latitude and 10 degrees of eastern
longitude. One is of medium altitude (PT) close to Turin
and one a mountain station (PU) north of Zagreb [6]. All
the others are low altitude stations.
In order to compare the 19 monitoring sites with respect to potential photochemical pollution burden we followed the method described previously [1] which was used
for the rating of 12 EMEP stations. It is based on two
pollution indicators P1 and P2 calculated from the experi-

where N is the number of data (hourly average ozone
volume fractions). Thus, if the limit of 80 ppb has been
exceeded on the average once per week (= 168 hours) the
average ratio R would be multiplied by 2 in order to obtain P2.
RESULTS
The following items for each growing season: seasonal average of ozone volume fraction ( ϕ /ppb) and the
corresponding standard deviation (sφ/ppb), the average ratio
of daily maximum to minimum values (R), the average of
daily maxima ( ϕ̂ /ppb), the number of hours the 80 ppb
limit was exceeded (texc/h), calculated photochemical pollution indicators P1 and P2, number of validated hourly
values considered (N) and the geometric mean of the two

1983
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P1 ⋅ P2 were calculated and presented in Table 2.

After the set of seasonal data for each station the averages

for the whole monitoring periods are given in bold figures
on a grey background. In addition an estimate of the trend

TABLE 2 - Summary of results obtained for the studied 19 stations
Site-yr.

ϕ / ppb

sφ/ppb

R

ϕ̂ /ppb

texc/h

P1

P2

N

SO-0
SO-1
SO-2
SO-3
SO-4
SO
DO-0
DO-2
DO-3
DO-4
DO
CA-0
CA-1
CA-2
CA-3
CA-4
CA
MO-0
MO-1
MO-2
MO-3
MO-4
MO
PT-1
PT-2
PT-3
PT-4
PT
GH-0
GH-1
GH-3
GH-4
GH
CN-0
CN-1
CN-2
CN-3
CN-4
CN
SE-0
SE-1
SE-2
SE-3
SE-4
SE
CH-2
CH-3
CH-4
CH
CO-0
CO-1
CO-2
CO-3
CO-4
CO
SA-1
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
SA

39.5
38.3
35.0
38.1
33.4
36.5
39.1
40.4
55.0
41.7
44.2
49.1
33.5
31.6
40.3
32.7
37.2
40.3
39.4
37.9
42.6
43.0
40.6
54.2
50.6
61.5
52.3
54.6
39.5
39.6
41.4
37.0
39.4
36.4
26.5
30.5
35.9
25.9
31.8
36.4
38.5
33.4
45.8
40.9
38.7
27.5
31.4
28.7
29.1
30.3
37.0
31.4
42.0
33.0
34.7
35.3
28.9
28.5
28.7
30.4

19
20
19
23
17
20
16
17
22
19
19
18
25
24
28
23
24
24
22
22
26
23
23
17
16
19
16
17
24
25
25
21
24
17
17
17
18
13
17
17
17
15
18
15
16
19
25
20
21
18
22
19
23
19
20
25
21
21
21
22

14.0
11.0
11.0
6.3
8.4
9.7
3.3
3.6
3.2
4.8
3.7
3.4
37.0
44.0
30.0
35.0
30.3
20.0
7.8
10.0
31.0
13.0
16.3
2.3
3.0
2.2
2.2
2.4
19.0
15.0
16.0
17.0
16.8
5.1
25.0
9.7
7.6
10.5
10.9
5.1
4.6
5.2
3.7
2.9
4.3
21.0
29.0
37.0
28.9
25.0
22.0
26.0
19.0
21.0
22.7
26.0
23.0
23.0
36.0
27.0

67
63
59
62
54
60.2
60
62
83
64
67.5
68
63
61
75
63
65.9
74
68
66
77
74
71.8
70
66
79
66
70.2
72
71
75
65
70.8
57
46
51
58
43
52.0
57
58
52
69
58
58.4
51
61
54
55.1
53
62
53
68
56
58.3
65
55
55
54
57.3

50
86
66
219
28
94.2
40
83
609
116
217.8
206
134
94
384
128
187.3
328
226
157
405
246
271.7
294
189
696
193
342.6
234
226
260
76
199.7
38
11
1
11
0
13.7
38
44
18
137
31
50.4
0
98
19
36.9
0
38
4
139
2
35.6
60
0
9
8
19.4

24.0
18.0
19.0
10.0
13.5
16.0
5.1
5.5
4.9
7.4
5.7
4.7
70.0
84.0
56.0
67.0
57.1
36.0
13.0
17.0
57.0
23.0
29.08
3.0
3.0
2.8
2.7
2.9
35.0
28.0
30.0
30.0
30.8
8.0
43.0
16.1
12.3
17.0
18.0
8.0
7.0
8.0
5.6
4.1
6.6
39.0
56.0
70.0
54.8
43.0
37.0
44.0
30.0
35.0
38.0
48.0
43.0
44.0
68.0
50.8

83.0
54.0
45.0
69.0
19.0
50.2
9.2
16.0
81.0
27.0
34.1
35.0
246.0
218.0
530.0
210.0
248.7
273.0
78.0
71.0
541.0
138.0
218.6
31.0
19.0
63.0
19.0
32.9
196.0
164.0
189.0
71.0
155.8
12.9
40.2
10.1
11.1
10.5
16.2
13.0
13.0
9.0
30.0
6.7
13.8
21.0
169.0
70.0
83.6
25.0
57.0
30.0
137.0
23.0
53.7
88.0
23.0
31.0
48.0
47.7

1687
3558
3772
3689
3776
16 482
3818
4103
4252
4234
16 407
3725
3983
3983
3887
4233
19 811
4315
4236
4330
4188
4337
21 406
3927
4369
4253
4281
16 830
4330
3934
4121
4040
16 425
4192
3024
3656
4074
2634
17 580
4192
4105
4081
3285
3863
19 526
3815
3380
3672
10 867
3911
4070
4123
3692
3628
19 424
4204
4206
4004
4174
16 588

1984

trend

–1.2

+2.2

–2.6

+0.9

+0.5

–0.6

–1.2

+1.6

—

+1.0

–2.0

P1 ⋅ P2
44.6
31.2
29.2
26.3
16.0
28.4
6.8
9.4
19.9
14.1
14.0
12.8
131.2
135.3
172.3
118.6
119.2
99.1
31.8
34.7
175.6
56.3
79.7
9.6
7.5
13.3
7.2
9.7
82.8
67.8
75.3
46.2
69.3
10.2
41.6
12.8
11.7
13.4
17.1
10.2
9.5
8.5
13.0
5.2
9.5
28.6
97.3
70.0
67.7
32.8
45.9
36.3
64.1
28.4
45.2
65.0
31.4
36.9
57.1
49.2
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TABLE 2 - continued
Site-yr.

ϕ / ppb

sφ/ppb

R

ϕ̂ /ppb

texc/h

P1

P2

N

FO-0
FO-1
FO-2
FO-3
FO-4
FO
CE-0
CE-1
CE-2
CE-3
CE-4
CE
BF-0
BF-1
BF-2
BF-3
BF-4
BF
LJ-0
LJ-1
LJ-2
LJ-3
LJ-4
LJ-5
LJ-6
LJ
PU-0
PU-1
PU-2
PU-3
PU-4
PU-5
PU-6
PU-7
PU
OS-2
OS-7
OS
OP-4
OP-5
OP-6
OP-7
OP-8
OP
RI-1
RI-2
RI-3
RI-4
RI-5
RI-6
RI-7
RI-8
RI

47.8
46.7
38.5
35.9
39.6
41.6
32.6
29.7
25.7
25.0
27.7
28.0
47.9
45.3
47.8
53.1
40.6
47.0
30.3
28.0
28.5
35.0
28.2
29.6
30.1
30.0
52.5
50.5
49.1
54.1
45.3
45.3
44.5
44
47.8
29.5
30.1
29.8
34.3
36.3
34.9
30.6
26.7
32.6
37.7
31.7
28.9
25.3
20.5
25.2
25.6
21.9
27.3

22
21
18
16
18
19
18
15
17
17
16
17
15
15
15
16
14
15
21
21
20
23
19
20
22
21
15
12
10
14
10
12
12
11
12
15
17
16
15
15
16
15
14
15
19
16
14
13
11
14
12
11
14

4.3
4.2
4.8
4.2
4.1
4.3
5.8
5.1
21.0
24.0
15.0
15.2
3.7
3.8
3.1
3.0
3.2
3.4
26.2
15.4
20.7
18.0
13.8
14.1
24.1
18.9
1.7
1.8
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
13.3
16.1
14.5
9.4
5.8
7.2
9.2
11.9
8.6
8.8
6.7
8.7
13.9
9.2
12.5
9.4
12.5
10.3

76
74
63
57
63
66.5
59
46
51
52
48
51.7
68
64
66
75
56
65.9
56
50
53
63
52
52
55
54.4
66
60
59
64
55
54
54
53
57.6
45
50
47.1
54
59
53
48
44
51.8
62
53
48
43
35
43
42
36
45.6

272
288
56
52
72
145.8
56
7
10
15
5
19.6
62
49
33
204
4
71.5
33
26
18
76
25
27
52
36.7
102
6
7
82
12
3
24
3
26.1
2
4
2.8
14
20
6
4
1
9.6
59
20
3
0
0
0
0
0
11.6

6.8
6.7
7.8
6.7
6.5
6.9
10.0
7.9
41.0
50.0
26.0
29.1
5.2
5.3
4.3
4.2
4.4
4.7
48.0
27.0
39.0
32.3
25.4
24.8
44.0
34.4
2.2
2.1
1.8
1.7
1.9
1.9
1.9
2.0
1.9
20.0
24.0
21.7
15.0
8.8
11.0
14.0
20.0
13.6
15.0
11.0
14.0
24.0
16.0
25.0
15.0
21.0
18.0

63.0
53.0
16.0
14.0
16.4
31.8
20.0
8.1
30.0
39.0
18.0
24.6
13.5
11.6
7.2
27.0
3.7
12.7
61.0
32.0
36.0
73.9
27.9
29.5
74.9
47.9
12.1
2.2
2.1
6.2
2.4
1.7
3.1
1.8
3.6
15.0
16.0
15.4
17.0
10.0
10.0
11.0
13.0
12.1
29.0
12.0
9.9
14.0
9.2
15.0
9.4
13.0
14.5

3370
4185
4150
3774
3992
19 471
3938
1975
3850
4077
4254
18 094
3870
3956
4206
4206
3996
20 234
4112
4036
4143
4109
4109
4153
4140
28 802
2837
3927
3267
3382
3992
4390
4342
4152
30 289
3506
2583
6089
2976
4230
2504
3529
3372
16 611
4391
4233
3392
4285
4049
4283
1697
4283
30 613

expressed in terms of a linear regression coefficient of the
yearly data over the given time period is shown.
All the stations considered were ranked according to
the indicators P1, P2 and their geometric mean in Table 3.
Considering the eight stations with highest indicator values as a class we realize that the same seven are members
of such class for any of the three indicators P1, P2 and the

trend

–2.7

–1.5

–0.7

+0.1

–1.3

—

–2.1

–1.9

P1 ⋅ P2
20.7
18.8
11.2
9.7
10.3
14.8
14.1
8.0
35.1
44.2
21.6
26.8
8.4
7.8
5.6
10.6
4.0
7.7
54.1
29.4
37.5
48.9
26.6
27.0
57.4
40.6
5.2
2.1
1.9
3.2
2.1
1.8
2.4
1.9
2.6
17.3
19.6
18.3
16.0
9.4
10.5
12.4
16.1
12.8
20.9
11.5
11.8
18.3
12.1
19.4
11.9
16.5
16.2

square root value of their product, and only San Osvaldo
(SO) is missing for P1 (Ce54 is there instead) to make them
always the same eight (however, not in the same order)
(Table 2 and 3). The stations in Italy are considered as ones
for monitoring background ozone and the indicator values
addressing those eight could be taken as border values for
recognizing potential photochemical pollution. Six of them
(MO, CA, GH, CH, SA, SO) are along the Po river valley
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and northern Adriatic (Italian) coast. Satellite pictures of
the region show abundant pronounced smog and aerosol
formation there. The high values for Cortonese (CO) agree
with the earlier highest values of pollution indicators (P1 =
127; P2 = 268) observed at the EMEP station Montelibretti
[1] close to the megacity of Rome and its airport for the
years 1993-1999. Based on these data one can conclude that
photosmog episodes will be highly unlikely in the Croatian cities of Rijeka (RI) and Osijek (OS) , however, it is
to be noted that their industries drastically shrank in the
early 1990's and will probably recover again to add to the
pollution burden.
TABLE 3 - Ranking of 19 Italian, Slovenian and Croatian ozone
monitoring stations according to values of indicators P1 , P2 and of
their geometric mean P1 ⋅ P2 .
Station

P1

Station

P2

Station

PU
PT
BF
DO
FO
SE
OP
SO
RI
CN
OS
CE
MO
GH
LJ
CO
SA
CH
CA

2
3
5
6
7
7
14
16
18
18
22
29
29
31
34
38
51
55
57

PU
OP
BF
SE
RI
OS
CN
CE
FO
PT
DO
SO
SA
LJ
CO
CH
GH
MO
CA

4
12
13
14
15
15
16
25
32
33
34
48
48
48
54
84
156
219
249

PU
BF
PT
SE
OP
DO
FO
RI
CN
OS
CE
SO
LJ
CO
SA
CH
GH
MO
CA

P1 ⋅ P2
3
8
10
10
13
14
15
16
17
18
27
41
41
45
49
68
69
80
119

The calculated trends of ozone levels at particular stations, given in Table 2, are based on a few years of monitoring only and are consequently highly uncertain. However, they indicate that a negative trend during the growth
seasons dominates overall. It is positive only for the noncoastal sites in northwest Italy (PT, DO, MO, SE, CO)
and Slovenia (LJ). Indeed only two of the non-coastal
stations, namely CA and FO, show a negative trend which
can probably be attributed to the unusually high ozone readings recorded in 2000 and 2000/2001, respectively. Otherwise one would generally draw the conclusion that in the
future the non-coastal Mediterranean regions will be more
affected by photochemical pollution than those along the
coast.
Another interesting aspect is the behaviour of ozone
averages at stations in the year 2003. The summer of 2003
was characterized by an unusual heat wave with record
readings of temperature and ozone concentrations throughout Europe [7]. The same was observed also at most stations covered here: BF, CN, PT, DO, SE, CO, LJ and PU
showed an increase from 15 to over 25 %, CA, CH, MO,
SO, and RI a smaller rise of 5 – 10 % while only three of
them, SA, FO and CE, showed a decrease. Interestingly,

the same three stations showed a slight increase in 2004
while everywhere else a decrease in ozone production took
place. An expert evaluation and discussion of the presentday state and a prediction for the next three decades of
global tropospheric ozone was recently reported by Stevenson et al. [8].
DISCUSSION
Photochemical air pollution that is typical for the
Mediterranean region during summertime develops through
interaction of abundant sunshine with present nitrogen
dioxide and volatile organic compounds (VOC) while forming ozone and accompanying reaction products. They all
interact further in secondary photochemical and dark chemical reactions involving also airborne particulate matter and
molecules adsorbed on them producing many secondary
compounds and in severe cases the hazardous photosmog.
Ozone itself is highly reactive and a strong oxidant affecting human health, vegetation and many materials such as
rubber, but so do also many of the secondary compounds.
However, ozone is the component of photochemical pollution which is easiest to measure. In Europe and almost
worldwide ozone has been monitored for decades at thousands of locations. The accumulated data, generally in form
of hourly average volume fractions in ppb or the equivalent
mass concentrations in micrograms per cubic metre, are
being used also to assess exposure to ozone and as a basis
to define air quality directives, standards, limiting values
and indices. Such recommendations are all based either
on maximum values or on averages over given periods of
time (e.g., half-hour, hour, 8-hours, day, week or season).
As shown by Paoletti and co-workers [2] who recently investigated 34 of the most common ozone exposure indices
these are all mutually correlated to a significant extent.
Since their main interest was in forest and plant damage and
protection [2, 9-15], usage of complex indices for exposure or ozone flux determinations [15-17] were suggested
instead. Of course, for a complete evaluation of the environmental impact of photochemical pollution one would
need to know the concentrations of all compounds involved
in the associated chemistry and in particular all hazardous
products resulting from reactions involving ozone. The
recently introduced photochemical pollution indicators P1
and P2 which we used here [1] based on the ratio of daily
maximum and minimum ozone hourly values take into
account ozone destruction in chemical reactions and could
hence serve as rough estimates of possibly hazardous products which are not monitored. The observation that P1 and
P2 can differ substantially gives a hint to nonlinear behaviour and reason to combine them as a geometric mean. They
indeed show some local and regional properties of summertime air pollution not seen directly from commonly used
ozone indices. One could argue that the decrease in nighttime ozone is mainly due to nitric oxide and that a local
source could heavily influence the result. However a
source if nitric oxide most probably is a source of heavy
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pollution with VOC too. The approach remains to be
checked at many locations for assessing photochemical
pollution in practice.

[8]

Stevenson, D.S., Dentener, F.J., Schultz, M.G., Ellingsen, K.,
van Noije, T.P.C., Wild, O., Zeng, G., Amann, M., Atherton,
C.S., Bell, N., Bergmann, D.J., Bey, I., Butler, T., Cofala, J.,
Collins, W.J., Derwent, R.G., Doherty, R.M., Drevet, J.,
Eskes, H. J., Fiore, A. M., Gauss, M., Hauglustaine, D.A.,
Horowitz, L.W., Isaksen, I.S., A., Krol, M.C., Lamarque, J.F., Lawrence, M.G., Montanaro, V., Muller, J.-F., Pitari, G.,
Prather, M.J., Pyle, J.A., Rast, S., Rodriguez, J.M., Sanderson, M.G., Savage, N.H., Shindell, D.T., Strahan, S.E., Sudo,
K., and Szopa, S., 2006. Multimodel ensemble simulations of
present-day and near-future tropospheric ozone, J. Geophys.
Res. 111, D08301.

[9]

Paoletti, E. (2009) Ozone and Mediterranean ecology: Plants,
people, problems. Environ. Pollut. 157, 1397-1398.

CONCLUSIONS
The present analysis gave us interesting results which,
however, should be taken with caution because the approximately 5-year time span is too short for solid conclusions.
Concerning ozone and photochemical pollution formation, the region is definitely very active and unstable
with remarkable year-to-year changes. The results, however, do not indicate an overall worsening if the incidence
of summers like the one in 2003 will not increase. Longer
term and wider region analysis e.g. of Greece[19-21] and
Hungary [22] should be undertaken soon.

[10] Paoletti, E. (2009) Ozone and urban forests in Italy. Environ.
Pollut. 157, 1506-1512.
[11] Paoletti, E. and Manning, W.J. (2008) Toward a biologically
significant and usable standard for ozone that will also protect plants. Environ. Pollut. 150, 85-95.
[12] Bytnerowicz, A., Omasa, K., and Paoletti, E. (2007) Integrated effects of air pollution and climate change on forests: A
northern hemisphere perspective. Environ. Pollut. 7, 438-445.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that natural and anthropogenic emissions of ambient pollutants affect air quality, and as a consequence the public health. Air pollution indices are commonly used to indicate the level of severity of air pollution
to the public. The objective of this study is the assessment
of the air quality levels in the urban environment of Athens, Greece using the Air Quality Index (AQI), which presents advantages as an administrative tool for early warning
in the context of public health protection. The AQI is a
complex index and calculated by compounding appropriately the concentrations of surface ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulphur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO)
and particles with aerodynamic diameter less than 10 µm
(PM10). For this purpose, available hourly data of the
above ambient pollutants recorded by the Athens air pollution monitoring network, during the period 2001-2006,
were analyzed for the development of the proposed index.
The temporal and spatial distribution of the mean annual AQI values within greater Athens area (GAA) is examined, and the results are analyzed in terms of the meteorological conditions. The effect of wind speed and direction on AQI levels is found to be significant, among the
other meteorological parameters such as air temperature,
relative humidity, sunshine and total solar radiation. The
analysis revealed that the higher values of AQI, during the
warm period of the year, are strongly associated with sea
breeze than with northern wind flow. The knowledge of the
sea breeze characteristics over GAA contributes to the
comprehension of the local air quality formation levels.

KEYWORDS: Ambient air quality; public health; air quality index;
greater Athens area; Greece.

Air pollution has become a major environmental issue
and the deterioration of environmental quality in megacities
is one of the most important problems inherited from the
mid 70’s. The increased industrialization and the simultaneous growth of the metropolitan areas are strongly related
with their air quality degradation. Since the early 80’s, it has
become clear that atmospheric emissions of various air pollutants affect the health of human beings and animals, damage
vegetation, soils and deteriorate materials, and, generally,
affect not only the large metropolitan areas but also the
medium-size urban areas. Yet measuring environmental
quality remains a difficult task as it lies at the interface of
epidemiology, public health, and economics. Providing
emissions, or concentration information alone, is insufficient.
It is not only meaningless to the non-expert, but also does not
facilitate an easy comparison of different pollutants which
might have very different impacts on population health and
quality of materials.
Athens, a city of about 4 million inhabitants, faces serious air pollution problems like the vast majority of megacities worldwide. In that instance, human activities play an
enormous impact on its quality of life and public health.
Concerning the air quality, there are many sources and types
such as photochemical smog, ozone and its precursors, and
suspended aerosol particles. The concentrations of ambient air pollutants, which prevail in GAA, are sufficiently
high to cause increased frequency to the hospital admissions
for cardiovascular and respiratory problems [1-4]. More
specifically, several studies indicated that ambient air pollution correlated with children’s respiratory morbidity [57]. In recent years, European Union’s (EU) air quality
standards are frequently exceeded in the GAA, especially
concerning O3 and PM10 [8-10]. These findings in combination with human health adverse effects make clear that
availability of reliable environmental information is crucial.
Air is the prime resource, in addition to the land and
water, for sustenance of life. Air pollution problems can
be defined as the increase of the concentration of air pol-
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The city of Athens is located in an area of complex
topography within the Athens basin (∼ 450 km2). Mountains surround the city with heights ranging from 400 to
1500 m (Fig. 1). Openings between these mountains exist
at the northeast and the west of the basin, while to the
south there is the sea (Saronikos Gulf). The Athens basin
has a southwest to northeast major axis and is bisected by
a cluster of small hills. The prevailing winds in the Athens
basin blow from N and NE in late summer, fall and winter,
but from SSW and SW in the spring and early summer.
These NE and SW directions coincide with the major geographical axis of the basin. The ventilation of the basin is
poor during the prevalence of local circulation systems, such
as sea/land-breezes along the major NE-SW geographical
axis of the basin.
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The air pollution problems are often exacerbated by factors that favour the accumulation of air pollutants over the
city, such as topography (basin surrounded by mountains),
narrow and deep street canyons, and adverse meteorological
conditions such as temperature inversions, low wind speed,
high temperature, or extensive periods of dryness [17].
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lutants in the ambient air, which adversely affect the human health and others exposed to these pollutants. The
correct measure of air pollution is a very important parameter that qualifies the possibility of a reply to queries such
as whether a region is polluted or not, or how high the
pollution level is. One way of assessing the air quality in
an area is the use of environmental indices [11-15]. The
main objective of these indices is to measure air quality with
respect to its effects on human health. Development of a
proper index and a mechanism to disseminate the index
values to general public are essential for a successful index
system. Such an environmental index is the so-called Air
Quality Index (AQI) [16]. In this way, a characterization of
the pollution level apart from the pollutant taken into account is obtained.
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FIGURE 1 – Network of the sampling stations.

The air pollution episodes appear in Athens during all
the seasons of the year, but the maximum is strongly associated with the development of sea-breeze [18]. Typically,
during summer-months, the sea-breeze over Athens is relatively strong [19]. Except the great frequency of sea-breeze,
the main factors that form air pollution episodes are the
local topography with mountains surrounding the basin of
Athens and preventing the ventilation of the urban area, as
well as the wind flow field, which in the boundary layer is
mainly of NE direction during the warm period of the year,
and the existing sunshine [20].

TABLE 1 - List of stations and related information.
ID

Station

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Agia Paraskevi
Aristotelous
Athinas
Galatsi
Geoponiki
Liossia
Lykovrissi
Maroussi
Patission
Peristeri
N. Smirni
Thrakomakedones

Abbreviated station
name
AGP
ARI
ATH
GAL
GEO
LIO
LYK
MAR
PAT
PER
SMY
THR

Area
S - BG
CC - T
CC - T
CC - BG
S-I
S - BG
S
S-T
CC - T
CC - BG
CC - BG
S - BG

1990

Longitude
37o
37o
37°
38o
37°
38o
38o
38o
37o
38°
37°
38o

59΄
59΄
58΄
01΄
59΄
04΄
04΄
01΄
59΄
00΄
55΄
08΄

42΄΄
16΄΄
42΄΄
13΄΄
01΄΄
36΄΄
11΄΄
51΄΄
57΄΄
55΄΄
58΄΄
37΄΄

Latitude
23o
23°
23°
23o
23°
23o
23o
23o
23o
23°
23°
23o

49΄
43΄
43΄
44΄
42΄
41΄
46΄
47΄
43΄
41΄
42΄
45΄

10΄΄
39΄΄
30΄΄
53΄΄
25΄΄
52΄΄
35΄΄
14΄΄
59΄΄
46΄΄
54΄΄
29΄΄
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The objective of this work is the use of AQI, as a tool,
to provide information on GAA’s air quality and associated
health concerns for the public, especially within the warm
period of the year (April-September), when strong air pollution episodes appear because of the appropriate meteorological conditions (high values of air temperature, sunshine
and solar radiation, but also the sea-breeze development).
For this reason, the air pollution data used in the research
consist of the hourly concentrations of ambient air pollutants: CO, NO2, SO2, O3 and PM10 recorded by the network
of the Greek Ministry of the Environment, Energy and
Climatic Change (GMEECC). A detailed description of the
GMEECC network is found in relevant publication [17]. In
the current work, the hourly concentrations of ambient air
pollutants in 7 of the GMEECC’s network stations are examined, during the 5-year period 2001-2006. Monitoring
stations are classified as centre city (CC) or suburban (S)
ones, by their location, and also as traffic (T), industrial (I) or
back-ground (BG) ones, by their categorization (Table 1).

mediate category, when AQI values are between 101 and
150, members of sensitive groups may experience health
effects. This means they are likely to be affected at lower
levels than the general public [16].
The air quality index is a piecewise linear function of
the pollutant concentration. At the boundary between AQI
categories, there is a discontinuous jump of one AQI unit.
To convert from concentration to AQI, the following equation:
I
I=

C

high

−I

low
(C − C
)+I
low
low
−C
high
low

is used, where I is the (Air Quality) sub-index, C is the
pollutant concentration, Clow is the concentration breakpoint that is ≤C, Chigh is the concentration breakpoint that
is ≥C, Ilow is the index breakpoint corresponding to Clow,
and Ihigh is the index breakpoint corresponding to Chigh.
For each area, the daily AQI value is given by the
worst registered condition among the 5 pollutants [25]:

Description of the air quality index

The AQI is a complex index and calculated by compounding appropriately the concentrations of ozone (O3),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulphur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO), and particles with aerodynamic diameter less
than 10 µm (PM10). It converts the air pollutant concentrations into simple arithmetic values on a scale of 0-500.
These arithmetic values correspond to various air quality
categories. Intervals on the AQI scale are related to the potential health effects of the daily measured concentrations of
the above-mentioned air pollutants.
The purpose of the AQI is to help people understand
what local air quality means to their health. To make it
easier to understand, the AQI is divided into 6 categories
(Table 2). Each category corresponds to a different level
of health concern [16].
Deductively, the AQI constitutes an improvement of
the air pollution index PSI [21-24] and includes an additional intermediate category described as “unhealthy for
sensitive groups” as well as an individual index for PM10
concentrations [16]. In the interests of this additional inter-

AQI = max[I O3 ; I PM10 ; I CO ; I SO 2 ; I NO 2 ]

The values of the individual indices, together with the
corresponding concentrations of air pollutants forming them,
are shown in Table 3. In Table 3, for each pollutant, the
breakpoint concentrations, corresponding to each category,
are not on a linear scale. Breakpoint concentrations have
been defined by EPA [16] on the basis National Ambient
Air Quality Standards, and on the results of epidemiological studies of the effects of single air pollutants on human
health [26]. A serious problem is that the evaluation of the
AQI referred to a measuring site and not to a single air
pollutant. In the atmosphere, several air pollutants are present simultaneously and the effects on human health due to
the simultaneous presence of different pollutants in the atmosphere should be considered. In the evaluation of the AQI
corresponding to a measuring site, where more than one

Health effects

0 - 50

Levels of
Health Concern
Good

51 - 100

Moderate

Air quality is acceptable; however, for some pollutants there may be a moderate health concern
for a very small number of people who are unusually sensitive to air pollution.

101 - 150

201 - 300

Unhealthy for Sensitive Members of sensitive groups may experience health effects. The general public is not likely to
Groups
be affected.
Unhealthy
Everyone may begin to experience health effects; members of sensitive groups may experience
more serious health effects.
Very Unhealthy
Health alert: everyone may experience more serious health effects.

301 - 500

Hazardous

151 - 200

(2)

Given the pollutants’ concentration data and the
breakpoints in Table 3, every AQI sub-index is calculated
using equation (1) (linear interpolation).

TABLE 2 - AQI scales of assessment for air quality, the corresponding AQI values and the possible effects to human health.
AQI Values

(1)

Air quality is considered satisfactory, and air pollution poses little or no risk.

Health warnings of emergency conditions. The entire population is more likely to be affected.

1991
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TABLE 3 - Breakpoints for the AQI individual indices [16].
O3
O3 (*)
PM10
SO2
CO
NO2
8h
1h
24 h
24 h
8h
1h
ppm
ppm
µg/m3
ppm
ppm
ppm
0-50
0.000-0.064
0-54
0.000-0.034
0-4.4
(**)
51-100
0.065-0.084
55-154
0.035-0.144
4.5-9.4
(**)
101-150
0.085-0.104
0.125-0.164
155-254
0.145-0.224
9.5-12.4
(**)
151-200
0.105-0.124
0.165-0.204
255-354
0.225-0.304
12.5-15.4
(**)
201-300
0.125-0.374
0.205-0.404
355-424
0.305-0.604
15.5-30.4
0.65-1.24
301-500
(***)
0.405-0.604
425-604
0.605-1.004
30.5-50.4
1.25-2.04
(*) The AQI for ozone is based on the 8-h average ozone concentrations. However, there are some regions where an AQI based on 1-h ozone concentrations may be more helpful.
(**) Due to the absence of national standards for NO2 concentration levels, the determination of AQI is only allowed for values greater than 201.
(***) When the 8-h average ozone concentrations exceed the value of 0.374 ppm, then the AQI determination should be based on 1-h concentrations.
Sub -index value

pollutant is monitored, the used procedure assumes the
maximum individual index among those for the air pollutants monitored [16]. Actually, the category corresponding to the pollutants with the highest individual index
value would be assumed at least as that corresponding to
that location. Triantafyllou et al. [27] gave a detailed
description of the developed AQI.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The AQI values are calculated for the selected 12 representative monitoring sites, located in the GAA. Fig. 2
shows the statistical characteristics of the mean monthly
AQI values for each of the 12 measuring sites from 20012006.
As seen in Fig. 2, during the examined 6-years period
2001-2006, the higher range appears in the measuring site
AGP that is located 10 km to the NE of the Athens centre
[9]. Consequently, AGP appears to be the most downgrading average air quality value. For almost the rest of the 11

monitoring stations, the air quality oscillates in lower value
levels, indicating a more upgraded air quality.
The spatial distribution of the mean annual AQI values within GAA is presented in Fig. 3. It is depicted that in
the eastern sector of GAA, limited by the Penteli and Hymettus mountains, air quality appears “moderate” (light
grey color), while, in the western part of the studied
area, air quality remains “good” (grey color).
During the cold period of the year (October-March), the
air pollution episodes are less frequent, with the only exception of high CO concentrations appearing downtown due
to central heating and heavy traffic [17, 23, 28]. The cold
period is related to unstable atmospheric conditions caused
by the passage of the depressions having tracks over
Greece [29]. This pronounced instability contributes to the
dispersion of the air pollutants and, for this reason, the role
of the wind in the configuration of AQI values is diminished. On the contrary, the contribution of the prevailing
wind during the warm period of the year to the spatial distribution of the air pollution within the GAA is significant
and, therefore, it is analyzed in details in the process.

100

AQI

80
60
40
20
0
AGP ARI ATH GAL GEO LIO LYK MAR PAT PER SMI THR
Station
FIGURE 2 - Mean (± SD) monthly values of AQI at all measuring sites of GAA (2001-2006).
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FIGURE 3 - Spatial distribution of the annual AQI within GAA.
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FIGURE 4 - Spatial distribution of the AQI within GAA during the warm period with northern wind-flow.
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The warm period of the year (April-September) is associated with strong and frequent air pollution episodes
(mainly photochemical), because of the appropriate meteorological conditions such as high values of air temperature, sunshine and solar radiation, and the development of
sea breeze. Especially, the role of sea-breeze (southeastern
flow) is significant in the configuration of the air quality.
Nastos et al. [20] have concluded that the exacerbation of
air pollution, mainly concerning NOx pollutants, appeared
in late spring or early summer, and is due to sea breeze,
which is more often for that period of the year. The seabreeze tends to stratify the atmosphere above the city, with
the result of temperature inversion that traps the pollutants
near the ground. On the contrary, during the warm period
of the year, a northeastern flow opposes the sea breeze,
resulting in a cleaner atmosphere within GAA. In the process, we analyze the spatial distribution of AQI for these
two opposite wind regimes, which predominate during the
warm period of the year.
The spatial distribution of the AQI within GAA during
the warm period (April-September) with northern windflow is depicted in Fig. 4. This northern wind-flow is the
well-known “Etesians” wind referred by Aristotle (5th century B.C.). This type is established in Greece, when a North
Atlantic anticyclone, extended over Europe covering the
Balkans, is combined with the Indian low over Asia Minor and the Eastern Mediterranean Sea. The blow of Ete-

23.6

23.7

sians winds transfers polar continental (cP) air masses to
Northern Greece, and the result is the appearance of precipitation and frontal thunderstorms. Another effect of the
Etesians regime is the summer drought and the uniform
weather conditions in Greece [29].
The mean AQI values during the warm period of the
year with northern wind-flow decreases towards the sea,
and almost the major part of GAA is characterized by
“good” (grey color) air quality, while the surroundings by
“moderate” (light grey color) air quality. The beneficial
action of the northern flow which prevails the seabreeze is to clean the atmosphere of the GAA by dispersing
the air pollutants towards the sea. On the contrary, when
sea breeze dominates, almost the whole GAA is under
“moderate” (light grey color) air quality, with an exception of a small southwestern sector with “good” (grey color) air quality (Fig. 5). When sea-breeze is established,
the air pollutants are pushed towards inland and, because
of the existing topography with surrounded mountains,
they are assembled within the basin limits. The maximum
appeared in late spring or early summer, and is due to seabreeze, which is more often for that period of the year. It is
well-known that the circulation of sea-breeze appeared
during warm days, with weak pressure patterns. The sea
breeze tends to stratify the atmosphere above the city,
with the result of temperature inversion that traps the
pollutants near the ground.
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FIGURE 5 - Spatial distribution of the AQI within GAA during the warm period with sea breeze flow.
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CONCLUSIONS
The assessment of the air quality in the greater Athens
area (GAA) was performed by the use of air quality index
(AQI). During the examined 6-year period 2001-2006, air
quality was considered to be satisfactory, and air pollution
posed little or no risk for almost all the sampling sites, with
an exception of AGP site that is located 10 km to the NE
of the Athens centre, where air quality was acceptable. However, for some pollutants, there may be a moderate health
concern for a very small number of people who are unusually sensitive to air pollution. The role of the wind was
proven to be significant in the configuration of AQI, especially within the warm period of the year. The northeastern wind-flow, the so-called Etesians winds, is beneficial for cleaning the atmosphere of the GAA by dispersing
the air pollutants towards the sea, and almost the major
part of GAA, with an exception of the surrounding area at
the foot of the encircled mountains, is characterized by
“good” air quality. On the contrary, the development of
the sea-breeze and the consequent air temperature inversion trapped the air pollutants within the boundary layer,
and almost the whole GAA was under “moderate” air
quality.
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MODELLING OF TRAFFIC POLLUTION AT AN URBAN
SITE USING A MICROSCALE CFD DISPERSION MODEL
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ABSTRACT

ings and air flow in the extremely complex urban topography [2].

A CFD dispersion model is presented to predict the
local effect of heavily travelled roads on air pollution concentrations measured at certain monitoring stations in the
commercial center of Thessaloniki. The model used in this
study is a three dimensional CFD model with the shearstress transport k-ω turbulence scheme. The complex topography of the urban area under investigation is realistically represented in the CFD model. The predicted flow
field and carbon monoxide concentrations reflect the expected basic properties of wind circulation in street canyons. Finally, the theoretical estimates were validated and
compared with actual measurements in the commercial region of the town.

KEYWORDS: pollution dispersion, urban street canyon, computational fluid dynamics, 3D simulation

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes have been
widely applied for predicting local scale airflow patterns [35]. CFD software offers a method of modelling flow and
dispersion around groups of buildings with the flexibility
to represent complex geometries (e.g. Fig 1) and predict the
airflow with varying resolution [6-8]. The output of these
codes depends, among others, on the numerical scheme used,
the boundary conditions, the model domain size and the
grid resolution [3]. In this study, numerical modelling of
the carbon monoxide concentration fields using a CFD
model has been undertaken for a realistic 3-D urban canopy representation of the commercial center of Thessaloniki. Concentration fields obtained from model simulations
have been compared with air pollution data measured at
certain monitoring stations of the Municipal Air Quality
Network of Thessaloniki [9,10].
MATERIALS AND METHODS

INTRODUCTION
Tall buildings surrounded by narrow streets together
with ground-level vehicular emissions lead to the concern
of pollution problems in urban street canyons. The air pollutant dispersion problem in urban areas is mainly dominated by the airflow within the street canyons and the thermal and aerodynamic effects. The most characteristic feature of the street canyon wind flow is the formation of a recirculating vortex when the wind flow is normal to the canyon axis. The characteristics of the vortex depend on the
geometrical features of the idealized street canyon. Oke [1]
identified three separate types of flow regimes that occur
for this configuration associated with different canyon aspect ratios. The dispersion of pollutants emitted at the bottom of the canyon depends on which of these flow regimes
are present. However, in “real” cities the irregularity of the
urban morphology creates a complex three-dimensional
flow field. Thus, a realistic dispersion model must incorporate street-level effects, such as turbulence around build-

Previous studies have shown that the CFD approach
is able to reproduce the qualitative features of the airflow
and pollutant concentration within the idealized street
canyon [4, 11]. Numerical simulation of the realistic 3-D
urban geometry has been rarer until recently but with the
rapid increase in computing power CFD models are now
capable of simulating flow and dispersion in a real urban
setting with a large computational domain and high horizontal and vertical resolutions [7,12]. The numerical model
used in this study is a three-dimensional, quasi-steady state
CFD model with the shear-stress (SST) k-ω turbulence
scheme. Although the RNG k-ε turbulence model is commonly used in studies that investigate dispersion in built-up
areas, the SST k-ω turbulence scheme behaves as a k – ε
model in the bulk flow and as a k – ω scheme near the
walls where flow separation phenomena are important,
avoiding the use of wall functions (necessary in k – ε model)
provided the near-wall mesh resolutions are sufficient. A
blending function ensures a smooth transition between the
two models.
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FIGURE 1 - Model representation of the commercial center of Thessaloniki. The cycle indicates City Hall area.

The urban area under investigation is located at the
commercial center of Thessaloniki and is realistically represented in the CFD model (Fig. 1). The CO monitoring
station (40.64o N, 22.96o E) is situated at the intersection of
Egnatia and Venizelou Street (City Hall area). The computational domain is descritised using a high resolution nonuniform hex dominated mesh. The dimension of the smallest cell is 0.1 m with an expansion ratio not exceeding 1.2.
Grid refinement tests led to a total number of 4.5 million
cells in order to resolve sufficiently the computational domain. Inlet values of wind speed were taken from a meteorological station of the Municipal Air Quality Network
of Thessaloniki at roof-top level of the area under study
and two days were selected for the simulations were the
winds blew from a southerly direction during the day. The
domain extends 5 to 15 times the mean building height
(about 25-30 m) in the upstream and downstream directions respectively in order for the flow profiles of mean
wind speed and turbulence quantities to be fully developed [14]. The main streets of the city’s center are represented as line sources with rate of CO emission (q) by
traffic given by:

q=

EFCO N
A

(1)

where EFCO is the emission factor of CO (g Km-1), N
is the average traffic flow rate and A is the cross-sectional
area of the line source [4]. The values of the emission factors have been estimated using the COPERT procedure [14,
15].
The flow simulation and CO concentration fields are
produced by solving the Reynolds averaged 3-D NavierStokes and the passive scalar transport equations coupled

with the SST k-ω turbulence model, implemented in the
CFD code FLUENT [16]. Quasi-steady state simulations
were carried out, giving an hourly time-averaged view of
the flow, neglecting possible phenomena such as unsteady
vortex shedding and occasional sweeps of air from above
the canopy [17]. Thermal effects have not been considered in this study and the modelling domain has been assumed to be isothermal [15].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The comparison between the observed diurnal variation of carbon monoxide from the air quality monitoring
Municipality network [9] and CFD theoretical predictions
from the two selected days is presented in Figure 2. The
figures reveal that predicted concentrations of CO are in the
ranges of corresponding measurements. The CFD model
results provide a good simulation of the actual data, although some differences are present. In the first case (Fig.
2a) the CFD results follow the diurnal variation of the
measurements related mainly to changes in traffic flow rate
and wind speed, but overestimate the maximum observed
values. As reported from previous studies [15], CFD simulations generally overestimate the measured CO concentrations. In the second case (Fig. 2b) CFD results cannot capture the high, traffic related, morning concentrations of CO
although they overestimate the observed secondary maximum at night.
These differences may follow from unsteadiness and
large fluctuations, which, related to either uncertainness in
traffic estimations or approaching wind in actual environments, were not considered in the quasi-steady-state model.
Small changes in ambient wind speed and direction can
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FIGURE 2 - Comparison between the observed diurnal variation of carbon monoxide (Obs)
and theoretical predictions (CFD results) for a) 17 March 2004 and b) 17 April 2006.

greatly affect flow field and dispersion of passive pollutants around a group of buildings in urban areas [8]. The
normalized contours of carbon monoxide concentrations
and theoretical flow field (wind vectors) for the commercial center of Thessaloniki are presented in Figure 3 and 4,
respectively. For the first case (Figs. 3a – 4a) calm wind
conditions were considered (0.5 m s-1) while in the second
case a reference wind speed of 2 m s -1 was taken into
account (Figs. 3b – 4b).
As can be seen from Figure 3a, maximum concentrations are observed at the street corners as a result of a recirculating zone in the Egnatia - Dragoumi intersection
when the wind speed is low (Fig. 4a). Experimental stud-

ies have shown that a large vortex is formed at the entrance to the cross-wind streets of an intersection, which
determines the exchange of pollutants between the streets
and the intersection [18]. In general, values of carbon
monoxide concentrations predicted by the CFD model are
considerably larger on the leeward side of street canyons
than in their windward side. This is more obvious when
wind speed increases (Figures 3b - 4b).
It can be seen from the plots that the predicted flow
field and carbon monoxide concentrations in a complex
urban topography generally reflect the expected basic
properties of wind circulation in street canyons and intersections [1,18].

FIGURE 3-Contours of normalized (C/Cmax) CO concentrations at height y = 3m for the commercial center of
Thessaloniki (City Hall area) for a) 0.5 m s-1 and b) 2 m s-1 inlet velocity. The white cross indicates the location
of the CO monitoring station and the black arrow the wind direction relatively to the computational domain.
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FIGURE 4 - The same as Figure 3 but for the theoretical flow field (wind vectors).

CONCLUSIONS
A numerical investigation of the CO concentration
fields in a realistic urban canopy was performed using a
CFD simulation. Most previous studies investigated airflow and pollutant dispersion in idealized street canyons.
This study demonstrated the ability of the CFD approach
to simulate the complex 3-D flow and concentration of a
passive scalar field in realistic urban environments. Although operational air pollution models have undergone
many comprehensive formal evaluations [19], CFD models lack such an evaluation record in the urban quality
context [20]. It is also concluded that the proposed numerical model seems able to follow the diurnal variation of the
measured carbon monoxide concentrations. However it is
realized that more work has to be done. Appropriate boundary conditions should be given for realistic simulation [21].
Data from routine observations as those used in this study
are not fine enough to set the boundary conditions for CFD
models. In order to overcome this problem it would be
possible to couple the CFD model with a mesoscale meteorological model that would provide time-depended and
spatially varying boundary conditions for the CFD model
[12]. As a first approximation, in this study thermal effects are neglected. According to the results of Lundquist
and Chan [22], buoyancy plays a minimal role in the production of turbulence kinetic energy within the built-up
area, thus making the assumption of neutral stability in the
model simulations justifiable at least under moderate wind
conditions. However thermal effects may be important under calm wind conditions in the urban canopy and when
mesoscale thermally induced circulations are present (e.g.
sea breeze). In addition, in order to evaluate in detail the
airflow and dispersion of air pollutants in a realistic urban
setting 2-equation turbulence modelling is insufficient [23].
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) would be appropriate but it
is usually used in idealized cases [24] because it is compu-

tational expensive. The 7-equation RSM turbulence model
has been used in similar studies [7,23] because it provides
the necessary functionality and allow for anisotropic turbulence, which is characteristic behind bluff bodies.
In conclusion the simplified CFD approach because of
its fair agreement with observations may be used in applications in boundary layer, air pollution and urban meteorology. Also, CFD modelling may be of considerable value
in establishing a basis for formulating street-canyon air
quality standards and air pollution episode control planning.
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ABSTRACT
In this preliminary work the toxic activity of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) mix standard solutions was studied using “Caenorhabditis elegans” (C. elegans) as system for biological studies.
The nematode cultures were exposed for 3 days to
0.01, 0.1 and 1 ppb (ng/ml) of PAH Mix and even if no
morphological alterations were observed on the C. elegans
populations, the lethality was about 50% when the PAHs
concentrations were equal to 0.1 and 1 ppb. Moreover, the
lethality test was performed using an organic extract from
a PM10 sample.
When the gene expression pattern was analyzed a down
regulation of the expression on all the genes considered
was observed, indicating that the genotoxic effect was scattered on the entire transcription mechanism.
These results indicate that “C. elegans” is an effective model for the study of PAHs toxicity; future studies
will be oriented to the toxicity evaluation of extracts from
PM2.5 and PM10 samples collected in Apulia cities.

KEYWORDS: Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, toxicity, Caenorhabditis elegans.

INTRODUCTION
Particulate matter (PM) is a complex mixture partially
constituted by toxic compounds. It originates from both
anthropogenic and natural sources and contains biological
material, organic compounds, hydrocarbons, acid aerosols,
metals and carbonaceous compounds. Exposure to this pollutant has adverse effects on human health [1-6] and on the
ecosystem.

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) are emitted
mostly from combustion sources like gasoline and diesel
fuelled automobiles, power plants, waste incineration, industrial boilers and kilns, and open fires. Several compounds of this group have been classified by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) as carcinogenic, probably carcinogenic, or possibly carcinogenic to
humans [7]. It is largely accepted that IPA are genotoxic
agents based on their ability to intercalate in the DNA thus
causing consequences both at replication and transcription
levels. Cell culture studies have shown that PAHs are bound
to DNA after being activated by cytochrome P450 enzymes to electrophilic metabolites [8-12] and model organisms have been used to asses toxic effects of PAHs in
environmental pollutants [13, 14].
Studies from several countries reported the presence
of PAHs adsorbed to particulate matter in air sample from
urban and industrial areas [15-19].
In this work the effects of PAHs tested on the nematode worm C.elegans are presented. Furthermore the expression of several genes was measured.
C.elegans is a free-living nematode that lives in the
liquid phase of soils. Its genome has been completely sequenced showing an unexpectedly high level of genetic
conservation with the vertebrate genome, which makes
this organism an ideal system for biological studies, such
as those in genetics, molecular biology and development
biology. Due to its easy handling in laboratory and its
sensitivity to different kinds of stresses, C.elegans is also
used in biomedical and eco-toxicological studies. In fact,
the nematode has already been used as a model system to
elucidate the toxicity and the toxicological mechanism of
various chemical compounds such as heavy metals, xenoestrogens, pesticides, industrial pollutants and compounds widely used for PVC production [20-27]. Moreover, the Italian Chemical Society has proposed the inclusion of this model organism in the panel of test organisms
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to evaluate the toxicity of molecules or chemicals according to the REACH directive [28]. The use of C. elegans as
a test organism allows a fast response comparable to the
test microorganisms, furthermore it is possible to conduct
a single experiment using hundreds of nematodes, unlike
for other multicellular systems due to ethical limitations
and/or cost. For these reasons the use of the nematode as a
test organism can be ideally positioned between the systems in vitro (including cell cultures) and current and
expensive models of mammal.

ban site in Bari (Apulia, Southern Italy) using a high volume sampler Graseby-Andersen (Smyrna, GA, USA). Sample filters were extracted by means of a microwave assisted
solvent extraction (Milestone s.r.l. model Ethos D, Sorisole (BG), Italy) with total 50 ml of acetone and hexane
(1:1) and 20 ml of these extracts were concentrated in a
rotary evaporator until dryness and dissolved again in 10 ml
of absolute ethanol. The same extraction procedure was
applied to a blank filter and the extracted solution was used
as control.
Lethality test

MATERIALS AND METHODS
C. elegans cultures

C. elegans was maintained in the laboratory on Nematode Growth Medium (NGM) agar plates seeded with
OP50 E. coli strain. C. elegans develops through four larval
stages (L1, L2, L3, L4) that are separated by moults (Figure 1). The life cycle takes about 3 days at 22 °C. It also
has an alternative L3 stage, known as the “dauer” stage
that is an adaptation to survival of extreme conditions. It
is induced by crowding, lack of food, high temperature or
genetics.

Triplicate nematode cultures were exposed for 3 days
respectively to 0.01, 0.1 and 1 ppb of each PAH contained
in the standard Mix (condition 1, 2 and 3). Control plates
(CTR) received 100 µl of absolute ethanol. About 10000
eggs of C. elegans were placed on each NGM agar plate
containing the chemicals and on each control plate. After
3 days of incubation at 22°C the number of L4 or adults
was counted in each plate. The same experiment was conducted by placing about 8000 eggs of C. elegans in other
NGM agar plates containing respectively 50, 250 and 500 µl
of a PM10 extract. Total PAH concentrations (sum of
Benz[a]anthracene, Benzo[b]fluoranthene, Benzo[k]fluoranthene, Benzo[ghi]perylene, Benzo[a]pyrene, Dibenz[a,h]anthracene and Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene) in these plates was
respectively equal to 0.15, 0.74 e 1.5 ppb. Control plates
received 500 µl of the extract from blank filter.
Gene expression analysis

Stress-related gene expression analysis was conducted
through semi-quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase
chain reaction technique in order to identify one or more
toxicity molecular markers of PAHs in the nematode system.

FIGURE 1 - A C. elegans adult hermafrodite that has deposited
some eggs is shown. It is also possible to distinguish two C. elegans
larvae at L1 and L2 stage, respectively.
PAH standard mix

Standard solutions of 10, 100 and 1000 ppb were prepared by suitable ethanol dilutions of an EPA PAH Mix
(Acenaphthylene, Anthracene, Benz[a]anthracene, Benzo[b]fluoranthene, Benzo[k]fluoranthene, Benzo[ghi]perylene,
Benzo[a]pyrene, Chrysene, Dibenz[a,h]anthracene, Fluorene, Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene, Phenanthrene, Pyrene) at
500 µg/ml +/- 0.5% (Supelco, Bellefonte, PA, USA).
Particle extraction

In order to have a high particulate matter (PM) amount
to be extracted and tested, PM10 samples were collected on
quartz fiber filter (QM-A Whatman 20 x 25 cm) at an ur-

The testing procedure was as follow: after the exposure for 3 days to different concentrations of PAHs (CTR,
condition 1, 2, 3), the L4 and/or adults were harvested and
RNA was isolated. cDNA prepared from 700 ng total RNA
was used in semi-quantitative PCR. The primers were designed on the basis of the sequences retrieved from C. elegans database (www.wormbase.org). A portion of rRNA
26S was used for expression-level normalization of the studied genes. The PCR products were separated through electrophoresis on 1.2 % agarose gel and were visualized with
ethidium bromide and the relative densities of each band
were determined.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Subjecting C. elegans populations to the standard solutions (condition 1, 2 and 3) no morphological alterations
were observed, whereas already at 0.1 ppb the lethality
was about 50% (Table 1). Student’s t-test applied to these
data showed that at conditions 2 and 3 the numbers of
survived nematodes were significantly different from
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TABLE 1 - Results of the lethality test and gene expression analysis obtained after exposure of C. elegans
cultures to PAH standard Mix. The standard deviations for each quantity are reported in parentheses.
LETHALITY
GENE EXPRESSION*
Number of survivvit2
vit5
vit6
hsp90
ing nematodes
CTR
2000 (529)
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
Condition 1
2200 (600)
0.93 (0.07)
0.49 (0.12)
0.86 (0.14)
0.86 (0.10)
Condition 2
867(115)
0.95 (0.04)
0.46 (0.05)
0.97 (0.19)
0.70 (0.12)
Condition 3
500 (141)
0.74 (0.19)
0.67 (0.08)
0.66 (0.18)
0.58 (0.06)
* Values are reported as percentage of the control gene expression level (a portion of rRNA 26S) that is set equal to 1.
MIX IPA

control condition at the confidence level of 0.95. When
the gene expression pattern was analyzed a down regulation of the expression on all the genes considered was observed, indicating that the genotoxic effect was scattered
on the entire transcription mechanism (Table 1).
Since in these experimental conditions individual genes
were measured, the expression level of actin gene or ribosomal RNA was used for comparison. As a matter of fact, in
both cases the expression is constitutive and it is not influenced by intrinsic metabolic changes or by the different
moment of the life cycle.
The obtained results indicate that Vitellogenin genes
were lightly down regulated except vit 5.
However, the expression level was not correlated with
increasing concentration of PAHs, suggesting that the effect on the entire population of C. elegans was random.
On the other hand the down regulation of the hsp90
gene expression was correlated with the increasing PAHs
concentration. The hsp90 is assumed to be involved in the
stress response, therefore the presented results clearly
indicate that the enzyme activity was possible when PAHs
levels was relatively low, while at increased concentration
the expression of hsp90 gene was repressed.

COI

COII

1.00
1.09 (0.50)
1.17 (0.32)
0.82 (0.18)

1.00
0.92
1.08
0.91

TABLE 2 - Results of the lethality test obtained after exposure of C.
elegans cultures to a PM10 organic extract.
LETHALITY
TEST
Number of
surviving
nematodes

CTR

Condition
I

Condition
II

Condition
III

1233
(321)

867 (115)

700 (541)

850 (260)

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results obtained by the lethality test and
analysis of gene expression, it is possible to conclude that
the “C. elegans” is an effective model for the study of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons toxicity.
Future studies will be oriented to the evaluation of the
toxicity of PM2.5 and PM10 organic extracts from samples collected in Apulia cities. In particular, as was done for
the standard solutions, the expression levels of C.elegans
genes involved in reproduction, growth and stressed conditions will be considered.

It is important to emphasize that the gene coding for
the two mitochondrial enzymes cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI and cytochrome c oxidase subunit II (CO II)
were poorly affected even at the highest PAHs concentration. In fact as mitochondrial DNA genes, they are sequestered into the mitochondria.
The results here presented indicate that PAHs cannot
penetrate the mitochondrial membranes and thus cannot
disturb mtDNA. This observation has potential implication for the mitochondrial function.
Finally, the nematodes survived after the exposure to
50, 250 and 500 µl (condition I, II and III) of a PM10 organic extract were counted and compared with the control
condition. From Table 2 it is possible to note that the number of nematodes survived in the presence of the PM10
extract decreased in all conditions compared to control,
although these values were not significantly different at
the confidence level of 0.95. This result is probably due to
the bioassay variability that will be further verified in future
studies.
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POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS AND
IONIC SPECIES ASSOCIATED WITH PARTICULATE MATTER IN
AMBIENT AIR IN KOZANI CITY, GREECE, DURING COLD PERIOD
Evangelos I. Tolis*, Dafni A. Missia, Nikolaos D. Charisiou and John G. Bartzis*
University of Western Macedonia, Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Environmental Technology Laboratory, Sialvera & Bakola Street, 50100 Kozani, Greece.

ABSTRACT
Air samples of coarse (PM10) and fine particles (PM
2.5) were collected in cold period in 2009 in Kozani, a city
located in northwest Greece. The area is characterized by
intensive energy related activities, including coal burning
at four power plants and the associated mining operations.
Particulate matter concentration, particle-bound polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons and anionic species concentrations
were determined using gravimetrical, GC-MS and Ion Chromatography analysis, respectively. The mean PM10 and
PM2.5 mass concentration were 31 and 25 µg/m3 respectively. This study estimates the particulate PAHs concentration levels and their origin in the city, using diagnostic
ratio and emission source profiles. Also the concentration
levels of the main anionic species associated with the particulate fraction of PM10 and PM2.5 are given for the first
time for the city of Kozani. In general, the results indicated
that the air quality in the city of Kozani is mainly affected
by urban sources, while the power plants seem to play a
minor role.

centrations as episode days. These days are characterized
by elevated PM10 daily mean concentrations which are
greater or equal to 150 µg/m3.This value was exceeded in
29 cases, out of which a daily mean concentration of 200
µg/m3 was exceeded in 10 days [3]. Concern is increasing
with regards to the chemical characterization of PM and
especially PM2.5, which has the ability to enter into the
respiratory system, causing adverse health effects. Since
many PAH compounds have been classified as probable
or possible human carcinogens, they have received widespread interest in recent decades in air pollution studies.
The main objective of this study is to assess the PM10
and PM2.5 concentration levels in the city of Kozani
during the cold period and to characterize their chemical
composition concerning PAHs and ionic species such as
NO 3-, Cl-, and SO 42-. Therefore, air samples of coarse
(PM10) and fine particles (PM2.5) were collected for approximately one month and the particulate PAHs and ionic
species levels in Kozani were determined. In order to investigate the PAH origins the results of compositional
analysis are also reported.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

KEYWORDS: particulate matter, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, ionic species, Kozani

Site description and sampling

INTRODUCTION
In Greece, most lignite deposits are located in the
Florina–Ptolemais–Kozani basin, a large intensively exploited area, in northern Greece. Open-cast mining predominates and feeds nearby lignite fired power stations.
Although, the stations use high performance filters to control their ex-hausts, the region suffers from the high concentration levels of particulate matter. Additionally, several
studies have also demonstrated the impacts of lignite power
plants in the air [1-3].
Triantafyllou [3], who studied PM10 concentration for
the period 1991-1994, defined days with enhanced con-

Aerosol samples were collected during cold period
(27th of February to 12th of April, 2009) from an urban area
of the city of Kozani. The sampling site was located on the
roof of the building of the University of Western Macedonia
(UOWM) which is located approximately 0.5 km from the
center of Kozani. The city has an estimated 48,000 inhabitants (2001 Census). The roof of the building stands at
10 meters above ground level and is surrounded by low
apartment blocks and roads with light traffic. The sampling
site (40o 18' /21o 24') is located in Eordea basin in which
four large lignite-burning power plants operate with their
coal mines. The location of the power plants is north to
northeast (N,NE) to the sampling site and about 10.5 km
away (Figure 1). 24-hour samples of suspended particulate matter were collected on 47 mm quartz fiber filters
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(Whatman), mounted in Low Volume Air Sampling Systems (Derenda LVS3.1/PMS3.1-15 and TCR TECORA
BRAVO PM for PM2.5 and PM10 respectively). The sampling flow was 2.3 m3/ h and the total sampled volume was
55.2 m3. The number of samples differed between PM10 to
PM2.5 (26 and 31 respectively, due to technical reasons),
while the number of samples taken simultaneously were 19.
Particle mass concentrations were determined gravimetrically, using an electronic microbalance (Mettler Toledo MX-5)
with a resolution of 10-6 g, which was placed in a ʺ″weighing
roomʺ″. In order to create the appropriate conditions in the
weighing room (T= 20 ± 1°C, R= 50 ± 5%), temperature
and relative humidity were automatically controlled with the
use of an air-conditioner operating in continuous basis. After
sampling, the samples were stored at -20oC prior to analysis and no longer than two weeks prior to extraction.

WIND SPEED

N

NW

WNW

WSW

1,6
1,4
1,2
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0

NNE
NE

ENE

ESE

SW

SE
SSW

Extraction and analysis of PAHs

After the determination of particulate concentration the
filters were divided into two pieces. The methodology followed for PAHs extraction from filter samples is described elsewhere [2]. Briefly, half of the filters were ultrasonically extracted twice with 40 ml of dichloromethane.
The extracts concentrated to 5 ml and n-hexane (10ml) was
added twice and rotary evaporated until 2-3 ml of n-hexane
remained. The n-hexane extract was transferred quantitatively to a pre-washed with dichloromethane column (25 cm
x 0.9 cm i.d.) of silica gel topped with 0.5 g of anhydrous
sodium sulphate. The PAH fraction was collected by eluting
the column with 10 ml of a mixture of n-hexane-ethylacetate
9:1. The eluate was concentrated up to 2 ml and then was
further concentrated up to 100 µl by the gently steam of
pure nitrogen. All chemicals used were of analytical-reagent
grade unless stated otherwise. Dichloromethane, n-hexane,
ethylacetate and isooctane were purchased from MerckGermany (SupraSolv for gas chromatography).

The transfer line was held at 280oC and the identification - quantitation was based on calibration with standard
PAHs solutions using the mass spectrometric parameters
and on the basis of internal standard solution of deuterated
PAHs (d8-Nap, d10-A, d10-Phe, d10-Chr, d10-Pyr, d12B[ghi]P and d12-Perylene, for abbreviations see Table 2).
The internal standard PAHs solutions were purchased from
Dr. Ehrenstorfer (Augsburg, Germany) and added prior to
the analysis.

ENE

WSW

In the Eordea basin the climate is continental Mediterranean, characterized by low temperatures during winter time. The meteorological parameters were taken from
an available UOWM’s weather monitoring station which is
located at the same point as the sampling site. The measured parameters were temperature (oC), relative humidity
(%), wind speed (m/s) and wind direction. The average values for the sampling period concerning temperature and
relative humidity were 11.2 oC and 65% respectively, while
the wind speed versus wind direction are shown in Figure 2.

Extracts were analysed for PAHs using a DB-5MS capillary column (30m, 0.25mm I.D., 0.25µm film thickness)
by Agilent Technologies 6890N GC with 5973 mass selective detector (GC-MSD) operated in the selected ion-monitoring mode (SIM). The final determination of the 2- to 6ring PAHs was carried out according to the following parameters:
Carrier gas: Helium (1ml/min, constant flow)
Temperature programme: 60oC (1min), 60oC – 290oC
o
(15 C/min) 290oC (15min)
Injection Volume: 1µl (splitless)
Injector temperature: 285oC

FIGURE 1 - Map of the area of Eordea basin.
The sampling site located in Kozani city.

NNW

Weather conditions

SSE

Extraction and analysis of ionic species

S

FIGURE 2 - Prevailing wind speed and direction during sampling
period.

The rest half of the filter was placed in an Erlenmeyer
flask with 10 ml of ultra-pure water (Millipore Direct Q,
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resistivity 18.2MΩ) and then treated in an ultrasonic bath
for 30 min. The extract then was filtrated through 0.22µm
PTFE syringe filters and injected to a Metrohom 850 Professional, chromatographic system. The anions were determined using a Metrosep A Supp 5 250/4.0mm column,
with an eluent of 3.2mM Na2CO3 and 1.0mM NaHCO3 and
its flow rate during the analysis was equal to 0.7 ml/min.
The Ion chromatography injection volume was 20 µl, the
run time was 30 min and the column temperature was
kept to 30oC.
Field and laboratory blank were routinely analysed for
both PAHs and anionic species and the results subtracted
from the sample filters.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
PM10 and PM2.5 mass concentrations

A total of 26 daily samples were taken for PM10
analysis while for PM2.5 the number of daily samples
was 31. Due to technical reasons the number of the simul-

taneous samples was 19. The daily concentration of PM10
and PM2.5 for the city of Kozani are summarised in Table
1. The mean value of PM10 concentration was 31µg/m3
with a standard deviation of ±12 µg/m3 with a maximum
value of 71 µg/m3 and a minimum value of 16 µg/m3.
According to the EU directive 2008/50/EC [4] the limit
for PM10 daily concentration of 50 µg/m3, had been exceeded once. This occurred the day with the maximum
observed value on 31st of March. The EU directive
2008/50/EC defines the sampling point between 1.5 to 4m
above the ground level but in some occasions higher positions (up to 8m) may be necessary and if a station is representative of larger area then higher siting may also be
appropriated. Based on this, our findings can be compared
to the EU limit values. For PM2.5 the mean concentration
value was 25 (±12) µg/m3. The maximum value was also
observed on the 31st of March (56 µg/m3) while, the minimum value was 7 µg/m3. It is worth mentioning that the
annual limit value for PM2.5 according to 2008 EU [4]
directive will be 25 µg/m3 until 2015 while it will be
reduced to 20 µg/m3 until 2020.

TABLE 1 - Daily Concentrations (µg/m3) of PM10 and PM2.5 for the city of Kozani
3
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30 Mar
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47

31 Mar 1 Apr
71
41
56
32

3 Apr
28
15

6 Apr
28
NA

7 Apr
38
NA

8 Apr
34
25

9 Apr
42
NA

10 Apr
43
37

NA: Not Available

Generally, fine and ultrafine particles, originate from
different sources or from different activities within the
same source. PM10 and PM2.5 mass concentrations were
analyzed by linear regression and the results show that the
coefficient of determination (R2) was 0.93 in the reported
period (Figure 4). This relatively high coefficient implies
that PM2.5 and PM10 have similar sources and they were
influenced by the local conditions [5].
In order to identify the sources of PM10 and PM2.5,
the ratios of PM2.5/PM10 concentrations have been used
due to different sizes of ambient air particles probably originate from different sources [6]. Figure 3 shows the ratio of
PM2.5/PM10 for the days of common measurements. The
mean value is 0.81(±0.11) with a range of 0.61 to 0.98. Taking into account the average values of PM10 and PM2.5 for
the whole sampling period, the ratio of PM2.5/PM10 has
a value of 0.79. The above values are in agreement with
other studies carried out for the cold period [6] and indicated
significant contribution from secondary particulate formation and combustion sources. Ratios with values lower
than 0.6, indicate contribution from re-suspended soil-dust,

long distance transport dust, coal mining and processing
industries and other mechanical activities. The trend of
highest ratio values during cold periods is also observed in
our study according to the seasonal variation of the
PM2.5/PM10 ratio which exhibit higher values during
winter time and lower values in summer period [6].

FIGURE 3 - Variation in PM2.5/PM10 concentration ratio for the
corresponding sampling days.
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FIGURE 4 - Relationships between PM10, PM2.5, and PAHs concentrations sampled in Kozani city.

Particulate PAHs concentration

In the current study, 16 priority EPA-PAHs plus benzo[e]pyrene were determined in the PM10 and PM2.5 size
fraction. Table 2 presents the mean, minimum and maximum concentrations values observed for the individual particle-bound PAHs. The mean total PAHs concentrations associated with PM10 were 1.99 ng/m3 while for PM2.5-bound
PAHs were 2.00 ng/m3. The higher value in PM2.5-bound
PAHs is due to the different sampling days. These values are
in accordance with the values previously found in Kozani

(3.61 ng/m3) and other sites around Kozani (0.78 and 3.86
ng/m3) although these concern total suspended particles,
TSP [7]. When comparing with other cities in Greece such
as Athens [8] (32.9 ng/m3 in PM10) and Thessaloniki [9]
(30.8 ng/m3 in PM10), our results show lower values. It is
commonly observed that higher molecular weight PAHs
are often associated with particulates while low molecular
weight compounds tend to be more concentrated in the
vapour phase. This trend is fulfilled in our study.

TABLE 2 - Particulate PAH concentrations during cold period in Kozani (ng m-3)
Compound (ng/m3)
Naphthalene, Nap
Acenaphthylene, Ace
Acenaphthene, A
Fluorene, Fl
Phenanthrene, Phe
Anthracene, Ant
Fluoranthene, Flu
Pyrene, Pyr
Benzo[a]anthracene, B[a]A
Chrysene, Chr
Benzo[b]fluoranthene, B[b]F
Benzo[k]fluoranthene, B[k]F
Benzo[e]pyrene, B[e]P
Benzo[a]pyrene, B[a]P
Indeno[1,2,3-c,d]pyrene, InP
Dibenzo[a,h]anthracene, DBA
Benzo[g,h,i]perylene, B[ghi]P
∑PAHs

Mean
0.045
0.001
0.023
0.001
0.056
0.055
0.164
0.151
0.087
0.181
0.350
0.147
0.157
0.102
0.233
0.025
0.212
1.990

PM10 (N=26)
Min
ND
ND
ND
ND
0.013
0.013
0.060
0.062
0.033
0.076
0.098
0.040
0.074
0.038
0.095
ND
0.115

ND: Not Detected

2010

Max
1.240
0.009
0.079
0.010
0.123
0.122
0.335
0.369
0.196
0.350
0.680
0.345
0.293
0.221
0.458
0.070
0.365

Mean
0.025
0.001
0.010
0.001
0.050
0.051
0.171
0.156
0.081
0.209
0.362
0.162
0.154
0.099
0.230
0.026
0.212
2.000

PM2.5 (N=31)
Min
ND
ND
ND
ND
0.007
0.008
0.044
0.046
0.030
0.056
0.053
0.035
0.030
ND
0.036
ND
0.054

Max
0.269
0.012
0.068
0.014
0.221
0.220
0.533
0.480
0.184
0.496
0.771
0.508
0.284
0.205
0.448
0.141
0.374
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Hou et al. [10] compared two sampling sites in China
for PM2.5 bound PAHs concentrations and reported results of 35.23 to 135 ng/m3 for one of them and only
3.47 ng/m3 for the other. These two sites were located in a
dust source region but the difference between them is that
three large coal mines operate in the vicinity of the first site.
The authors explained the different PAHs concentration, by
the three coal mines and the lack of industry emissions in
the second site. Taking into account these observations, it
can be concluded that for the sampling period under investigation the PAHs concentration in the city of Kozani
appear not to be affected by the coal mines and the power
plants operating in the area.
The polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon with the highest
concentration for PM10-bound particles and PM2.5 is
benzo[b]fluoranthene followed by indeno[1,2,3-c,d]pyrene
and benzo[g,h,i]perylene. Taking into account the PAHs
profiles for emission sources [11] it appears that for power
plant and coal combustion the following PAHs have been
indentified as markers: cyclopentan[c,d]pyrene dibenzo[a,h]anthracene and phenanthrene-fluorene-pyrene, respectively.
As illustrated in Table 2, those species are not the predominant ones among PAH compounds. Additionally, InP and
B[ghi]P are usually associated as indicators of traffic emission [12]. Thus, it can be concluded that traffic and domestic emissions have the main impact on the atmosphere
of Kozani.
A literature review revealed that the ratio of 4 ring
PAHs (Flu, Pyr, B[a]A and Chr) to 5-6 ring PAHs (B[b]F,
B[k]F, B[a]P DBA, B[ghi]P and InP) has been used to
evaluate the source of PAHs, i.e., the higher ratio indicates
longer distance of transport, while the lower ratio implies
local emissions [12]. In our study the ratio of PAH(4)/
PAH(5,6) in PM10 and PM2.5 for the average values found,
was 0.55 and 0.57 respectively. Ratios less than 1 indicate
local sources of PAHs.
A powerful tool in order to investigate the possible
emission sources of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons is
the diagnostic ratio between individual compounds. The
mean Fl/(Fl+Pyr) ratio for the PM10 bound PAHs was
0.52, denoting again that combustion sources of PAHs are
predominant in Kozani [12]. The B[a]A/Chr, B[b]F/B[k]F
and InP/B[ghi]P ratios for coal/coke combustion are 1.01.3, 3.8-4.2 and 1.0-1.2 respectively, while in our study
those are 0.48, 2.38 and 1.09. The ratio B[a]A/Chr for traffic
source is 0.28-1.2 for gasoline and 0.17-0.36 for diesel engines. The InP/(InP+B[ghi]P) ratio was 0.52 similar to the
value estimated for coal burning (0.56) rather than gasoline
engine emissions and emissions from diesel engines (0.44
and 0.35-0.70 respectively) [13]. Also Pyr/B[a]P <1 characterize coal combustion, in our study, this ratio for the
PM10-bound PAHs is 1.48. Similar results for the above
mentioned ratios were obtained for the PM2.5-bound
PAHs. Another diagnostic ratio that could be used to indentify the sources of PAHs is Flu/Pyr, with a ratio of 1.4
characterized coal combustion, while values close to 1 wood
combustion and less than 1 petroleum sources. The Flu/Pyr

ratio for PM10-bound PAHs and PM2.5 in this study is
1.08 and 1.09 respectively, suggesting that coal combustion
was not the main PAH source. Taking into account all the
above results and despite the fact that four power plants
using lignite operate in the area, the conclusion seems to
be that they do not contribute significantly to the atmospheric PAHs concentration in the city of Kozani. This conclusion may also be attributed to the prevailing wind direction (Figure 2), which was SE to WNW, in an opposite
direction to the power plants site, which is located in the N
and NE direction.
Correlation analysis between particulate concentrations and total PM-associated PAHs are shown in Figure 4.
There is no significant correlation for PM10-bound PAHs
and PM10 mass concentration (R2=0.0081). A similar trend
was also observed for PM2.5 particles (R2=0.0249). This
showed that the amount of PAHs associated with particulate matter in air, fluctuated according to emission sources,
fate and transportation pathway and atmospheric chemistry regardless of the particle concentration.
The mean value for the benzo[a]pyrene, was 0.102 ng/
m3 while the EU limit value is 1ng /m3 [14] for PM10bound particle concerning although the average of one year
monitoring. The maximum and the minimum value measured was 0.221 and 0.038 ng/m3 respectively.
Anionic constituents of particulate matter

Figure 6 shows the mean concentration value of the
sulfate, nitrate and chloride anions for PM10 and PM2.5
aerosol fractions, with the percentage values of the measured anions. The anion with the largest portion was sulfate, consisted of 59% and 65% of the total measured
anions for PM10 and PM2.5 respectively. Anionic soluble
species are on average 17.5% and 15.8% of the PM10 and
PM2.5 mass concentration respectively. This means that
there is a significant part of aerosol associated with the
formation of secondary inorganic particles. The concentration of the main anions measured in this study (2.55,
0.1 and 1.3 µg/m3 for the PM2.5-bound SO42-, Cl- and
NO3- respectively) are in agreement with the values reported for PM2.5-bound ionic species in a semi rural site in
Patras, Greece [15] with no industry operating in the area
(2.7, 0.4 and 0.12 µg/m3 respectively). Also the anionic
PM10-bound species in our study were 3.22, 0.21 and
1.98 µg/m3 for the SO42-, Cl- and NO3- respectively, while
for a rural area in Spain, Monagrega [16] the relative values
were similar (3.8, 0.3 and 2.2 µg/m3 respectively). On the
other hand, Han et al. [17], measured the ionic constituents of PM2.5 at the most industrialized area of Korea,
Ulsan with huge petrochemical plants operating in the area
emitting large amounts of SO2, with values too high compared to this study, 13.2 and 11.1 µg/m3 for SO42- and
NO3- respectively. The literature review presented above,
together with the absolute measured values reinforce the
conclusion that the city of Kozani seems not to be affected
from the operation of the power plants for the sampling
period, when one considers the ionic species only.
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FIGURE 5 - Mean values for anionic species concentrations (µg/m3) for PM10 and PM 2.5.
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than the lignite power plants, during the particular sampling
period. Since the measurements and conclusions obtained
in this study are preliminary due to the small amount of
data, further research needs to be carried out and are under
way, for example seasonal variation and computational
modelling analysis in order to investigate the impact of the
area’s industrialisation to the quality of the city’s air.
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ABSTRACT
This paper evaluates the role of meteorological factors on the configuration of the complex aerosol’s character at a suburban area of Athens, Greece. To this effort, 4month period measurements of hourly PM2.5 aerosol samples were employed, being collected with the aid of a conventional R&P TEOM (model 1400a) at Aghia Paraskevi.
The simultaneous daily PM10 and PM2.5-10 concentrations
are also discussed. Then, the entire daily data set was divided in 5 different classes at similar proportion by one decimal point for each one of assessed meteorological parameter, temperature, relative humidity and wind speed.
The present study discusses not only the variations of the
recorded levels of the three PM fractions and their seasonality but also the inter-fraction relationship for all possible matching of the aerosol’s pairs and the PM ratios in
connection with the differentiation of the meteorological
parameters’ values.
PM10 and PM2.5-10 appeared to have the same character as in all the cases they proved to be strongly correlated.
It was found that temperature enhanced the concentrations
of the PM fractions and especially those with bigger diameter while relative humidity seemed to favour the formation
of fine particles. Wind direction appeared to play a key role
on the recorded PM profile. The transportation from the
‘polluted’ Athens center proved to be the major mechanism
which deters the ‘clean atmosphere’ of the suburban area.

ticles which are enriched with toxicants and able to penetrate deeper in the lungs are among the pollutants highlighted for adverse health effects [5]. Additionally, the aerosols can affect the climate, the environment and the visibility [6, 7]. The accumulation of pollutants in any location is
mainly defined by the existing sources, the surrounding geology and meteorology [8].
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has recently revised the National Ambient Air Quality Standard
(NAAQS) for PM2.5 and PM10. PM2.5–10 was also taken into
consideration for the first time in the ambient air quality
control strategy and it was proposed to replace the current
particle size indicator of PM10 [9]. Knowledge and understanding of the recorded levels and the behaviour of particles with different diameter is of importance not only for
their different chemical and physical properties, the formation mechanisms, and their sources, but also, importantly, for exposure, risk assessment [10].
The campaign described in this work was addressed to
two different tasks: to determine the mass concentrations of
PM10, PM2.5 and their derivative value PM2.5-10 fraction in a
suburban area of Athens and to explore the role of the meteorological parameters, such as wind, temperature, relative
humidity on the recorded aerosol patterns. The simultaneous
PM measurements cover a period of 4 months in 2005.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

KEYWORDS: PM10, PM2.5-10, PM2.5, wind speed, relative humidity,
temperature

INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been an increasing interest in
atmospheric particulate matter (PM), mainly based on health
and environmental concerns [1-4]. Epidemiological researches have pointed out that PM and especially fine par-

Study Area

The study has been carried out at the National Center
for Scientific Research ‘Demokritos’, at Aghia Paraskevi
(230 49’ 10’’ geographical longitude, 370 59’ 57’’ geographical landitude), which is located northeasterly of the Athens Basin (Fig. 1). The sampling site is a suburban area,
situated about 9.82 km away from the center of Athens,
on the foot of Hymettos mountain and covers an area of
600 acres in a forest of pine and evergreen trees. The
nearest road with regular traffic is about 200m away on
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the southwestern direction. Additionally, the newly constructed Hymettos Peripheral Road, a part of the Attica
Road, is located 200m on the Northeastern direction and is
characterized as high way with quite frequent traffic. The
specific area has no other direct emission sources, except
from traffic, and the recorded levels of the air pollutants are
mainly due to the transportation from ‘polluted’ neighbouring sites.

and PM2.5-10 respectively. The mean recorded PM10, PM2.5
and PM2.5-10 concentrations were 40.1±16.8 µg/m3, 17.5±
7.21 µg/m3 and 22.6±13.5 µg/m3, respectively.
The recorded PM10 concentrations did not exceed the
U.S. E.P.A. limit value on a daily basis, while 3.28% exceedances of the limit value set by U.S. E.P.A. were found
for PM2.5. In connection with the PM10 E.U. limit value,
27.9% exceedances were recorded. As far as the PM2.5/PM10
ratio is concerned, the mean recorded value was 0.45, revealing the importance not only of the primary but also
the secondary emissions at the study area.
Studying the seasonality of the different aerosol fractions, it becomes obvious that the concentrations of the
larger particles presented a shift to the warm period. The
87.5% of the exceedances of the E.U. limit PM10 value
were recorded during the hot days. On the contrary, fine
particles presented slightly higher values during the cold
days (Fig. 2). In connection with the exceedances of the
U.S. E.P.A. PM2.5 limit value, all of them were recorded
during the cold period. Emission sources like central heating, the enhanced activities and the greater contribution of
traffic in winter as well as the particle dynamics (e.g. particle growth, dry and wet deposition) which favor the particle growth during summer [11] could be the explanation
for the recorded seasonal PM pattern.

FIGURE 1 - Map of the sampling area.
Measurements

A Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM)
was employed for the PM2.5 measurements on an hourly
basis. The specific system has been designated by US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) as an equivalent
method for monitoring compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality Standard for Particulate Matter. PM10
daily data were provided on continuous daily basis by the
nearby station, which is included in the AQMN1 of Athens.
Apart from the original concentrations of the two particle
fractions, their derivative values of PM2.5-10 are examined,
representing the coarse particles.
The meteorological data of wind speed/direction, relative humidity and temperature were provided on an hourly
basis by a meteorological mast, located 6 m above the
ground, next to the sampling station, operating under the
responsibility of the NCSR ‘Demokritos’.
The simultaneous PM and meteorological parameters’
measurements cover a period of 2 summer (May, June) and
2 winter (November, December) months in 2005.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
PM levels

During both sampling periods, the levels for the three
PM fractions ranged from 12.6 to 93.7 µg/m3, from 5.37
to 45.3µg/m3 and from 2.32 to 65.9µg/m3 for PM10, PM2.5
1

The Air Pollution and Noise Monitoring Division, of the Air Quality
Department, of the Hellenic Ministry of Environment is fully responsible for the accuracy of the data provided by the AQMN of Athens
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PM2.5
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FIGURE 2 - Seasonal variation of PM10,
PM2.5, PM2.5-10 during the warm and cold period.

The regression analysis revealed that PM10 and PM2.5-10
fractions exhibit strong correlations irrespectively of the
period. On the contrary, the correlation coefficient between
PM10 and PM2.5 was strong only during the cold period
(R^2:0.86). As it is clearly shown at Figure 3, the generation of PM2.5 is enhanced during the cold period. The explanation could be the central heating which is thought to
be a significant source of fine particles during the cold period.
PM fractions and meteorological parameters

In order to explain the observed PM patterns the whole
data set during the four months was divided in 5 different
classes at similar proportion by one decimal point for each
meteorological parameter. The mean values for wind speed,
temperature and relative humidity during the experimental
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period were 1.25±0.72 m/sec, 16.6±6.240C and 61.5±15.6%,
respectively.

There appears to be a systematic increasing tendency
for PM 10 and PM 2.5-10 with the increase of temperature
(Fig. 4a). In connection with the minimum concentrations,
they were recorded for all the three fractions during the
days with the lowest temperature values. Taking into account the same profile and the strong correlation coefficients of PM10 and PM2.5-10, irrespectively of the temperature’s category (R^2:0.66-0.93), we can conclude the existence.

PM fractions and temperature
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PM2.5/PM10 (%)
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Dividing the whole data set at 5 different classes, the
temperature values are attributed to the following categories: 3.40C≤T≤11.10C, 11.10C<T≤13.60C, 13.60C<T≤200C,
200C <T≤22.50C and 22.50C <T≤27.10C.
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FIGURE 3 - Daily variation of the PM2.5/PM10 ratio during the a) warm period and b) cold period
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of the same sources. The regression analysis also re-vealed
that only during the days with temperature values up to
13.60C, PM10 and PM2.5 were strongly correlated (R^2:0.89
and 0.85 respectively) and their ratio (PM2.5/PM10) was
>0.50. The explanation might be the fact that during the
days with low temperature, the central heating is responsible for the generation of fine particles like PM2.5.

ing pairs of the PM fraction under different relative humidity’s conditions. Regardless of relative humidity value, particles with bigger diameter proved to be strongly correlated
(R^2:0.72-0.94) while the correlation coefficients for PM10
and PM2.5 were significant only on days being characterized by the 2, 3 and 5 category (R^2:0.54, 0.61 and 0.50
respectively).

Studying the PM2.5/PM10 variation during the different
categories of temperature, the results indicated that PM10 at
the study area is dominated by primary emissions during
days with increased temperature values. The specific PM
ratio has values lower than 0.50 during days with higher
temperature values (Category 3: 0.42, Category 4:0.38,
Category 5:0.40).

PM fractions and wind speed/direction

In connection with wind speed, the 5 categories were
the following: 0.16≤ws≤0.58m/sec, 0.58<ws≤0.95m/sec,
0.95<ws≤1.37m/sec, 1.37<ws≤1.87m/sec and 1.87<ws≤
4.43m/sec.
Figure 4c shows that the larger PM fractions have
quite the same behavior during the different wind speed
categories. Specifically, the concentrations of PM10 and
PM2.5-10 followed the 1<4<5<3<2 and 1<4<5<2<3 patterns, respectively. Fine particles presented a different and
more complex profile.

PM fractions and relative humidity

In order to investigate the role of relative humidity on
the aerosols’ character, the data were divided in the following 5 classes following: 31.9≤RH≤45.2%, 45.2<RH≤55.0%,
55.0<RH≤67.9%, 67.9 <RH≤75.7% and 75.7<T≤97.0%.

PM10 mean values were higher during the days with
ws≥0.58m/sec, suggesting that resuspension is a significant
source for PM10. In most of the cases, irrespectively of the
value of wind speed, PM10 were mainly composed of
PM2.5-10 as the PM2.5/PM10 ratio values range was from
0.42 to 0.50 (Fig.4c).

Figure 4b depicts that the concentrations of the larger
particles are favoured of low relative humidity values. Additionally, the same fractions seemed to be well correlated in
all the cases, irrespectively of the meteorological parameter’s value. High relative humidity can favour the fine particles. This is supported by the fact that high values of the
relative humidity can favour the formation of sulphate and
nitrate [12], ions that mainly constitute the PM2.5 fraction
[13].

Even though the PM concentrations vary in accordance with the wind speed values, the correlations between
the three aerosol fractions and the specific meteorological
parameter does not appear as strong as for the other parameters. The possible explanation could be the existence
of other factors influencing the PM concentrations such as
wind direction (Fig. 5, 6, 7). It would be very interesting
to mention that the study area has no significant sources

Only on days that relative humidity ranges from 67.9%
to 75.7% (Category 4), the secondary emissions were favoured (PM2.5/PM10:0.54). Regression analysis was conducted to study the relationships between all possible match-
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FIGURE 5 - PM10 concentrations during days with different wind velocities values a) Category 1, b) Category 2, c) Category 3, d)Category 4
and e)Category 5
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FIGURE 7 - PM2.5-10 concentrations during days with different wind velocities values a) Category 1, b) Category 2, c) Category 3, d) Category
4 and e) Category 5

and as a result the transportation from the ‘polluted’ neighbouring areas is very important process. PM2.5 are
susceptible to long range transport and their lower values
were re-corded during days with increased wind velocity.
Indeed, further analysis of wind speed in relation to
wind direction (Fig. 5, 6) demonstrated the key role of the
wind direction and especially for the PM10 and PM2.5. The
concentrations of these two fractions are significantly influenced by the transportation from the polluted Athens
center as well as the Saronic Gulf sea breeze development (SSW winds during daytime reversing to N-NE winds
during the night). The minimum values for larger particles
were recorded during days with wind blowing from the
west direction (Fig. 5).

The regression analysis between PM2.5-10 and PM10 proved
that these two fractions exhibit strong correlations in all
the cases, suggesting similar emission and dispersion
processes for the two modes. The secondary aerosol emissions (PM2.5/PM10=0.50) appeared only when the wind was
blowing from the western sector (Category 1) (Fig. 5a). In
all the other cases the primary emissions proved to be
more significant (PM2.5/PM10:0.42-0.48).
CONCLUSIONS
Our field measurements verified the complexity of the
PM character. The observed PM patterns clearly denote the
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large differences in the formation and pathways of particles
with different size ranges.
In all the cases, irrespectively of the values of temperature, relative humidity and wind speed, PM10 and PM2.5-10
exhibit strong relationships, suggesting the same character
and the existence of local sources for these two aerosol
fractions. On the contrary, the concentrations of all the other
possible matching of the aerosol’s pairs tend to fall into a
weak relationship. In most of the cases, irrespectively of
the investigated parameter, PM10 were mainly composed
of PM2.5-10.
The analysis pointed out that all the PM fractions seem
to be favoured by the enhanced temperature values’ and
especially those with bigger diameter. When the temperature values range between 3.40C and 13.60C, PM2.5 appeared
to be the main component of PM10. The explanation could
be the higher strength of fine particle emission sources e.g.
oil combustion for heating during the cold days”.
Relative humidity can favour the formation of fine particles, as they are mainly composed of sulphate and nitrate.
As it is well known those two constitutes are enhanced by
high relative humidity values. A different profile was presented by the larger particles which seemed to be favoured
of low values of the specific parameter.
Resuspension proved to be a significant source for PM10
as their mean values were higher during the days with
ws≥0.58m/sec. The results showed that changes in wind
direction can exert significant differences to the concentrations of the aerosol fractions. The transportation from the
‘polluted’ Athens center proved to be the major mechanism
which deters the ‘clean atmosphere’ of the suburban area.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The aim of the present study was to investigate secondary particles formation from ozone-terpenes reaction in
an apartment situated in a suburban area of Athens which is
characterized by high ozone levels. The experimental campaign took place in separate days in October 2008 and
scheduled scenarios of terpenoid-containing products use
were followed. Continuous ozone and particle number (14
different size channels from 0.3 to 20µm) measurements
were conducted. Additionally, morning, afternoon and
evening VOC’s sampling took place indoors and outdoors.
The results indicated that benzene, toluene, octane,
p,m-xylene, o-xylene and 1,2,3- trimethylbenzene are considerably influenced from traffic emissions. D-limonene indoor concentration levels were mainly influenced by cleaning and spraying activities. Regarding biogenic VOC’s, d-limonene and b-pinene were produced after 4 hours of cleaning but 6 hours after activity’s end (evening measurement)
concentration returned to background levels. Furthermore,
in case of combined activities limonene levels increased and
remained higher than background ones for a longer period.
Finally, there is a clear connection between ozone morning
increase, emissions from terpenoid-containing products and
smaller (<0.65µm) particles production. The most rapid increase in particles concentration was noticed during the
day of spraying-scenario. On the other hand, during the
cleaning-scenario day there was a 2-hour delay and lower
increase.

KEYWORDS:
ozone, terpenes, secondary particles, residence, Athens

Many cleaning products and air fresheners contain terpenoids as active ingredients and fragrances that volatilize
during product’s application [1]. Some of these compounds
react with ozone to form secondary pollutants, such as
formaldehyde and acetaldehyde, organic acids, radicals and
secondary organic aerosols (SOA) [2, 3]. Ozone originates
mainly from outdoors, except for the cases that indoor
sources exist (ozone generators as air cleaners, photocopies
and printers).
The formation of fine and ultrafine particles from
chemical reaction between O3 and terpenes, with relevance
to indoor environments, has been reported from experiments
performed in environmental chambers and laboratory rooms
[4-17]. Singer et al. [1] tested the reaction of 3 different
cleaning products with ozone in a 50 m3 chamber and concluded in significant fine particles production. Sarwar et al.
[14] found that particles production from ozone-terpenes
reactions increases with lower air exchange rates.
As underlined by Weschler [4], chamber experiments
are not an adequate substitute to investigate the real indoor
settings. Firstly, real indoor environments are ventilated
while chambers are not. Furthermore, indoor initial pollutants concentrations are much lower than the typical concentrations in a chamber experiment. The air in a real scale
environment is a more complicated mixture of chemicals
than that in chambers. It is also remarkable that typical indoor surfaces include carpeting, ceiling tiles and cloth furnishings (which are moderately reactive) while chamber surfaces are relatively inert. Last but not least, photochemistry
is less influential indoors than in smog chambers, where
experiments are conducted in the presence of sunlight or
artificial light.
The aim of the present study is to investigate secondary particles formation initiated from ozone-terpenes reaction in the indoor environment of an apartment situated in
a suburban area of Athens which is characterized by high
outdoor ozone levels.
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TABLE 1 - Description of the scenarios and materials used.
Scenarios

Description

Materials used

Day 1

Air freshener spraying

Automatic spraying every 9 minutes
(start: 9:00, stop: 21:00)

Day 2

cleaning

Sweeping and wet surfaces cleaning
(start: 10:00, stop: 14:00)

Day 3

Air freshener spraying
& cleaning

Automatic spraying every 9 minutes
(start: 9:00, stop: 21:00) and sweeping
and wet surfaces cleaning
(start: 10:00, stop: 14:00)

100 g of air freshener spray
containing 20-40% ethanol,
30-70% limonene and perfume
300ml of cleaning product
in liquid phase, containing
30% limonene and perfume
As above

MATERIALS AND METHODS
For the purpose of the experiments, an apartment in a
north-eastern suburban area of Athens (Aghia Paraskevi)
was employed. It is a typical Athenian apartment of 120m2,
situated on the 3rd floor of a four-store building. The high
traffic density street (Mesogion Avenue) is 300m away
from the house, while evergreen trees and other plants cover
the area between the buildings. During the experimental
campaign, the apartment was daily naturally ventilated i.e.
open windows and balcony doors, which faces a low traffic
road.
The experimental campaign took place in different
days during October 2008 and scheduled scenarios of terpenoid-containing products use were followed as indicated
in Table 1. It is important to mention that the type, the
quantity and the products frequency of use were selected in
order to represent real conditions. The instruments were
placed in the living room, where the activities were conducted. Finally, during the days with the scheduled scenarios, no other activity occurred in the house in order to eliminate contributions from other sources.
Continuous particle number measurements in 14 different size channels (0.3 – 20µm) were conducted, using a
Grimm 1.108 spectrometer. "Number of particles" mode
was selected instead of "mass" mode, because mass is negligible in the fraction (<0.8µm) that this study is focused
on. The sampling time interval was 1 minute. Ozone concentrations were monitored indoors by using a THERMO
analyzer. Temperature, relative humidity and light intensity
were continuously measured indoors and outdoors. Additionally, indoor and outdoor morning, afternoon and evening VOC’s sampling took place and samples were analyzed by gas chromatography method (EN ISO16017.01).
The detection limit for benzene, toluene and xylenes was
0.02µg/m3, for octane was 0.03µg/m3, for 1,2,3-trimethylbenzene was 0.06µg/m3, for d-limonene was 0.07µg/m3, for
a-pinene and b-pinene was 0.05µg/m3 and for 3-carene was
0.04µg/m3.
Finally, the air exchange rate during the sampling period
was measured by a tracer gas technique (0.94 ± 12% h-1).
COMIS model was also used in order to estimate the air exchange rates between the rooms and outside. It assesses

Sampling schedule
(indoors & outdoors)

Morning: 8:30-8:50
Afternoon: 15:00-15:20
Evening: 20:30-20:50

better the sources and the influence of outdoor air to the
measured concentrations. COMIS models the air flow and
contaminant distributions in buildings. The program can
simulate key components influencing air flows: cracks,
ducts, duct fittings, fans, flow controllers, vertical large
openings (windows and doors), kitchen hoods, passive stacks
and user-defined components [18]. Additionally, these simulations were conducted for evaluating the tracer technique
and making sure that the field measurements were carried
out successfully. The simulation results were in good agreement with the measured values.
RESULTS
Volatile organic compounds

Anthropogenic VOCs (such as xylenes, toluene, apinene) are commonly met in indoor environments and are
usually emitted by human activities, such as cleaning, incense burning, use of consumer products, printing [19, 20].
Morning measurements showed that indoor and outdoor
VOC’s, which are related with anthropogenic sources, were
elevated compared to afternoon and evening levels. Indicatively, morning indoor and outdoor benzene levels were
elevated on average by 200% and 300%, respectively,
compared to those at evening. Morning toluene indoor and
outdoor levels were also elevated by 400% and 700%. This
could be explained taking into account the intense vehicles
circulation which occurs during morning hours [21, 22].
In the absence of significant indoor sources, indoor morning levels were influenced by the outdoor ones. A discussion on the results of VOC’s for each day of the campaign
follows.
Day with "spraying" scenario

As shown in Figure 1a, indoor and outdoor benzene
and toluene levels are significantly higher during morning.
Octane, xylenes and 1,2,3-trimethylbenzene were decreased
in afternoon but elevated at evening. For the above mentioned VOC’s, indoor to outdoor ratio (I/O) did not exceed
unity.
Figure 1b presents a-pinene, b-pinene, 3-carene and dlimonene levels during the day. Over the last decades, terpenes have become ubiquitous indoors. Due to their pleas-
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ant smell are extensively used as ingredients in many household products such as wood-based products, cleaning products, air fresheners, fragrances, paintings, deodorants, varnishes etc. [23, 24]. I/O ratio for a-pinene was 0.81, 0.4 and
1.38 during morning, afternoon (after 6 hours of spraying)
and evening (after 12 hours of spraying). The corresponding ratio for d-limonene was 0.82, 1.1 and 9.8 during morning, afternoon (after 6 hours of spraying) and evening (after
12 hours of spraying). B-pinene and 3-carene were not detected. Taking all the above under consideration, it is clear
that d-limonene concentration was significantly influenced
by the 12-hour spraying, while all the other VOC’s examined were influenced by the outdoor environment.
Day with "cleaning" scenario

Figure 2a also indicates increased morning levels for
all the anthropogenic VOC’s. In contrary to the "spraying"scenario day, for all VOC’s, I/O during afternoon exceeded
unity (minimum value 3.41 for benzene and maximum value
6.8 for toluene). In the evening, the ratio ranged between 1
and 1.5.
Regarding the morning -background- measurements,
Figure 2b presented a similar (to other days) picture for apinene, b-pinene, 3-carene and d-limonene. On the other
hand, a-pinene, b-pinene and d-limonene levels after the 4-

(a)

Day with "spraying & cleaning" scenario

Figure 3a presents a similar (to other days) picture for
the morning measurements for anthropogenic VOC’s.
Terpenes (Figure 3b), except for 3-carene, were significantly increased after the period of 6 hours of spraying
and 4 hours of cleaning. In particular, I/O ratio for apinene was 0.6, 24 and 5.7 during morning, afternoon and
evening measurement respectively. The same ratio for dlimonene was 0.9, 135 and 62 during morning, afternoon
and evening measurement respectively. While outdoor bpinene levels were zero all day, indoor levels were increased during afternoon but in a lower rate than that during the "cleaning"-scenario day. 3-carene concentration remained zero or under the detection limit indoors and outdoors. In general, I/O VOCs ratios in the tested house were

(b)

Day with ''spraying scenario''
Benzene
Toluene
Octane
P+M xylene
o-xylene
1,2,3-trimrthylbenzene

Day with ''spraying scenario''

10
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8
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hour cleaning were significantly increased while the corresponding outdoor levels were very low or zero. It is clear
that emissions from cleaning products influenced indoor
concentrations. The maximum increase was noticed for dlimonene which was elevated by 823% compared to indoor
morning levels. A-pinene and b-pinene were increased by
71.5% and 229% respectively. A different picture is observed during evening, where concentrations were considerably decreased.
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FIGURE 1 – Anthropogenic VOC’s and terpenes concentration during the day with "spraying scenario"
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Day with ''spraying & cleaning'' scenario
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FIGURE 3 - Anthropogenic VOC’s and terpenes concentration during the day with "spraying & cleaning scenario"

found to be in agreement with the values observed in Athenian houses during the summer period of 2008, as reported
in a similar study [25].
Particulate matter and ozone

Figures 4a-c present the temporal variation of particles of diameter between 0.3-0.65 µm and indoor ozone,
for each of the experimental days. Ozone and particles
concentration during a day without any activity is presented
in Figure 4d. The activities which took part in this study did
not seem to influence the concentration of particles with
diameter >0.65µm; thus the discussion has focused on the
first three channels (0.3-0.65µm). Indoor ozone levels
seemed to follow the ozone diurnal cycle [26] presenting a peak during morning and noon. During the experimental campaign, outdoor ozone levels ranged between 12
and 95µg/m3.
Day with "spraying" scenario

During this day, indoor ozone levels ranged between
0.5 and 28µg/m3. Regarding particulate matter, number concentration remained almost stable during all morning and
presented an increasing trend at 15:30. However, this pic-

ture was presented only in the first three size channels (i.e.
0.3-0.65µm) and especially in the 0.3-0.4µm fraction. To
be more specific, 0.3-0.4µm fraction kept increasing until
night, presenting a peak value (5.6 times higher than the
background) at 2:00 am of the next day. Channels of 0.40.5µm and 0.5-0.65µm had a similar variation, but the increase was quite lower (1.8 and 1.6 times the background
respectively). Particles number concentration reached the
maximum value of 84000 particles/cm3.
Day with "cleaning" scenario

Indoor ozone levels ranged between 0.5 and 21.2µg/m3.
Also during that day, an increase in particles of smaller
diameter was noticed (Fig.4b). It is noticeable that the increasing trend started at 5:30 that is 2 hours later than in
the "spraying scenario". The maximum number concentration of particles of 0.3-0.5µm was reached at 4:00am of
the next day and was 2.8 times higher than the background. Channel of 0.5-0.65µm followed a similar variation, presenting the maximum value at 24:00 pm (2.2 times
higher). Concentration reached the maximum value of
49000 particles/cm3.
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Day with "spraying & cleaning" scenario

Indoor ozone levels ranged between 3.4 and 28.9 µg/m3.
During this day, there was a 2-hour delay in ozone increase.
An elevation in the smaller (<0.65µm) particles concentration was noticed after 16:00. Maximum for channels 0.30.4µm, 0.4-0.5µm and 0.5-0.65µm were reached at 3:00am,
1:00 am (of the next day) and 24:00 respectively. Maximum increase was noticed for 0.3-0.5 µm fraction (2.5
times) while 0.5-0.65µm fraction was increased by 1.8 times.
Concentration reached the maximum value of 53000
particles/ cm3.

cles production. Additional investigation of the ozone-terpenes reaction under real conditions (i.e. residences, offices), especially in areas that ozone level is elevated,
would present further interest. Taking under consideration
the fact that ultrafine particles have been reported to cause
significant health problems, the limitation of particle generation from ozone-terpenes reaction should be under consideration. Actions such as control of the use of terpenecontaining products during time periods that ozone levels
are elevated should be proposed.
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ABSTRACT
Seasonal measurements of Organic Carbon (OC) and
Elemental Carbon (EC) showed that the carbonaceous fraction in downtown Rome accounted for 30-40 % of the
PM10 and was formed by 60-70% of EC and 30-40% of
OC. Ultrafine Particle (UFP) concentrations followed a
daily trend governed by both the evolution of the atmospheric mixing height and the variation of the autovehicular traffic intensity. The effect of radical photooxidative
activity was evidenced by the evolution of particle number in the nucleation mode and nitrous acid concentrations:
higher rates of particle formation from the gas phase were
observed during periods of high solar radiation, when nitrous acid photolysis was maximum. Accordingly, the
contribution of Secondary OC (OCsec) to OC was higher in
summer (36%) than in winter (29%). UFP samples were
collected and investigated by means of energy filtered transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM) in combination with
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. EFTEM analyses
showed that 76% of particles were composed of carbon.
Several particles showed the presence of semi-transparent
part inside. The presence of semi-transparent part inside
suggested that some volatile materials such as volatile organic compounds might have evaporated under high vacuum and electron beam in the EFTEM. TEM analysis of
individual particle can provide useful information to toxicologists for the evaluation of the toxic effects increasingly
identified with ultrafine and nanoparticulates in the air.
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INTRODUCTION
Many toxicological studies have pointed out that particles in the ultrafine size range (<100 nm) pose special
problems to the lungs due to their high efficiency of depo-

sition. At the same ponderal dose ultrafine particles (UFPs)
have been reported to produce more inflammation in experimental studies in comparison with respirable particles
made of the same material. Several epidemiological studies
have shown associations among ambient UFPs and adverse
respiratory [1] and cardiovascular effects [2], resulting in
morbidity and mortality in susceptible subpopulation. A
high deposition efficiency of UFPs in the pulmonary
region was demonstrated in healthy subjects [3] and an
increased deposition was observed in patients with asthma [4] or chronic obstructive lung disease [3]. Moreover,
transition metal composition of ultrafine particles in ambient air pollutant has been shown to induce oxidant radical
formation via the Fenton-type reaction and to elicit intracellular oxidative stress [5]. Several studies have indicated that about 50-70% of UFP mass consists of carbonaceous material [6-8].
The carbonaceous material (Total Carbon, TC) is classified into Elemental Carbon (EC) or Black Carbon (BC),
depending on thermal or optical properties respectively [9],
and organic carbon (OC). The EC fraction has a graphitic
structure: it is a primary pollutant emitted directly during
the combustion processes [10, 11]. The OC fraction is composed by different classes of compounds (hydrocarbons,
oxygenated, etc.): it has both primary and secondary origins.
The primary OC (OCprim) is emitted as sub-micron particles
or from biogenic plant emission, whereas the secondary
OC (OCsec) can have origin from gas-particle condensation of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) with low vapour pressure, by chemical-physical adsorption of gaseous
species on particles or as product from photochemical
atmospheric reactions [12]. The TC particles act as carriers of toxic compounds inside the human respiratory system
causing Chronic Obstructive Respiratory Diseases (CORDs)
and/or new pathologies related with the pollutants delivered [13]. In recent years several studies on aerosol particle number concentrations and size distribution have been
published [14]. For the paucity of data on size distributions of UFPs [15] and composition in the urban area of
Rome, a study was undertaken with the aim of focusing the
attention on ultrafine particles. The study, starting from
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measurements showing the important contribution of carbonaceous particulate matter to the aerosol pollution in
downtown Rome, has provided deeper insight into the pollution due to such particles through size resolved aerosol
measurements and Transmission Electron Microscope
(TEM) observations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The aerosol measurements were carried out at the Pilot Station located in a street canyon in downtown Rome
at the ISPESL’s building (near S. Maggiore Cathedral).
The site is characterized by high density of autovehicular
traffic and by presence of trees. Seasonal measurements of
OC and EC and UFP number size distribution were carried
out from 2007.
The EC and OC separation was carried out with a
10 µm-sampling head by means of an Ambient Carbon
Particulate Monitor 5400 (ACPM 5400, Rupprecht & Patashnik Co Inc., Albany, NY, USA) based on a two-step
combustion procedure. By means of a non-dispersive infrared detector (NDIR) the in-strument measures the CO2
amount released when a particulate matter sample collected
in a collector is oxidized at elevated temperatures. The
instrument measures the OC concentration at 350°C and
the TC concentration at the 750°C step. EC is calculated as
difference of TC and OC. The secondary OC fraction (OCsec)
was assessed using EC as a tracer of primary OC [16, 17].

Seasonal measurements of OC and EC showed that
the carbonaceous fraction in downtown Rome accounted
for 30-40 % of the PM10 and was formed by 60-70% of
EC and 30-40% of OC.
Figure 1 reports the frequency distribution of the OC/EC
ratios measured in winter and in summer in downtown
Rome. Higher values were measured in summer than in
winter, reflecting the greater contribution due to the higher
photochemical oxidative activity in summer.
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The nanometer aerosol sampler consists of grounded
cylindrical sampling chamber with an electrode at the bottom of it. The sampler operated at 0.75 L/min-1, and -7
keV. Particles were collected due to the electric field applied between the chamber and the electrode. Samples
were collected over 12 hour sampling time. Particles on
TEM grids (standard 300-mesh copper grids coated with
carbon film) were investigated by means of Energy Filtered Transmission Electron Microscopy (EFTEM). Moreover, particles were collected on polycarbonate membrane
filters and this accounts for the collection of aggregates

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

0

Aerosol number size distributions were measured using a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS, model 3936,
TSI, Shoreview, MN USA) equipped with an Electrostatic
Classifier (model 3080, TSI) and a Differential Mobility
Analyzer (DMA, model 3085, TSI), for the electrical
mobility diameter size classification of the particles.
The charge equilibrium for the sample flow was obtained
by a bipolar 85Kr aerosol neutralizer (model 3077, TSI)
before entering the DMA [18]. At the exit of DMA particles were either counted with a water-base Condensation
Particle Counter (model 3786, TSI), or sampled by means
of a nanometer aerosol sampler (model 3089, TSI). The
aerosol and the sheath air volume flow rates of the DMA
were equal to 0.5 and 5 L/min-1, to measure particle number concentration over the size range 3.5 to 117 nm electrical mobility diameter. The time resolution for the whole
size range was 5 min.

with size greater than the electrical mobility diameter range
selected. Conventional and high resolution TEM micrographs were acquired to get morphological information. The
elemental analysis was carried out by means of energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). TEM experiments were
performed by a FEI TECNAI 12 G2 Twin operated at an
accelerating voltage of 120 kV, equipped with an electron
energy filter (Gatan Image Filter, BioFilter model) and a
Peltier cooled charge-coupled device based slow scan camera (Gatan multiscan camera, model 794 IF).
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FIGURE 1 - Frequency distribution of OC/EC ratios
in summer and winter seasons in downtown Rome
TABLE 1 - OCsec contribution to OC in Rome,
comparison with other European urban and rural sites [17].
Site
Birmingham, urban – winter
Birmingham, urban – summer
Oporto, urban – winter
Oporto, urban – summer
Coimbra, urban – winter
Coimbra, urban – summer
Aveiro, urban – summer
Tábua, forest – summer
Anadia, rural – summer
Areão, coastal/rural – winter
Areão, coastal/rural – summer
Areão, coastal/rural – summer
(oceanic)
Rome – winter
Rome – summer

2029

OCsec (µg m-3)
0.63
3.1
5.72
4.61
3.61
2.58
1.63
4.07
1.62
0.71
0.56
1.75

OCsec/OCtot %
14
65
45
52
41
51
53
72
46
50
60
81

1.89
2.63

29
36
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Coherently, the contribution of OCsec to OC was 36%
in summer and 29% in winter. Such values are compared
in Table 1 with others calculated from literature data [17],
referring to different areas, urban and rural. As a general
trend in summer there is increased formation of secondary
organic carbon because of more favourable conditions for
gas to particle conversions of VOCs due to the greater
photochemical activity.
Total UFP concentration followed a daily trend governed by both the evolution of the Planetary Boundary
Layer (PBL) and the variation of the autovehicular traffic
intensity, with lower nocturnal levels when the effect due
to the reduction of autovehicular traffic overcame the
decrease of the atmospheric mixing height. In some cases
the daily trend of particle number concentration in the
range 50 – 117 nm closely followed the modulation of
NO2, as on May 5th, while in others the two pollutants

followed trends completely different, as on May 6th (Figure 2). The similar trend followed by the two pollutants
on May 5th, suggests that the NO2 played an important
role in the UFP formation. This very likely occurred due
to the production of nitric acid through the reaction of
NO2 with the OH radical (eq. 1) and to the gas-phase reaction of HNO3 with ammonia (eq. 2):
NO2 + OH. à HNO3

(eq. 1)

HNO3 + NH3 à NH4NO3

(eq. 2)

The different pattern of variation observed on May 6th
is probably to be ascribed to aerosol formation limited by
OH radical concentration (eq. 1) or by ammonia availability (eq.2). That OH radical played an important role, particularly in the period of maximum solar radiation, is evidenced by Figure 3 reporting the trend of variation of dimensional fractions very close to the size of clusters formed
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FIGURE 3 - Daily trends of UFPs (5, 6, 15, 20 nm) and of NO2
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FIGURE 2 - Daily trends of UFPs (50-117 nm) and of NO2
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FIGURE 4 - Daily trends of 3-10 nm and of 50-117 nm UFP size fractions.

from the gas phase (5-6 nm) and of somewhat grown particles (15-20 nm), together with that of nitrous acid. Nitrous acid photolysis represents an important source of
production of OH radical during the day [19, 20]. On May
6th, when nitrous acid concentration dropped at around
midday, due to photolysis, particle number concentrations
of 5-6 nm size fractions steeply increased, suggesting that
new particle formation occurred directly from the gasphase following the photooxidation of reactive gas-phase
organic compounds, initiated by the reaction with the OH
radical. The increasing trend of particle number concentration on May 6th at midday (Figure 2), even if NO2 levels
were decreasing, was a probable consequence of the increased availability of hydroxyl radical concentration. On
the contrary, on May 5th HNO2 degree of photolysis was
lower (Figure 3), OH radical was still probably the limiting species to the formation of HNO3 and the peaks of
particle number concentration followed those of NO2 with
variable intensity due to the different availability of hydroxyl radicals (Figure 2).

these particles indicated the presence of carbon. The presence of semi-transparent part inside suggested that some
volatile materials such as volatile organic compounds might
have evaporated under high vacuum and electron beam in
the EFTEM. Particles with a semi-transparent part inside
observed in our study are similar and also comparable to
those described by other authors [21].

Figure 4 helps to understand the relationship between
the two fractions 3-10 nm (nucleation mode) and 50 -117
nm: often the curves describing their concentrations are
one the specular image of the other. Such behavior is the
result of a sequence of processes of formation of new
particles and of their removal. Removal that occurs
through the processes of coagulation and condensation,
whereby they grow into size fractions with higher mobility diameters.
Morphological and elemental analyses were developed on mobility-classified ultrafine particles. The spectral composition revealed that 76% of particles were
composed of carbon. Several particles showed the presence of semi-transparent part inside and oval or polygonal
shapes. Spherical particles without semi-transparent part
inside were also detected and EDS analysis applied to
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FIGURE 5 - Examples of airborne carbonaceous aggregates
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Particle aggregates (Figure 5a) enriched mostly by C
in the EDS spectrum were also detected. The agglomerated particle morphology is similar to that of diesel exhaust
particles observed by other authors [21, 22].
Carbonaceous nanocrystal aggregates were collected,
containing also carbon nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes were
observed prominently protruding from the edges of these
aggregates. An example is shown in Figure 5b, where the
inset displays a detail of the nanotube edges obtained by a
High Resolution TEM (HRTEM) micrograph. Significant
was the observation of carbon nanotubes and nanocrystals. Schauer et al. (1996) [23] have noted that nanotubes
and fullerene can compose soot-related, carbonaceous matter. Murr et al. (2003) [24] found carbon nanotubes in soot
particles collected in a methane flame exhaust.

12.8% of the particles were constituted mainly of
carbon with traces of other elements such as K, Mg, Si
and N. Moreover, 6.3% of the particles included: elongated particles containing Mg, Fe; particles constituted by
Mg, Cr, Fe, Ni (Figures 6a and 6b) and particles composed of Fe, Ni.
An example of particle constituted by Fe, Ni is reported in Figure 7a showing a bright field (BF) micrograph
obtained by Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
(STEM). Figure 7b shows the EDS spectrum acquired at
the point corresponding to the circle reported in the STEM
micrograph. All EDS spectra exhibit high Cu peaks that
originate from the copper grids and the sample holder. 1.8%
of particles consisting mostly of Si were also detected.

b

a

FIGURE 6 - TEM micrograph of ultrafine particle (arrow) containing Mg, Cr, Fe, Ni (a) and corresponding EDS spectrum (b).

a

b

FIGURE 7 - STEM BF micrograph of nickel and iron particle (a) and relative EDS spectrum (b)

.
a

b

FIGURE 8 - Carbonaceous aggregates showing graphitic layers (a). High Resolution TEM micrograph of the particle indicated by arrow (b).
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Only few investigations concerning the chemical composition of UFPs have been published. Studies conducted
in different sites of California found trace metal concentrations in UFPs [8, 25-27]. Moreover, a study on the
chemical properties of ultrafine particles in the Helsinki
area showed metal concentrations in the Aitken mode [28].
In such study the presence of Mg, Ca, Sr in the Aitken
mode was attributed to vehicle exhaust and Fe, Co, Ni, Mo
to heavy fuel oil combustion.
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Carbonaceous aggregates composed of particles with a
concentric arrangement of graphitic layers around the particle center (Figure 8a and b) were also collected. These
aggregates are likely combustion-generated soots which are
essentially constituted by elemental carbon [29].
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INVESTIGATION OF PM10 CONCENTRATIONS
AND NOISE LEVELS OF THE ROAD SWEEPERS
OPERATING IN ISTANBUL-TURKEY: A CASE STUDY
Edip Avsar*, Asude Hanedar, Ismail Toröz, Kadir Alp and Burcak Kaynak
Istanbul Technical University, Civil Faculty, Department of Environmental Engineering, Ayazaga Campus, 34469 Maslak, Istanbul, Turkey

main arteries and 3.3 million m2 area are cleaned every day
by IMARCD’s road sweepers [1].

ABSTRACT
Istanbul is located on both continents of Asia and Europe, and it is the most populated city of Turkey with a
population of 12 million. Cleaning the city is one of the
most important and challenging problems of Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality. Road cleaning is the responsibility
of Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Main Artery Roads
Cleaning Department (IMARCD), which was established
in 2003. The department has 162 road sweepers, which are
being used to clean roads and common areas in the city.
This study aims to measure and evaluate the effect of the
noise levels and ambient air PM10 concentrations originating from the road sweepers operated by IMARCD. Noise
measurements indicated that noise levels around the vehicles rise up to 97.9 dBA. This level is important and potentially harmful for pedestrians. For the sweeper operator, noise levels also rise up to 81.9 dBA inside the vehicle,
and this level is not suitable for 8-h working periods according to the Noise Pollution Regulation which was published by the Turkish Ministry of Labor and Social Security
in 2003. Measurements showed that PM10 concentration
levels from the sweepers reach 355 µg/m3, and this level
results in high exposure to both pedestrians around the
vehicles and sweeper operators during operation.

KEYWORDS:
Noise pollution, PM10, Road sweepers, İstanbul

INTRODUCTION
Istanbul’s main artery roads are polluted everyday by
means of intensive transportation activities. Especially excavation operations and material transport for construction
activities, deposition of materials on or sides of the roads by
flooding and precipitation, materials which are discarded
from vehicles or transported by wind are main pollution
sources. Because of these activities, main artery roads of
Istanbul have to be cleaned continuously. Therefore, 790

The main mechanism for controlling ambient total suspended particles is removing the fine particulates or silt
efficiently from the paved roads by sweeping and washing,
respectively. To perform this task, a sweeper vehicle is followed by a washer vehicle. In general, the one fan establishes vacuum in the hopper which sucks up the debris
through the vacuum hose into the hopper, where the air
looses velocity, and heavy or large debris falls to the hopper
floor. The air is drawn through a screen to remove paper
and leaves, and then enters a centrifugal separator where
large dust particles are collected and thrown into the hopper. The air is then discharged to the atmosphere [2].
Wastes collected in the hopper are first dewatered and then
disposed at the landfill. Vehicles are capable of 5-10 km
sweeping per hour.
During cleaning activities, PM10 concentrations and
noise levels of these vehicles are important health concerns
to both pedestrians around the vehicle and the sweeper
operator.
PM10 is defined as the particles less than 10 µm in diameter that include both fine and coarse dust particles.
From a health perspective, the size of the particles is important as it affects their ability to penetrate into the lungs
and cause adverse health effects. The larger particles
(e.g. >10 µm) tend to be captured in the nose and mouth
and are unlikely to pose a health risk. Finer particles can
penetrate further into the lung and alveoli and, therefore,
are usually associated with more severe adverse health
effects. The mechanisms of formation may also have
implications for respiratory-related health effects. [3, 4]
PM species are among the important air pollutants in
urban areas. In a study, air pollution status of Isfahan (Iranian city) and Rome were compared by means of TSP concentration from 1992 to 2000. During this period, TSP concentration decreased meaningfully both in Isfahan and
Rome, but with different ratio and values. In Isfahan, yearly
TSP levels were decreased from 290 to 170 µg/m3 in 1999,
while in Rome they were decreased from 43 µg/m3 in 1992
to 39 µg/m3 in 1993 at 40 m above ground level, and PM10
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ranged around 53 µg/m3 from 1994 to 2000 at ground level
of Isfahan and Rome [7].
Density of traffic and residential activities are the main
cause of air pollution problem in Istanbul. There is a number of studies about air pollutants - especially PM species in the literature for the city. In a study, PM10 concentrations
were measured in aerosol samples and it was found that
annual arithmetic PM10 concentrations were lower than the
Turkish air quality standard but higher than the annual European Union air quality PM10 standard [5]. In another study,
TSP concentration was measured in a site affected by high
density traffic, and average TSP level was found to be
Vehicle No
>100 µg/m3 [6].

Noise Pollution Measurements

The vehicles were selected according to the fleet type,
capacity and trademark characteristics. Widely used sweepers were selected in the study. Table 1 indicates the vehicle
specifications. As the first step of the work, area background
noise level (LAeq) is measured to be 58.92 dBA. Then,
noises caused from different working conditions were investigated inside and outside the vehicle by the function of
distance.
TABLE 1 - Specifications of the sweepers
subjected to noise measurement.
Trademark and Model
Mercedes Azor (2005)
Cargo 2520 (2004)
Mercedes 1317 (1997)
Bucker Citycat (2004)
Ravo (2006)
Pony (2007)
Azura (2006)
Citycat

1
There are some studies about TSP removal2 efficiency
3 potential
of the sweepers, but not any detailed study about
4
effects of PM10 concentrations and noise pollution
on am5
bient air, and especially for pedestrians and vehicle
opera6
tors while working period. With assuming working
speed
7
of the vehicles is equal to walking speed of a person,
it can
8

be said that pedestrians which are around the vehicles are
exposed to noise and dust sourced by the vehicles for several minutes. Exposure is more severe for the sweeper
operators, especially in summer time, when the windows of
the vehicle are open throughout their working period.

The effects of noise are seldom catastrophic, and are
often only transitory, but adverse effects can be cumulative
with prolonged or repeated exposure. Noise pollution adversely affects the lives of millions of people. Studies have
shown that there are direct links between noise and human
health. Problems related to noise include stress-related illnesses, high blood pressure, speech interference, hearing
loss, sleep disruption, and lost productivity. In addition,
noise can interfere with the teaching and learning process,
disrupt the performance of certain tasks, and increase the
incidence of antisocial behavior. There is also some evidence that it can adversely affect general health and wellbeing in the same manner as chronic stress. Noise Induced
Hearing Loss (NIHL) is the most common and often discussed health effect, but research has shown that exposure
to constant or high levels of noise can cause countless
adverse health effects [8, 9].
In this study, the aforementioned health effects of these
sweeper vehicles during their operation will be determined
and evaluated with PM10 and noise measurements.
MATERIALS AND METHOD
In order to avoid the vehicle and pedestrian traffic
which are important sources that can cause interference on
measurements, measurement studies were carried out in a
particular area, close to both vehicle and pedestrian traffic.
In points of the noise measurements, background noise
level and reflections are important factors and were taken
into consideration in the selection of the area to prevent any
interference.

Motor Type
4 and 6 cylinders twin motors
4 and 6 cylinders twin motors
4 cylinders twin motors
6 cylinders one motor
4 cylinders one motor
4 cylinders one motor
4 cylinders one motor
4 cylinders one motor

Outside and inside, noise pollution measurements
were carried out for idle mode (not sweeping) and also for
full load (sweeping) mode of the vehicle. Full load-outside
measurements were done for the distances of 1, 5, 20, 30,
50 m. Inside measurements were carried out for 2 different
conditions, operator side window opened and closed.
Measurements were carried out according to the EN ISO
3744:1995 Standard. Bruel&Kjaer-2250B Hand-Held Analyzer with Sound Level Meter and Frequency Analysis
Software were used for noise measurements. Hand-held
analyzer was calibrated with a Bruel&Kjaer 4226 Multi
Functional Acoustic Calibrator. Measurements were done
at least for 3-min time averages.
PM10 Measurements

PM 10 measurements were handled for determining
ambient air particulate matter concentrations resulting
from road sweeping activity. PM concentrations from
road sweeper activities are the function of numerous variables such as:
• road surface (road type, amount-size and humidity conditions of the particulate matter deposited on the road),
• meteorological parameters (wind direction and speed,
rainfall amount and time)
• road sweeper properties (vehicle velocity, sweeping
capacity and efficiency, vehicle waste air treatment system vehicle specifications).
PM10 concentrations were also measured in 2 different type vehicles (vehicle 1 and 2) which were in the fullload mode on the street scale. Changing of PM10 concentrations was obtained depending on distance and time for
a stable receptor, located at 1.5 m above to the ground
level in order to simulate the breathing zone.
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RESULTS
Noise Measurements

Results of the noise measurements for 8 vehicles are
given in Table 2 with different modes.
Table 3 represents the noise equations as a function
of distance. This equations indicate that the noise level of
the vehicles increase or decrease logarithmically depending on the distance with high correlations.

Figure 2 shows the vehicles` inside noise measurements according to operator side window opened or closed
mode. According to the measurements, vehicles 2 and 6 are
the quietest, while vehicle 4 is the loudest type (Fig. 2).
Figure 3 indicates the decrease in noise level between
the full load mode operator side window opened and closed
conditions. The highest noise level decline between the
inside and outside measurement was observed for vehicle 1
with 6.1 dBA. Decreasing in noise level of vehicle 2 was 5
dBA, and noise decline was 3.3 dBA for vehicles 3 and 8.
The lowest noise level decline was 1.1 dBA for vehicle 7.

TABLE 2 - Noise measurements of the vehicles for idle mode and full mode (LAeq, dBA).

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Idle Mode
1m
79.1
80.0
78.5
73.1
71.9
70.3
75.1
73.7

1m
97.9
91.2
98.6
94.4
95.1
87.5
88.6
87.8

Full Load (Sweeping)
Outside of the vehicle
Inside of the vehicle
5m
20m
30m
50m
Window Open
Window Close
91.6
80.7
79.0
73.3
80.7
74.6
83.7
77.0
71.5
69.7
74.4
69.4
93.0
86.9
81.4
74.8
78.7
75.4
88.3
83.8
79.4
72.4
81.9
81.5
86.7
83.4
77.8
69.3
79.4
78.0
80.0
77.2
73.0
65.4
73.0
71.4
79.5
75.4
72.2
70.5
76.2
75.1
78.2
73.8
69.7
67.9
77.9
74.6

TABLE 3 - Sweepers noise equations as a function of distance from the vehicles and correlation coefficents.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Noise Level-Distance Relation (Log)
y = -5.8891 Ln(x) +99.658
y = -5.5638 Ln(x) +91.882
y = -5.6548 Ln(x) +100.42
y = -5.0514 Ln(x) +95.701
y = -5.7536 Ln(x) +96.175
y = -4.8895 Ln(x) +88.275
y = -4.5261 Ln(x) +88.029
y = -4.9832 Ln(x) +87.358

Correlation (R2)
0.9089
0.9793
0.9141
0.9078
0.8886
0.8907
0.9858
0.9847

FIGURE 2 - Full load condition noise measurements inside of the sweepers.
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FIGURE 3 - Effect of the operator side window opened or closed conditions on inside noise levels for full load mode.

FIGURE 4 - Comparison of decrease in noise levels inside and outside of the vehicles according to window conditions for full load.

In Figure 4, noise decline between the outside measurement 1 am away from the vehicle and vehicle inside
measurement are given for opened operator side and closed
conditions. For operator side window opened mode, the
highest decline between the inside and outside measurement
was 19.9 dBA for vehicle 3. For operator side window
closed mode, the highest decline between the inside and
outside measurement was 23.4 dBA for vehicle 1.
PM10 Measurements

PM10 measurements were carried out for the vehicles 1
and 2 in full load mode. These measurements were evalu-

ated for time and distance of the receptor to the sweeper
vehicle. Figure 5 shows the concentration variation of both
vehicles versus time. When vehicles were passing from the
receptor, PM10 concentration had the maximum value.
Figures 6 and 7 show the concentration variation of
the vehicles versus distance to the measurement point. For
vehicle 1, PM10 concentration variation is symmetrical, and
increase or decrease in concentration was similar according
to distance but for vehicle 2 the variation is not symmetrical and decreasing of background level takes longer than
for vehicle 1. It can be said that this situation was related
with turbulence occurring backside of vehicle 2.
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FIGURE 5 - PM10 concentration variation of the vehicles 1 and 2 versus time.

FIGURE 6 - PM10 concentration variation of vehicle 1 versus distance.

FIGURE 7 - PM10 concentration variation of vehicle 2 versus distance.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
PM10 and noise are the most important environmental
impacts of the cleaning vehicles. In the study, PM10 concentrations and noise levels coming from the vehicles were
measured at different modes and distances.
In noise measurement, it is obtained that vehicle 2 was
the loudest one, and vehicles were ranged according to
noise level from highest to lowest in the following order:
2>1>3>7>8>4>5>6, for the idle mode of the vehicles.
For the assessment of vehicle noise levels, 70/157/AT
regulation worked out by Turkish Ministry of Industry and
Trade was used in the study. In the regulation, the noise
level limits for the new vehicles are given but there is not
any rule for the road sweepers. According to 70/157/AT,
the limit value is 83 dBA for vehicles with motor power of
75-150 kW. Although all sweeper noise levels are exceeding this value, it is not suitable for comparison because
some of the sweepers have a second motor for the vacuum
system [10].

There is no suitable regulation for evaluation of PM10
measurements due to all of the air quality standards based
on 24-h (short-term) or annual (long-term) time average exposure. In point of sweeper operator, the measured PM10
concentrations become important comparing to limit values. As an example, EPA indoor total PM standard is 20 µg/
m3 [14]. While windows of the sweeper are open, especially
during summer periods, sweeper operators` exposure to
very high PM concentrations above the limit value and, as
mentioned above, the effects of the PM cause industrial
illness during long working periods (10-20 years).
As a conclusion, doors and windows of the sweepers
should be kept closed during the sweeping operations to prevent the exposure to both PM10 and noise pollution. Cleaning activities should be done at night instead of days, and
exposure of the public to PM10 and noise should be minimized.

Noise reduction could be done for the vehicles but it
depends on the vehicle manufacturer’s precautions. For instance, some companies produce a noise reduction package. If the vehicle works without package, idle and full load
mode noises are in sequence 78 and 81 dBA. On the other
hand, when the vehicle works with package, idle and full
load mode noises are reduced to 68 and 71 dBA, respectively. By means of the noise reduction package, approximately 10 dBA reduction is obtained [11].
EU Regulation-2000/14 is another regulation for the
noise pollution management of the new vehicles. This regulation based on the motor power of the vehicle. Road
sweeper definition is given at the Annex 1 of the regulation but there is no noise limit value. Because these functionally close vehicle’s noise limits are determined from
EU Regulation-2000/14 (article 12), as an approach, these
limit values were compared with measurements of sweepers
[12].
For a pawer finisher with power of 82 kW, the noise
limit will be 106 dBA, or for a lawn trimmer lowest limit
value is 94 dBA for the full load mode. According to these
limits, vehicles 1, 3 and 5 were over the limit values.
Another evaluation was carried out for the vehicle inside noise pollution. According to National Institute of
Building Sciences, inside of the vehicle and for window
closed conditions, noise limit is 84 dBA. When this limit
is compared with inside and window closed conditions
noise measurements, it was found that all of the vehicles
provide the limit [11].
According to the Noise Pollution Regulation published
by Turkish Ministry of Labor and Social Security in 2003,
the limit value is 80 dBA for an 8-h working period. If this
value is compared with the inside and window closed condition measurements, only vehicle 4 was exceeding the limit
value [13].
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ABSTRACTS

INTRODUCTION

Recently increased concerns in air quality issues have
led to the demand for more thorough and accessible information. As the fourth biggest city in England, Sheffield is
constantly striving to improve air quality in the city. The
aim of this study is to investigate the relationships between
air pollution, and selected socio-economic factors in Sheffield. GIS (Geography Information System) technique was
adopted to produce a set of interactive air quality maps.
Integrated with a freeware namely GMapCreator, thematic
GIS maps were published on a working Google Maps website for public information. The air quality scores consisted
of the concentrations of four air pollutants, whilst fourteen socio-economical factors were selected from official
database. It is shown that the air quality in Sheffield has
close relationships with a number of socio-economic factors, and the correlation coefficients are generally high.
With worse air quality in a Sheffield neighbourhood, fewer
young people tend to enter higher education, and more
adults are likely to obtain low qualifications or even no
qualification at all, which is also associated with the considerably lower income levels. There might be more people who suffer from mood or anxiety disorders, and more
emergency admission to hospitals. Comparative illness and
disability ratio also tends to be higher in the neighbourhoods with worse air pollution. It is expected that the results of this study will benefit members of the public with
health problems worsened by pollution, promote local community to tackle the environmental inequalities and make a
contribution to the sustainable development of Sheffield.

KEYWORDS: GIS, air quality, Sheffield, socio-economic, environmental inequalities

Improving air quality and taking action on human
health are priorities for the European countries. Air pollution at current level still poses a considerable threat on
health and quality of life of the citizens in Europe [1]. Air
quality in the UK has been a commonly recognized problem as early as the 13th century. Though the air pollution
has been largely reduced due to the effective legislative
control during the last century, it still remains of particular concern to the public nowadays regarding its health
effects. As the fourth biggest in England with a strong industry root, Sheffield struggled against its terrible air pollution from 1800s to 1950s, which is greatly related to its
proud heritage of world famous steel production. Since
then, lots of efforts have been constantly made from Sheffield City Council to improve the air quality. The ‘Beacon
Status’ awarded to Sheffield in 2007 is a national recognition of the works done by the city towards delivering clean
air [2].
However, the demand for more thorough and accessible information has emerged as the next clean air challenge, as it is a fundamental human necessity and right.
Most of the current air measuring sites over the Sheffield
City are simply diffusion tubes, whereas seven of them
automatically work 24 hours a day, 365 days a year [3]. In
other words, local community only gets access to limited
information on air quality, for instance, till now it is not
possible for local residents to have a general idea of how
good or bad the air quality is normally around their own
community, and in turn their contributions to the development of local air quality policies are restricted, even if some
residents are willing to participate in local affairs. GIS (Geography Information System) is an efficient tool for editing,
manipulating, cleaning and preparing data. A more interactive air quality map based on GIS technique is able to
contain more details and vivid data, so that it would promote the community involvement in issues raised by air
quality.
It is generally accepted that the air pollution influences human’s health in many ways with both short-term
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and long-term effects such as reduction in life expectancy,
increased risk of cardiovascular disease and mortality, and
several adverse birth outcomes [1, 4-13]. Even though the
research evidence on the health effects of exposure to different air pollutants has significantly increased, there is still
a growing need to fill in other knowledge gaps, like the
interactions between air pollution and social deprivation
[14]. A sufficient understanding of the relationships between
air quality and socio-economic would be a key step to develop and implement successful policies to lessen these
negative influences. Therefore, it would be of great interest to further explore the relationships between air quality
and other socio-economical factors, such as educational
performance of students and employment conditions.
The aim of this study is therefore to create a demonstration air quality map in Sheffield integrated with GIS
technique, as well as investigate the relationships between
air quality and selected socio-economic factors, taking Sheffield as a case study site.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area

The study area, Sheffield, is a metropolitan borough
of South Yorkshire, in the north of England, as shown in
Figure 1. The population of the City of Sheffield is estimated as 534,500 in 2008 as the most recently published by
Office for National Statistics [15]. Sheffield is a geographically diverse city. It has over 200 parks and woodlands. The city nestles in a natural amphitheatre created
by several hills and the confluence of five rivers.

level. Super Output Areas (SOAs) are designed to improve
the reporting and comparison of small area statistics at neighbourhood or community level in England and Wales [16].
The SOAs consist of three layers, referred to as the lower,
middle and upper layer with minimum populations of 1,000,
5,000 and 25,000, respectively. All the 339 LSOAs in Sheffield were considered in the study. The similar populations
of Sheffield LSOAs make it appropriate for the comparative research. In this paper, LSOA is also referred to neighbourhood for the sake of convenience.
Air quality data

The air quality data of 339 Sheffield neighbourhoods
was collected by Staffordshire University and National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (NAEI) in 2005 as the modelled measure of the concentration of four pollutants, including Nitrogen Dioxide, Benzene, Sulphur Dioxide and Particulates (PM10). The emissions for the four pollutants
were regularly updated for small areas in the UK by NAEI,
whereas guidelines or standard values which represent the
‘safe’ maximum concentrations for those four pollutants
have been clearly defined by either Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, or the World Health
Authority. Meanwhile Staffordshire University allocated
emissions data to LSOA level, then the level of each pollutant in a LSOA is divided by the standard value for that
pollutant and then all four values are summed to create an
overall air quality score for that LSOA. A higher air
quality score implies poorer overall air quality [17].
Processing of air quality map

There are two steps for creating an interactive air quality map. First step is involved the application of GIS software (ArcGIS 9.3) to generate thematic maps by utilising
the collected air quality data. Thematic map is a map designed to convey information about a single topic or theme,
such as the pollutant’s concentration. ArcGIS enables air
quality results to be superimposed on other layers of geodata, such as land use and socio-economic indicators, and
produces professional presentations of results in the form
of digital data formats, like web maps.
Then the thematic maps are to integrate with the other
software named GMapCreator and be published on a working Google Maps website. The 'GMapCreator' is a Java
application designed to make thematic mapping using
Google Maps simpler. Complex data is thus able to be represented on Google Maps, and published online by simply transferring the relevant files onto the web server. A
shapefile created by ArcGIS is required to contain geographic areas linked with numeric attributes, so that the
value of the attributes could be used by GMapCreator to
colour the geometry and plot the map [18].

FIGURE 1 - Sheffield shown within England

In the UK, there are several different types of geographic units, such as administrative, health, electoral and
postcode. Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs) is the geographic type that was dealt with in this study, as appropriate socio-economic datasets were only available at the LSOA

Both spatial and thematic data were loaded into
ArcMap in the supported formats. The process of joining
the spatial and thematic data brought data together from
two datasets based on a common identifier, which is the
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unique code of each Lower Super Output Area. ‘Quantities’ were selected for the data symbolisation, as this
graduated colour map is based on the classified attribute
values, and is most useful for showing data ranked from
low to high. For the purpose of demonstration, the amount
of subgroups was specified as four for the air quality data.
The thematic map was loaded into the GMapCreator
and displayed on the screen, as can be seen from Figure 2.
Given more than 2000 tiles created in this demonstration
project, a large number of tiles could be a major problem
with building the thematic data layers on Google Maps
during the process. Therefore, it is quite important to
control the maximum zoom level and limit geographic
extents for the Google Map site [18]. How the LSOAs in
Sheffield on the map are coloured with different air quality scores, was edited and defined by a colour thresholds
dialog as shown in Figure 2(b). Consistent with the
ArcGIS thematic maps, four colours indicated the four
subgroups to be mapped. Another problem usually happens when the geographic boundary data came from
UKBorders or Digimap, that it can't be reprojected onto
Google Maps accurately. To solve this problem, a calibration file should be added to provide essential information
to project the data to an accuracy of approximate 5 metres.

FIGURE 2 - The thematic air quality map in GMapCreator after
being loaded. (a) interface of GMapCreator, (b) colour thresholds
dialog to specify four color groups
Socio-economic data

14 socio-economical datasets were obtained from the
Neighbourhood Statistics developed by the Office for National Statistics, which contains the newest updated datasets
that describe the characteristics of a neighbourhood or
community [19]. In the analysis below the 14 factors are
divided into three categories, namely health (factors 1-4),
education (factors 5-11) and income & employment (factors 12-14):
1. Comparative illness and disability ratio (2005)
2. Emergency admissions to hospital (3 year average,
2003-2005)
3. The proportion of adults under 60 suffering from mood
or anxiety disorders (4 year average, 2001-2005)
4. Years of potential life lost (4 year average, 2001-2005)
5. Average test score of pupils at Key Stage 2 (2 year
weighted average, 2004–2005)
6. Average test score of pupils at Key Stage 3 (2 year
weighted average, 2004–2005)
7. Average test score of pupils at Key Stage 4 (2 year
weighted average, 2004–2005)
8. Secondary school absence rate (2 year average, 2004–
2005)
9. Proportion of young people not staying on in school or
non-advanced education above the age of 16 (2005)
10. Proportion of those aged under 21 not entering higher
education (4 year average, 2002–2005)
11. Proportion of working age adults with no or low qualifications (2001)
12. Income deprivation indicator (2005)
13. Unemployment Benefits average claimant count (2005)
14. Illness Benefits plus Severe Disablement Allowance
(2005)

(a)

The statistical software SPSS13.0 was applied for the
statistic analysis. After the tests of normality were made,
it is shown that the air quality scores and some socioeconomic data were not normally distributed. Generally,
non-parametric correlation methods, like the Spearman
correlation, are more useful in this case. Therefore, all the
correlation analyses in this paper were made by the Spearman correlation. The air quality data has to be sorted into
groups for the clear visual representation, so cluster analysis is also performed by SPSS. It is noted that in all the
tables of this paper, ** indicates p<0.01 in terms of correlation significance.
RESULTS

(b)

Sheffield Air quality Map
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According to the result of cluster analysis performed
by SPSS, the ranges of four clusters for air quality score

were determined as less than 1.25, 1.25-1.46, 1.46-1.79,

FIGURE 3 - The interface of Sheffield Air Quality Map with 50% transparency filter ( Source: http://www.care-uk.org/air.html )

TABLE 1 - Spearman correlation coefficients between the air quality score
and health factors, where the significance levels (2-tailed) are also shown

Air quality score

Comparative illness and
disability ratio
0.576(**)

Emergency admissions to
hospital
0.614(**)

and more than 1.79. The online Sheffield Air Quality Map
became available to all the residents who are interested in
their community environment quality, after all the necessary files were uploaded onto the web server. It can be
clearly seen from Figure 3 that the air quality around the
Sheffield city centre is the worst due to the heavy traffic
flow and less woods and parks, whereas in general the
closed to the Peak District National Park, the better air quality at that area, particularly the northwestern part of Sheffield, as expected.
Apart from standard map view, the air quality thematic map was enabled to overlay on the satellite data and the
road network layer, as the other two supplementary view
options. Meanwhile, the transparency of the thematic layer
on the interface can be easily altered by clicking the relevant tabs, from pure Google Map (100% thematic transparency) to only air quality map visible (0% transparency).
Therefore it would give more flexibility to the users and
improve the data interpretation in the visual form.
Relationships between air quality and socio-economic factors

Poor air conditions linking to varied health problems
have been frequently cited in the literature over the last

Adults suffering from mood or Years of potential
anxiety disorders
life lost
0.398(**)
0.490(**)

two decades [4-11, 20-22]. Table 1 shows the Spearman
correlation coefficients between the air quality score and
four health factors. As expected, air quality indicators have
significant positive correlations with the morbidity/ disability
rate, emergency admissions, the number of people suffering
from anxiety and depression, and years of potential life
lost (p<0.01), which means the health status of residents
in the Sheffield generally tends to be worse in the neighbourhoods with more polluted air. Among the four health factors, the correlation coefficient between air quality score and
emergency admissions to hospital is the biggest, as high as
0.614. The evidence of acute health effects from exposure to
the air pollutants have been reported both experimentally
and epidemiologically in a large number of previous studies
[7-10, 20-22], for instance, nitrogen dioxide and particulate
air pollution may be causing excess morbidity in the population [6, 7, 22].
The results also suggest air quality may influence the
educational performances of students to a certain extent, as
demonstrated in Table 2. There are significant correlations
between the air quality condition and various education
factors (p<0.01). With worse air quality in a Sheffield neighbourhood, fewer young people tend to stay in school and
enter higher education, and more working age adults are
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likely to obtain low qualifications or even no qualification
at all. Meanwhile, there are more possibilities that the
average test score of pupils aged from 7 to 16 years might
be lower at either primary or secondary education, together
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TABLE 2 - Spearman correlation coefficients between the air quality score and education factors, where the significance levels (2-tailed) are
also shown
Average KS2 Average KS3
test score
test score
Air quality
score

-0.605(**)

-0.574(**)

Average KS4
test score
-0.524(**)

Pupil
Not staying in educa- Not entering higher
absence rate tion on post-16 rate
education rate
0.623(**)

0.328(**)

0.411(**)

Adults with no or low
qualifications rate
0.406(**)

TABLE 3 - Spearman correlation coefficients between the air quality score and income and employment factors, where the significance levels
(2-tailed) are also shown.
Income deprivation indicator
Air quality score

Unemployment Benefits average claimant count Illness and Severe Disablement Benefits
-0.584(**)

0.574(**)

with a relatively higher absence rate. A possible reason to
explain this association is that, poor air quality may result
in reduced attendance and learning potential, and subsequently influence student performance adversely, through
health effects from air pollutants according to the previous research findings [23-25].
Most studies of environmental equity have approved
that many low income and socially deprived communities
are more likely to be disproportionately exposed to higher
levels of outdoor air pollution [11, 14, 26-31]. The relationships between the air quality, and the neighbourhood
income and employment factors are shown in Table 3. The
air quality indicator has a significant positive correlation
with the neighbourhood income deprivation (p<0.01),
whereas negative correlations with two types of social
benefits. In other words, there tends to be more low-income
households as well as more residents claiming unemployment and illness benefits in the Sheffield neighbourhoods
with worse air quality. In good agreement with the literature, this result suggests the health and socio-economic burden of air pollution is not equally distributed within Sheffield neighbourhoods. The environmental inequalities addressed in the analysis should receive more attentions in
local air quality management and environment research.
The community participation can play a vital role in tackling the potential inequities, and aiding the policy making
and planning.
It might be argued that the results from correlation
analysis are not able to prove an actual cause and effect
connection exists between the two subjects, but the purpose of this study is to give an overview and prove a positive or negative correlation between the air quality and socioeconomic factor as a whole picture, rather than a result
based on the questionnaires or actual measurements covering limited small areas or measure sites, then the sample representativeness would be questioned as well. However, other advanced statistic analysis should be pursued in
the future.

-0.493(**)

CONCLUSIONS
After a series of data processing, an interactive Sheffield air map was produced for public information with
different view and visibility options. The current Sheffield
air quality map is mainly developed for demonstration as
a pilot project. The information gathered is used to inform
the local community, developers, planners and government
about the air quality in the neighbourhoods. Nevertheless,
more complex features can be introduced to the future versions if that is possible, for instance, the consideration of
time line control to show the historic changes, and 3D
graphic effects over certain areas. According to the historic
data collected by seven measurement sites, the air quality
in Sheffield continues to improve as recent local strategies
are fully implemented. Besides the air quality data, it would
be interesting to add the other socio-economic factors to the
Google map as separate layers, to comprehensively profile
Sheffield in various aspects.
Air quality in Sheffield has close relationships with a
number of socio-economic factors, and the correlation coefficients are generally high. With worse air quality in a neighbourhood, fewer young people tend to enter higher education, and more adults are likely to obtain low qualifications
or even no qualification at all, which is also associated with
the considerably lower income levels. There might be more
people who suffer from mood or anxiety disorders, claim
benefits, and more emergency admission to hospitals. It is
expected that the results of this study will benefit members of the public with worries about pollution or with
health problems worsened by pollution, promote local
community to improve the air quality, tackle the environmental inequalities, and make a contribution to the sustainable development of Sheffield.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

A large variety of Oxidized Volatile Organic Compounds (OVOCs) exist in the atmosphere that originate
from both natural and anthropogenic sources. Acute and/or
chronic exposure to these primary pollutants may cause adverse health effects. OVOCs, as secondary pollutants, play
a polyvalent role in photochemical smog generation, and
are strongly linked to both air quality and aerosol properties.
Thus, the determination of the presence of carbonyl
compounds, such as formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acetone, in indoor and outdoor air quality control is of great
concern.
The most widely used measurement method for HCHO
and other lower carbonyls is that based on pumping air
through acidified 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH)coated silica cartridges: this method has been adopted as
the official procedure by international standardization organizations. If a more reliable approach is to be established
to evaluate the adverse health effect, it is necessary to
know what the exposure to this contaminant is on average
over a long time period. This approach also needs a monitoring strategy characterized by low temporal frequency
(several weeks) and high spatial resolution. An alternative
methodology for measuring formaldehyde is based on the
use of diffusive sampling mechanisms. Laboratory and
field tests performed in urban, rural and indoor sites, using
a modified traditional Analyst® passive sampler, were discussed. Laboratory tests were planned using a statistical
method based on the Design of Experiment methodology.
The operating conditions were chosen in order to obtain
the best configuration of the passive sampler by evaluating the statistical significance of the different factors, and
their interaction by the analysis of variance.
KEYWORDS: Formaldehyde, Diffusive samplers, Outdoor, Indoor, Factorial design of experiment.

The determination of HCHO is of great concern in air
quality control, because of its adverse health effects. In
fact, it has been classified as carcinogen by the IARC [1].
There are currently no legal limits for HCHO concentrations in outdoor air, while low occupational threshold
limit values of 0.1 ppm are recommended in the USA by the
NIOSH. Moreover, on the basis of the WHO studies, formaldehyde concentrations associated with eye and nose
irritations (after short exposure) are in the order of 100 µg/m3
[2]. Many works have reported on formaldehyde levels in
the Mediterranean area as being near these limits (homes:
84.9 µg/m3 in Ankara, Turkey [3]; 62.1 µg/m3 in Strasburg, France [4]).
Therefore, information on its air levels is essential to
determine the safety limits of human exposure [5]. Furthermore, reliable methods of measurement have to be developed to reduce them.
The use of a new type of low-cost passive sampler, designed for long-term sampling, makes it suitable for indoor
and outdoor investigations.
This paper reports the modification of the traditional
Analyst® passive sampler by changing adsorbent and material of anti-turbulence net.
In order to evaluate the performance of the adsorbent
and a suitable ozone scrubber to monitor formaldehyde, a
series of field and laboratory experiments were carried out.
Field tests were carried out at different locations in two
public buildings situated in suburbs with reduced traffic
impact and one private home located in an urban area with
medium traffic density. Laboratory tests were conducted in
an exposure chamber capable of controlling HCHO concentrations, temperature, relative humidity and ozone levels. Tests were performed according to the factorial design
with replicated central point in order to obtain more reliable
results, minimizing experimental labor and statistically
evaluating the significance of the main effect and interaction among the factors.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Aim of the experimentation

Taking into account that the performance of a diffusive
sampler depends critically on the selection and use of a
suitable adsorbent as well as on environmental factors, such
as temperature, humidity and the interference of oxidant
species, two different types of experiments were planned:
field and laboratory tests.
The aim of the first tests was to evaluate the performance of the different adsorbents and a suitable ozone
scrubber used in the passive device both in outdoor and
indoor environment.

2.

3.

The aim of the second tests was to evaluate the effect
of environmental factors and interference of ozone on the
different Analyst® configurations by statistical methodology (Design of Experiment, DoE) [6] in a controlled chamber. The experiments and the subsequent statistical analyses
were planned by means of the software Reliasoft DoE++.

4.

Passive sampler method of preparation

5.

The geometry of the device and its various parts were
described elsewhere [7, 8]: in this work, the passive samplers used were similar, but the materials were different:
the body (a cylinder), the closed cap (for blank samplers)
and the crown cap (for sampling) were made of opaque
polyethylene.
Sampling was carried out replacing the closed cap
used for blanks with a crown cap with an anti-turbulence
net.
®

In order to identify a suitable adsorbent of the Analyst
passive device, three different adsorbents were tested: 60
mesh silica gel (Sigma Aldrich, Milan, Italy) and 16-30
mesh Florisil® particles (Fluka, Sigma Aldrich, Milan, Italy)
and, just for the first measurement campaign, the same
filling of the Sep-Pak® 2,4-DNPH coated silica cartridges
(Waters, Milford, MA, USA).
The different configurations used are summarized in
Fig. 1:
1. In the devices, defined in the following as Waters, the
adsorbent bed was the same filling of the Waters Sep-

Pak® 2,4-DNPH coated silica cartridges. They were of
two types: without (Waters) and with (Waters-KI) a paper filter dipped in a saturated solution of potassium iodide. Sampling was carried out using a stainless steel
(SS) anti-turbulence net.
In the devices, defined in the following as Silica and
Florisil, the adsorbent bed was silica gel or Florisil®, respectively. They were of two types: without (Silica and
Florisil) and with (Silica-KI and Florisil-KI) a paper filter dipped in a saturated solution of potassium iodide.
Sampling was carried out using a SS anti-turbulence
net.
In the devices, defined in the following as Silica-Ag and
Florisil-Ag, the adsorbent bed was silica gel or Florisil®,
respectively. Sampling was carried out using a silver
anti-turbulence net.
In the devices, defined in the following as Silica-KI-Ag,
the adsorbent bed was silica gel. Sampling was carried
out using a silver anti-turbulence net dipped in a saturated solution of potassium iodide.
In the devices, defined in the following as Silica-2Ag
and Florisil-2Ag, the adsorbent bed was silica gel or
Florisil®, respectively. Sampling was carried out using
a double silver anti-turbulence net followed by silver
wool on the inside of the device.

The procedure adopted for charging the Analyst® diffusive sampler was as follows: an opaque polyethylene cylinder of 20 mm internal diameter and 20 mm diffusion path
length was loaded with 400 mg of the adsorbent.
For the devices loaded with silica gel or Florisil® particles, the adsorbent was previously cleaned with acetonitrile, dried in a vacuum desiccator, coated with 0.2 mL of
a solution of 2.5 mg of 2,4-DNPH (Sigma Aldrich, Milan,
Italy) in acetonitrile acidified with 10 µL of phosphoric
acid and, finally, further dried in a vacuum desiccator for
3-4 h.
For the Waters devices, the Sep-Pak® cartridges were
emptied and the filling was used as adsorbent.
All adsorbents were positioned on the bottom of the
device within a SS ring (see Fig. 1).

FIGURE 1 - Different configurations of the Analyst® passive sampler (device ready for sampling). a = sampler without KI filter; b = sampler
with KI filter; c = sampler with the double anti-turbulence net. 1 = polyethylene cylinder (20 mm I.D. x 20 mm diffusive path length); 2 =
retaining SS ring; 3 = viewing SS ring; 4 = SS net; 5 = adsorbent bed; 6 = anti-turbulence net; 7 = KI filter; 8 = double anti-turbulence net; 9
= silver wool.
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Field tests
Sampling sites

Most outdoor and indoor measures were carried out
inside the grounds of the Italian National Research Council (CNR), (Monterotondo Scalo, Rome, Italy) (42°06’38’’N,
12°38’05’’E). This place is a semi-rural site, at about 30 km
from Rome and it is situated in an agricultural area affected
by very low vehicular emissions and occasionally impacted
by pollutants transported from the metropolitan area, where
the samplers were placed both in an outdoor and indoor
environment.
Other tests were performed in an urban area of Rome,
affected by medium traffic impact. Samplers were situated
in an outdoor environment, on the fourth floor of a private
home.
A total of 125 samples from office buildings and private houses, an indoor and outdoor environment, have been
analyzed for carbonyl compounds in the CNR laboratories.
Passive sampling

Configurations used in field tests were as described in
points 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the paragraph Passive sampler
method of preparation.
Laboratory tests
Experiments in the exposure chamber for HCHO
®

The performance of the Analyst passive sampler for
formaldehyde collection was assessed using a dynamic
system similar to that described in previous works [9-12].
The dynamic system is schematically represented in Fig. 2.
The diffusion chamber (3 L), made of an inert material
(glass), was connected to a constant gas generation system.
Temperature in this chamber was kept under control in
the range of 20-50 °C. This was achieved by the use of a

double glazed wall. A fluid was heated or cooled down in
an external conditioner and flowed through the double
glazed wall of the entire chamber and the diffusion samplers were hung at its centre (a). Known concentrations of
gaseous formaldehyde were constantly introduced into the
chamber at a flow-rate in the range of 1.5-2.5 Lmin-1. For
the generation of the trace gas, a permeation device (3),
(model DYNACAL©, VICI Metronics, Poulsbo, WA, USA),
was used inside a Liebig tube kept at specific temperature
conditions (T = 70 °C). Air mixing inside the chamber was
ensured by a magnetic stirrer. Before reaching the diffusion chamber, the enriched air passes through a humidifier, (model Humicon, DAS, Palombara Sabina, Roma,
Italy), (2). The sampling time for passive samplers was about
5 h.
To evaluate the interference of oxidants, a mercury
lamp (UVP, Upland, CA, USA) was used for the generation of different concentrations of ozone (5). An ozone
analyzer (6) (model 400A, API, San Diego, CA, USA) was
used to check these concentrations inside the chamber.
Finally, to evaluate the effect of the temperature, chamber temperature was kept under control by using heating
immersion circulators (model VM, Julabo, Milan, Italy) in
a waterbath connected to the double glazed wall of the
diffusion chamber (8).
As a reference method, active sampling (b) was performed by pumping air through Sep-Pak® 2,4-DNPH
coated solid cartridges (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) connected to an air pump (7), (model Bravo M-PLUS, Tecora,
Milan, Italy), at a flow-rate of 1 Lmin-1 to ensure the same
sampling volume of the diffusive samplers.
The diffusion chamber was able to accommodate up
to 8 test samplers (passive devices and cartridges) held in
vertical position and without any mutual interferences.

FIGURE 2 - Layout of the chamber experiment: a = Analyst® passive sampler; b = active sampler; 1 = mass flow controller (MFC); 2 =
humidifier; 3 = formaldehyde generator (permeation tube inside Liebig tube); 4 = temperature conditioner of the Liebig tube; 5 = ozone
generator (mercury lamp); 6 = ozone automatic analyzer; 7 = pump; 8 = temperature conditioner of the chamber.
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Passive sampling

Configurations used in laboratory tests were as described in points 2 and 3 of the paragraph Passive sampler
method of preparation.
Active sampling as a reference method

Active sampling was used as a reference method in
the experiments involving the standard atmospheric system. Active sampling was performed using the most popular measurement procedure for determining lower carbonyls in air: collection onto acidified 2,4-DNPH coated silica
gel cartridges, where they are converted to stable hydrazones and analyzed by HPLC coupled with UV or diode
array detection [13-15]. Sampling was carried out by drawing in the air at 1 Lmin-1 with a pump (model Bravo MPLUS, Tecora, Milan, Italy) through Sep-Pak® 2,4-DNPH
coated silica cartridges (Waters, Milford, MA, USA). An
upstream Sep-Pak® ozone scrubber (Waters, Milford, MA,
USA) eliminated the ozone interferences.
The DNPH method has been adopted as the official
procedure by international standardization organizations
[16] due to its performance in terms of sensitivity, reproducibility as well as stability of reagents and products.
Quality control/Quality assurance and sample collection

The quality control procedure for all tests involved the
analysis of laboratory blanks (unexposed devices closed,
sealed and stored in carbonyl-free conditions) and field
blanks (closed devices put out in the field alongside the
sampling sites or in the standard atmosphere chamber for
the entire sampling period).
Laboratory blanks were used to take into account impurities in the 2,4-DNPH coating materials due to a possible contamination that may occur during the preparation
procedures of the diffusive samplers. Field blanks allowed
regular checks to be made of any device contamination
occurring from the start of sampling to sample analysis.
After collection, sampled devices and related field
blanks were individually put back in their pouches or
wrapped in aluminium foil, returned to the laboratory and
stored in the refrigerator (4 °C) before being analyzed.
®

In field and dynamic system tests, Analyst passive
devices were exposed in triplicate.
Analytical methods

After sampling, both passive samplers and cartridges
were extracted by means of a syringe filled with 3 mL of
acetonitrile; the former were put in an ultrasonic bath (model
LBS1, Falc Instruments, Treviglio (BG), Italy) for 10 min
after solvent addition, while the latter were slowly flushed
by the same solvent.
The solutions obtained were analyzed by HPLC (Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan) coupled with UV detection at a wavelength of 365 nm, according to the literature
[17]. The system consisted of a pump, a detector (SPD-

M20A), an injection valve with a 20 µL loop where the
solutions were injected manually into a reversed-phase
column Ultra C-18 (100 A, 150 x 4 mm, 5 µm; Restek,
Milan, Italy) kept in an oven (CTO-10AS VP).
The hydrazones were separated by means of a mobile
phase of acetonitrile/water pumped at a flow-rate of 1 mL
min-1. Different gradients of acetonitrile/water were used:
a linear gradient of 40/60 up to 50/50 for the first 27 min,
then a second linear gradient up to 80/20 up to 35 min,
and, finally, a third linear gradient up to 100/0 for the
remaining 3 min.
Even though this work focused its attention on the
measurement of atmospheric formaldehyde, the analytical
method was also chosen for determining other species
because of a good separation of acetone from acrolein.
The gas-phase concentrations of aldehydes were quantitatively determined from external four-point calibration
curves achieved using the corresponding aldehyde derivatives (Sigma Aldrich, Milan, Italy). Known concentrations
of hydrazones were prepared in acetonitrile. A 20 µL
aliquot of the solutions obtained was then injected into the
HPLC in order to plot the standard concentrations versus
peak areas. The calibration curves were linear for the concentrations used in this study, i.e. in the range of 0.05 and
1 ppm. The correlation coefficients were never lower than
0.99 for all compounds.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Field tests

A number of tests were conducted in order to identify
the best configuration of the new model of passive sampling device (Analyst®) for the determination of HCHO in
function of adsorbent types and interference effect of oxidizing species. These measurements were conducted initially in outdoor ambient air and in different indoor locations.
Outdoor experiments

An extensive long-time field experiment was performed from December 2007 to December 2008 in the suburban area of Rome, inside the CNR area. The duration of
the measuring campaigns was fixed to 20 days.
In Tables 1-6, the results of all the experimental outdoor campaigns are summarized, in semi-rural and urban
sites; also the correspondent ozone concentrations, calculated as means of the entire sampling period, are reported.
The official methodology for the measurement of carbonyls in ambient air requires the use of 2,4-DNPH coated
silica cartridges with an ozone scrubber to eliminate the
interference of ozone [18]. For this matter, the experimentation initially focused on a passive sampler filled with the
same adsorbent: the devices used were therefore Waters.
In order to investigate the interference of ozone, in addi-
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tion, Waters-KI were also used (see point 1 of the paragraph Passive sampler method of preparation).
Moreover, with the aim to investigate the efficiency
of the adsorbent prepared in our laboratories, in parallel
with the devices described above, Silica and Silica-KI samplers were used (see point 2 of the paragraph Passive sampler method of preparation).
TABLE 1 - The first outdoor measurement campaign: formaldehyde concentrations (µg/m3) in the semi-rural site.
Dates

HCHO conc. (µg/m3)
O3 conc.
(ppb)
Silica-KI
Waters Waters-KI

Silica

20/12/200709/01/2008

1.042

1.101

1.042

0.462

10.62

TABLE 2 - The first outdoor measurement campaign: formaldehyde concentrations (µg/m3) in the urban site (Rome).
HCHO conc. (µg/m3)

Dates
20/12/2007-09/01/2008

Silica

Silica-KI

5.660

3.210

Results (Table 1) inside the CNR area show how the
Silica-KI samplers seem to work better (even if insignificantly) than Silica, consideration not supported by the
campaign in Rome (Table 2), where formaldehyde concentrations are higher.
The second outdoor campaign was carried out, as all
those described below, inside the CNR area. Different

configurations of the passive sampler were used: SilicaKI, Silica-Ag, Silica-KI-Ag, Silica-2Ag and Florisil-Ag
(see points 3 and 4 of the paragraph Passive sampler method of preparation).
These tests were carried out to investigate other types
of ozone scrubbers and to evaluate the efficiency of another adsorbent, Florisil®.
Results (Table 3) show that the best configuration is
Florisil-Ag.
The third campaign included the use of the same configurations used in the previous plus Florisil-2Ag (see point
5 of the paragraph Passive sampler method of preparation).
This was done in order to assess how well the system
worked using the double anti-turbulence silver net using
Florisil® particles.
Results are shown in Table 4. The improved functioning of the anti-turbulence silver net appears to be confirmed
with regard to the use of the KI filter. For the samplers
employing Florisil® as adsorbent, it can be noted that the
use of a double silver anti-turbulence net (Florisil-2Ag)
was a barrier to the passage of the air, so that this configuration appears to be worse than Florisil-Ag, once again the
best.
The fourth and the fifth samplings were focused on
two types of anti-turbulence nets: SS and silver. Moreover,
the latter intended to compare the two types of adsorbents.

TABLE 3 - The second outdoor measurement campaign: formaldehyde concentrations (µg/m3) in the semi-rural site.
Dates
13/03/200802-04/2008

Silica-KI

Silica-Ag

0.339

0.551

HCHO conc. (µg/m3)
Silica-Ag-KI
0.682

Silica-2Ag

Florisil-Ag

0.412

0.716

O3 conc. (ppb)
29.19

TABLE 4 - The third outdoor measurement campaign: formaldehyde concentrations (µg/m3) in the semi-rural site.
Dates
29/05/200818/06/2008

Silica-KI

Silica-Ag

0.356

0.869

HCHO conc. (µg/m3)
Silica-Ag-KI
Silica-2Ag
1.081

0.874

Florisil-Ag

Florisil-2Ag

1.166

1.091

O3 conc. (ppb)
28.58

TABLE 5 - The fourth outdoor measurement campaign: formaldehyde concentrations (µg/m3) in the semi-rural site.
Dates

Silica
1.314

19/10/2008-09/11/2008

HCHO conc. (µg/m3)
Silica-Ag
1.295

O3 conc. (ppb)
16.55

TABLE 6 - The fifth outdoor measurement campaign: formaldehyde concentrations (µg/m3) in the semi-rural site.
Dates
13/11/2008-03/12/2008

Silica
0.557

HCHO conc. (µg/m3)
Silica-Ag
Florisil
0.541
0.710
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Florisil-Ag
0.682

O3 conc. (ppb)
11.16
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From Tables 5 and 6, it can be seen that the highest
formaldehyde concentrations are detected with the stainless
steel net and Florisil® adsorbent. Note that during this sampling period the ozone concentration was 16.55 ppb. As it
will be described later, the efficiency of the SS net as the
best was not confirmed by the tests performed in the artificial atmosphere, in which it is evident that the silver net
is more efficient in eliminating ozone interference.

Table 7 shows that the Florisil samplers always give
the best result, which was confirmed by the subsequent
outdoor campaigns, as previously explained.

From all the tests carried out, it can be concluded that
the operation of the device is certainly influenced by the
adsorbent bed employed, but also by ozone concentration
in air. In particular, it should be noted that the device
worked significantly better using the anti-turbulence silver
net, even at ozone concentrations of about 30 ppb. This can
be clearly seen for the second and third measurement campaigns, where the better configuration was Florisil-Ag.
Moreover, in these two cases, to support this consideration,
Silica-Ag is better than Silica.

Laboratory tests

For the other campaigns, where ozone concentrations
are around 15 ppb, there is not a significant difference in
the measure data between the use of the silver or SS antiturbulence net, as shown in the data of fourth and fifth
campaign.

Tests were planned by a statistical methodology, the
DoE technique and, in particular, a fractional factorial
design: this allowed the identification of parameters (factors) that influenced significantly a specific phenomenon
through factorial plans and all possible interactions among
the different factors.

To corroborate these phenomena, we have carried out
the experimental tests through DoE technique which allowed to plan the activities.
Indoor experiments

At the same time with the second outdoor campaign inside the CNR area, measurements were also carried out in
indoor environment: three offices and two laboratories.
Offices, in particular, were environments with emission
sources for carbonyl compounds and they should be considered as one of the principal micro-environments contributing to the exposure of humans to these compounds.
In Table 7, the results of the experimental indoor campaign are summarized.

This campaign of measurements also highlighted the
fact that the concentration of this pollutant in indoor ambient air was far higher (about 5-10 times) that in an outdoor environment.

In the standard atmosphere chamber, different types
of experiments were performed in order to identify and
evaluate the best Analyst® configuration for formaldehyde measurement in indoor and outdoor air.
The aim of the tests was to evaluate the effect of temperature, humidity and interference of ozone. This latter
effect was investigated previously in field experiments, but
results needed to be confirmed in controlled conditions.

In the present work, five factors, each with two levels,
were studied with 32 treatments (in our case a 25 fractional
factorial design).
The factors (levels in parentheses) were type of adsorbent (Florisil®; silica gel), anti-turbulence net (silver;
stainless steel (SS)), temperature (20 °C; 50 °C), relative
humidity (25%; 90%) and ozone concentration (20 ppb;
100 ppb). In Table 8, factors and their levels are summarized.
The operating conditions are reported in Table 9 with
the experimental response of the fractional factorial design (formaldehyde concentrations, ppb).

TABLE 7 - Indoor measurement campaign: formaldehyde concentrations (µg/m3) in the semi-rural site.

Dates
13/03/200802/04/2008

Lab. 1
Silica

Florisil

4.04

5.11

Lab. 2
Silica
Florisil
2.42

2.72

HCHO conc. (µg/m3)
Office 1
Silica
Florisil
6.40

7.74

Silica
5.96

Office 2
Florisil

Silica

6.33

Office 3
Florisil

5.38

TABLE 8 - Operating conditions of the factorial design: investigated factors, levels and central point.
Factor ID
Investigated factors
A
Adsorbent*
B
Anti-turbulence net*
C
Temperature (°C)
D
Relative humidity (%)
E
Ozone (ppb)
* Qualitative factors

Low level
Florisil®
Silver
20
25
20
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High level
Silica
S.S.
50
90
100

Central point
35.0
57.5
60.0

5.46
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TABLE 9 - Design of experiments of 32 trials with high and low factors and the measured response (formaldehyde concentration, ppb).
Run order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Centre
Points
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

A:
adsorbent
Florisil®
Silica
Silica
Silica
Silica
Florisil®
Silica
Florisil®
Florisil®
Silica
Florisil®
Silica
Florisil®
Florisil®
Florisil®
Silica
Florisil®
Florisil®
Florisil®
Florisil®
Silica
Silica
Silica
Silica
Silica
Silica
Florisil®
Florisil®
Silica
Florisil®
Florisil®
Silica

B:
anti-turbulence net
SS
SS
Silver
SS
SS
SS
Silver
Silver
SS
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
SS
SS
SS
Silver
SS
SS
SS
Silver
SS
Silver
Silver
SS
SS
Silver
SS
Silver

C:
temperature (°C)
50
35
35
20
50
50
50
20
20
50
50
20
35
20
50
20
20
35
35
35
35
20
50
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

D:
humidity (%)
25.0
57.5
57.5
90.0
25.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
25.0
25.0
90.0
25.0
57.5
25.0
25.0
90.0
90.0
57.5
57.5
57.5
57.5
25.0
90.0
57.5
57.5
57.5
57.5
57.5
57.5
57.5
57.5
57.5

E:
ozone (ppb)
100
60
60
20
20
20
20
20
20
100
100
20
60
100
20
100
100
60
60
60
60
100
100
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Formaldehyde (ppb)
43.73
23.77
30.66
25.62
33.86
36.79
32.63
41.16
22.00
26.87
38.76
20.94
47.44
19.73
48.21
21.73
45.64
26.09
37.59
34.14
21.49
22.66
29.00
36.49
24.07
23.00
33.50
22.30
27.57
30.44
25.08
23.85

FIGURE 3 - Pareto Chart: significant main effects and their interactions.

Comparison with active sampling was never lower
than 77.3% in all tests.

It can be seen from Table 9 that, at low levels of ozone
(20 ppb), the higher response (48.21 ppb) was obtained
using Florisil® and a silver anti-turbulence net. At high
ozone levels (100 ppb), the best response (45.64 ppb)
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was obtained using Florisil® and a stainless steel anti-turbulence net. However, if the configuration with a Florisil®
sorbent and a silver net is used at ozone level of 100 ppb,
the highest HCHO concentration (38.76 ppb) is somewhat
less. In fact, the difference of the two configurations is
about 15%.
In the case of high level of temperature (50 °C) and
low level of relative humidity (20%), the best configuration
was again that obtained using a Florisil® sorbent with a
silver anti-turbulence net (in both cases 48.21 ppb).
In the opposite cases, that is for low level of temperature (20 °C) and high level of relative humidity (90%), the
highest HCHO values are for Florisil® coupled with SS net
(in both cases 45.64 ppb). It has to be noted that the difference between these concentrations and those obtained for
high temperature and low relative humidity is less than 6%.
In the Pareto Chart (Fig. 3) it is possible to identify
the factors and their interactions, that influence the concentration of formaldehyde. In particular, the darkest bars
represent the most significant effects. They are principally
the adsorbent A, and the temperature C, and secondary, the
interaction of two factors, BE (net · ozone) and CD (temperature · humidity). In fact, it can be observed that A, C,
CD and BE are well distinct and evident with respect to
other factor interactions.

the range of 100-120 ppb. On the other hand, it must be
admitted that such exposure to ozone is unrepresentative
of most outdoor situations [20].
Finally, it is necessary to underline that in our work the
sensitivity parameter is the most important to define the
best configuration to evaluate formaldehyde concentration,
obtained using Florisil® as an adsorbent and silver as an
anti-turbulence net. The other configuration (Silica and SS),
even though demonstrates a better standard deviation, has
less sensitivity. Although the variability (and, consequently,
the repeatability) of the results is a very important parameter, the number of tests was not sufficient to determine with
reliability the standard deviation of the different configurations. For this matter, Florisil® coupled with a silver-net
is the best solution. Nevertheless, this configuration has
intended to be investigated under this aspect in future, to
improve the repeatability of the system in order to reduce
the scattering by carrying out a larger number of tests.
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GASEOUS POLLUTANT LEVELS IN AN URBAN AREA
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric pollution is an important topic in environmental sciences. Nowadays the quality and the quantity of the data from air quality monitoring networks are
significantly increased, but, for an effective management
and assessment of this information, innovative data analysis methodologies have been developed. Approaches coming from advanced statistical methods were introduced in
modeling and forecasting procedure to define operational
techniques for atmospheric pollutants characterization at
different scales. In this paper we present an application of
artificial neural networks (ANN) for forecasting atmospheric gaseous pollutants. Starting from hourly data collected in Basilicata (southern Italy), from 1998 to 2007,
we select the best dataset in terms of minimum data missing percentage. The applied model is a feed-forward multilayer perceptron with an only hidden layer. The conjugate
gradient learning algorithm is used. The learning capability
of the model and the average goodness of the prediction are
evaluated by Mean Absolute Percentage Error. The goal
is to evaluate the performance the ANN model for forecasting 24-hourly data on the base of only the 24-hourly
data collected in the previous day and to quantify the improvement obtained with different input strategies (optimal mix of pollutants defined by data correlation structure
analysis). The preliminary results suggest that the dynamical characteristics of the gaseous pollutants may play a
fundamental role in the definition of the forecasting procedure. Moreover, results confirm that the correlation structure analysis may be usefully applied for identifying the
optimal strategy of data input selection. Nevertheless the
quality of data represents the main limit of forecasting
techniques at local scale.

KEYWORDS: Forecasting method, Neural network, Principal
component analysis, Air pollution, Air quality.

The study of atmospheric pollution at local scale is one
of the most important topics in environmental sciences. Air
quality monitoring networks in urban, sub-urban and rural
areas are widespread and a large amount of data is available. Data forecasting and network optimization are fundamental issues in this context [1-9]. Concepts and approaches coming from multivariate statistical analysis
[10-14], information theory [15-17], fuzzy logic [18, 19],
and neural network [6, 8, 20-22] were introduced in modeling and forecasting procedures allowing to elaborate operational techniques for level characterization of atmospheric
pollutants on different spatial and temporal scales.
We present an application of neural network model for
forecasting hourly levels of atmospheric pollutants. We use
multivariate statistical analysis for interpreting the correlation structure of the data and for redefining the input data to
improve the learning capability of the model. The aim of
the study is to forecast hourly values of gaseous atmospheric pollutants starting from only data measured by air quality
monitoring network. The base modeling scheme is the
forecasting of the pollutant hourly values in a sampling day
starting from hourly data measured in the previous day. In
the first phase, starting from this simple modeling scheme,
we determine the optimal set of modeling parameters. In
the second phase, we evaluate the performance of the model
for different data inputs: the mix of the pollutants measured
in the previous day and the mix of the pollutants measured in the previous day redefined by means multivariate
statistical analysis.
The final goal is not the identification of the optimal
simulative model for reproducing the atmospheric pollutant patterns but the development of an operational procedure based on the integrated use of different methodologies
of data analysis, able to give a simple characterization of the
investigated phenomena to make easier and effective the
pollutants prediction.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Classical approach to forecasting is based on multiple
linear regression models, in which it is assumed that there
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is a linear relationship between dependent variable and independent parameters, or on autoregressive models in which
it is assumed that the estimated value of the variable is dependent by values of the same variable in the previous instants. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), instead, show a
capability to make regressive approximation of non-linear
functions in high-dimensional space and they are more
flexible in comparison to traditional forecasting techniques [23-28].

modeling scheme on a backpropagation network (BPN),
the most widely used network. BPN is a multi-layer, fully
connected, feed forward hierarchical network. A network
with this type of connection allows the weights in one
layer to change in response to an output from other layers;
it has hidden layers and no intra-connections.
Modeling parameters

In this study, the learning capability of the model and
the average goodness of the prediction are evaluated by
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE%) on the training
set (part of the input series used for the learning process)
and on the validation set (part of the input series used for the
forecasting test), indicated as MAPE%-T and MAPE%-V respectively.

ANN is an information processing whose architecture
is inspired by the structure of biological neural systems. It
is composed of a large number of very simple processing
elements (neurons) and each of them is connected to others by mean of interconnections with an associate weight.
NNs are controlled by three properties: architecture, transfer function and training. The network architecture is the
pattern of the interconnections where the neurons are
grouped in layers. In each network there are always an input
layer, in which the neurons receive data and information
from the user and, an output layer, in which the neurons
communicate the results of learning process to the user. In
the hidden layers, instead, the neurons only communicate
with other layers of the network. The transfer function
determines the output of each neuron. There are many
different transfer functions: step function; sigmoidal function; linear function; threshold-linear function. The training is the mode in which the network learns method for
determining and updating the weights on the interconnections. There are two distinct type of learning. Supervised
learning in which the network uses the learning method to
adjust the weights in order to produce the outputs close to
what is expected. Unsupervised learning in which the network receives only the inputs and no information on the
expected output (self- organized network).We set up our

In the first part of this study we determine the optimal
values for the number of hidden neurons and the number
of learning epochs, and we evaluate the performance of
the model for different hidden layer transfer functions and
different output layer transfer functions. Particularly we
select the log-sigmoidal function and the linear function
respectively. Furthermore we evaluate the optimal dimension of the training set. In Figure 1, we show, for the investigated cases, the average MAPE%-values for the training set and for the validation set vs. the percentage dimension of the training set. It is possible to highlight a minimum zone at about 65-70%. On the basis of these results
and according with literature, we establish 70% of the available data, the optimal dimension of the training set.
In conclusion of this test phase, we may define the final configuration of the network (Table 1) and, with this set
of parameters, we analyze the forecasting performances
with different input strategies.

80
MAPE-T
70

MAPE-V

60

MAPE (%)

50
40
30
20
10
0
92

83

75

67

58

50

42

33

25

17

8

Training set dimension (%)

FIGURE 1 - Average MAPE%-values for the training set and for the validation set vs. the percentage dimension of the training set.
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TABLE 1 - Parameters of the network final configuration (Fconfig).
Parameters involved in the test phase are indicated in italic.
Network architecture
Learning algorithm
Dimension of training set
Number of input neurons
Number of hidden neurons
Number of output neurons
Hidden layer transfer function
Output layer transfer function
Number of learning epochs
Learning rate
Moment term
Minimum step error

Fconfig
Multilayer feed-forward
(backprogation)
Conjugate gradient
70% of available data
N
20
24
Log-sigmoid
Linear
1000
0.1
0.9
10-10

commonly used in environmental problems based on data
measured in situ. In this application we suggest to apply
the classification algorithm for reducing the M sampling
sites in C homogenous, mutually exclusive, subgroups (clusters), (C < M) [29].
The application of these multivariate methods (PCA
and CA) allows a reformulation of data according the correlation structure among measured variables in different
sampling sites. This procedure gives a quantitative criterion
to identify the rules for establishing the optimal mix of
pollutants and/or sampling sites in order to forecast the
hourly values of each pollutant and to redefine the input
data for the neural network.

Data input definition and multivariate methods

Data

All available data may be organized in matrices [L
hourly values × K pollutants × M sampling sites]. For each
pollutant, we compare the model performances for the base
case (Modeling scheme Ms_1) with the model performances for two different input strategies (Modeling scheme
Ms_2 and Modeling scheme Ms_3). In the base case (Ms_1),
for each measured pollutant, we forecast the 24 hourly values for the i-th sampling day, starting from only the
24 hourly values measured in the previous day. In this
case the number of input neurons is N = 24. In the first
input strategy, called mix of the pollutants (Ms_2), for
each measured pollutant, we forecast the 24 hourly values
for the i-th sampling day, starting the 24 hourly values
measured in the previous day for all the K observed pollutants. In this case the number of input neurons is N = K ×
24. In the second input strategy, called redefined mix of the
pollutants by multivariate methods (Ms_3), starting from
matrix of measured data [L hourly values × K pollutants ×
M sampling sites], we determine the matrix of recalculated
data [L hourly values × H selected principal components ×
C clusters] with H ≤ K and C < M. In this case the number
of input neurons is N = H × 24. In all the three modeling
schemes the number of output neurons is 24.

Series of gaseous pollutants hourly concentrations by
the Air Quality Monitoring network of Basilicata region
(southern Italy) from 1998 to 2007 are analyzed. The network spatial configuration may be seen at
http://www.arpab.it/aria/index.asp. In Table 2, the current
distribution of the inorganic gaseous pollutants devices is
shown.

In the last modeling scheme (Ms_3) for data input
definition, the recalculated matrix derives from combined
application of principal component analysis (PCA) and
clusters analysis (CA).
PCA is a useful complementary tool for individuating
the set of new independent variables that are linear combination of the original variables. As well known, it is based
on the determination of the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of the association matrix, squared and
symmetric matrix calculated starting from data matrix.
In this study we apply PCA to association matrix of K pollutants, determining a reduced number of new variables (H
principal components ≤ K descriptors) which explain a
large part of the data variance. CA is an exploratory data
analysis tool for solving classification problems. Unsupervised hierarchical agglomerative clustering procedures are

TABLE 2 - Air quality monitoring network current configuration
for inorganic gaseous pollutants in Basilicata region.
Sampling site*
CO
NO2
SO2
O3
Ferrandina
X
X
X
X
Matera
X
X
X
X
Viggiano
X
X
X
X
Pisticci
X
X
X
X
Potenza_1
X
Potenza_2
X
X
X
X
Potenza_3
X
Potenza_4
X
X
X
X
S. Nicola**
X
X
X
X
Melfi
X
X
X
X
Lavello
X
X
X
X
*The denomination of sampling sites corresponds to municipalities where
the monitoring devices are located
**S. Nicola indicates the sampling site in S.Nicola di Melfi.

We start data analysis with explorative analysis of CO,
SO2, NO2 and O3 hourly concentrations. We would note
that the most important bias for this kind of analysis is the
quality of data. For example in Table 3, we show the data
missing percentages of carbon monoxide hourly concentrations for each year and in all the sampling sites. In many
cases data are not available and only in few cases these percentages are lower than 10%.
Starting from this explorative analysis, we are able to
select the best set of available data in terms of data missing percentages. Particularly 30 series of gaseous pollutants consecutive hourly concentrations, measured in
different sampling sites and in different sampling periods,
with size higher than 50 days (L ≥ 1200) and data missing
percentage lower than 5% are selected. In table 4 only the
best subsets of data measured in the same sampling site
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and in the same sampling period (intersection matrices)
are listed.
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TABLE 3 - Data missing percentages for carbon monoxide hourly concentrations from 1998 to 2007 in monitoring sites of Basilicata.
Sampling site

Year
1998
Ferrandina
n.a.
Matera
n.a.
Viggiano
n.a.
Pisticci
n.a.
Potenza_1
n.a.
Potenza_2
96.2
Potenza_3
88.8
Potenza_4
96.5
S. Nicola
n.a.
Melfi
n.a.
Lavello
n.a.
Legend: n.a. = data not available

1999
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
13.9
32.1
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

2000
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
5.2
73.1
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

2001
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
25.9
38.5
51.4
<1
7.7
3.3

2002
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
79.1
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

2003
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

2004
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
98.4
85.5
89.0
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

2005
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
76.3
66.3
63.5
n.a.
n.a.
91.5

2006
>99
n.a.
98.8
n.a.
28.8
46.3
9.2
31.9
n.a.
15.3
74.4

2007
98.3
>99
73.4
n.a.
99.0
80.3
83.3
75.3
90.3
97.0
14.8

TABLE 4 - Data selection.
Pollutant
Sampling period
Sampling site
O3
Intersection
CO
May-Sept 2001
Lavello
matrix A
SO2
O3
Intersection
CO
May-Sept 2001
S. Nicola
matrix B
SO2
O3
Intersection
CO
May-Jun 2001
Lavello
matrix C
SO2
NO2
Legend: L = length of the series, %dm = percentage of data missing

A data cleaning procedure is applied for completing
the selected series. Data missing are individuated and, for
each lacuna, a substitutive value is calculated. In particular for lacunas lower than three hourly data we apply a
linear predictor, for lacunas higher than three hourly data
we use the hourly mean value calculated on Q previous days

1 Q
x j = ∑ xij
Q i =1

with j = 1,…,24

Where Q-values have to be established starting from
lacunas lengths (λ). We use the following criterion: if

λ ≤ 24 Q = 3 ; if λ > 24 Q = 3(λ )
24
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the following, the results are discussed by means
of the MAPE%-values index calculated on the validation
set (MAPE%-V). For all the examined series, the forecasting model (with the input defined as in the base case Ms_1)
gives MAPE%-V lower than 25%. SO2 and O3 show the
best forecasted series (MAPE%-V lower than 10%). On the
contrary for CO and NO2 the forecasting procedure gives
worse results. Particularly we may note that, for these two
pollutants, the model is not able to reproduce the maximum values in the hourly concentrations distribution. In
Figure 2 we show an example of measured and forecasted
data for O3 and CO hourly concentrations, with the respec-

L
3604
3606
3604
3598
3661
3657
1401
1401
1399
1399

% dm
2
2
2
2
<1
1
5
5
5
5

tive frequency data distributions (Figure 3), in which it is
possible to note this different behavior. These preliminary
results suggest that the dynamical characteristics of the
gaseous pollutants may play a fundamental role in the definition of the forecasting procedure: different pollutants may
request different forecasting approaches.
According the aim of this study, here we would evaluate if it is possible to improve the performances of the forecasting procedure changing only the input strategies. So
we discuss in details the results concerning only the intersection matrices, in which we may compare the results of
forecasting model for the three different modeling schemes
of data input.
In Table 5, we show the MAPE%-V values for the pollutants included in the intersection subsets calculated in
the base case (Ms_1) and in the first tested input strategy
(Ms_2 mix of pollutants). We may note that all the values
of MAPE%-V index are lower than 20% but it is necessary to take into account the limited length of some series.
To assess a good performance of forecasting method on
short series, lower values of the MAPE%-V index are requested. Furthermore in Table 5, it is possible also to compare the results obtained for the two different modeling
schemes. The MAPE%-V values for Ms_2 are higher than
the values obtained for the base case, except for CO concentrations in the intersection matrix C. This result highlights that, for the examined monitoring sites, the mix of
data in input is not able to improve the model performance.
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FIGURE 2 - Measured (gray line) and forecasted (black line) data of O3 (a) and CO (b) hourly concentrations in 29 consecutively days.
Normalized and rescaled series are shown. Data are collected at Lavello monitoring site in 2001
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FIGURE 3 - Normalized frequency distributions of O3 (a) and CO (b) hourly concentrations in 29 consecutively days. In grey the frequency
distribution of measured values. In black the frequency distribution of forecasted values.
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In the last modeling scheme (Ms_3 redefined mix of
the pollutant by multivariate analysis) we use the Principal Component Analysis for redefining the input of neural
model. In the examined cases it is impossible to apply
also the cluster procedure for the limited dimension of the
database. Moreover, for brevity, we discuss only the results for the intersection matrix C. Starting from four
pollutants (O3, CO, SO2 and NO2), by means of PCA, we
introduce two new variables (Principal Components) corresponding the two eingenvalues higher than 1. The two eigenvectors explain 65% of the data variance and they are
characterized by couples of original descriptors: the first
principal component (IPC) is characterized by O3 and NO2
explaining 50% of the data variance; the second principal
component (IIPC) by SO2 and NO2 explaining 15% of the
data variance. The multivariate analysis suggests using
couples of pollutants for redefining the input of the forecasting model. In Table 6, we summarize the results of
forecasting procedure applied to O3, CO, SO2 and NO2
series respectively, using in input all the possible couples of
pollutants. In this case we may note significant improvements for O3 concentrations forecasting: MAPE%-V index
is about 5% when in input we use the pollutants combination suggested by PCA (IPC: O3+NO2), in all the other
cases MAPE%-V is about 16%. For NO2 concentrations
we observe a smaller improvement: MAPE%-V index is

about 11% when in input we use the pollutants combination suggested by PCA (IIPC: SO2+NO2), in all the other
cases MAPE%-V is 13%. This result confirms that the correlation structure analysis may be usefully applied for identifying the optimal strategy of data input selection. Furthermore,
deeper investigation may be devoted to analyze the relationship between the percentage of data variance explained by
each PC and the improvement achieved in the forecasting.
TABLE 5 - MAPE%-values calculated on the validation set in Ms_1
(base case) and in Ms_2 (mix of the pollutants) for the intersection
matrices.
Ms_2
(N = K× 24)

Ms_1
(N = 24)

Intersection matrix
O3
CO
SO2
O3
B
CO
SO2
O3
CO
C
SO2
NO2
Legend: Ms_1 = base case;
input neurons
A

10.1
11.5
12.1
15.3
14.8
15.9
11.5
16.4
15.1
17.9
15.6
17.1
14.7
18.2
17.3
15.5
12.1
17.9
12.6
14.6
Ms_2 = mix of pollutants; N = number of

TABLE 6 - MAPE%-values calculated on the validation set of series included in the
intersection matrix C in Ms_3. In grey the mix of pollutants derived from PCA are highlighted.
Forecasted
pollutant

Ms_3
(N = 2 x24)
O3 + CO
16.3
17.0

O3 + SO2
O3 + NO2
O3
14.0
5.2
CO
SO2
17.6
NO2
12.6
Legend: Ms_3 = redefined mix of the pollutants by multivariate methods

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present a preliminary application of a
methodology based on neural network for forecasting atmospheric levels of gaseous pollutants. The study is based
on a simple forecasting model and it is aimed to evaluate
the performance of the model for different strategies of data
input definition. The results indicate that a simple model of
ANN is able to forecast with a good approximation hourly
level of gaseous pollutants. Particularly we note that, in the
investigated area, the model shows the best forecasting
ability for ozone and for nitrogen dioxide using a mixed
data input derived from correlation structure analysis. On
the contrary for carbon monoxide and sulfur dioxide the
model shows the best forecasting capability in the base case
in which we use only the data of each pollutant measured
in the previous day. So we underline that the mixing of the

CO + SO2

CO + NO2

17.8
12.6

17.8
12.2

SO2 + NO2
16.1
11.5

pollutants in the input of neural model may improve the
learning capability of the model and so may improve the
forecasting, but it may be inappropriate to apply the mixing procedure of data input definition automatically and
indiscriminately. In the examined case, we put in evidence
that only a mix of pollutants defined by correlation structure analysis is able to improve the model performances.
Our results, included also results regarding PM10 forecasting, (data not shown in this study [30]), suggest that the
mix of data in input of NN should be applied accurately,
evaluating the optimal strategy for each case. For further
developments, the results suggest also to better investigate
dynamic features of different pollutants and to test other
variables (meteorological, anthropogenic, geomorphologic
variables) in data input. Moreover further studies are necessary to improve the model prediction accuracy, to provide
sound theoretical basis for the simpler-structure principle
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and to analyze more application results. The experience reveals that for a good ANN model, data are the most important factor as well as their sufficiency and their representativeness.
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ABSTRACT
During the period March 2008 to December 2008, NO,
NO2, O3, SO2, H2S, CO, BTX and PM10 concentrations,
were measured in the urban area of Ciudad Real, using
continuous measurement techniques. These measurements
were made near the city centre using a mobile air pollution control station.
The levels of these pollutants and their monthly and
daily evolution have been analyzed from the hourly data.
The primary pollutant NO and the secondary NO2, showed
the highest monthly levels in early spring and in autumn
months, while the lowest concentrations were observed in
summertime. The highest monthly concentrations of O3 were
measured during the summer period, due to meteorological conditions that favour its formation while the lowest
concentrations were observed in autumn months. The mean
values of SO2, H2S, CO, benzene, toluene and m,p-xylene
were very low during the whole period. On the other hand,
occasionally the levels of ozone and PM10 exceeded the
maximum levels established in the European Directives.
Meteorological conditions (temperature, pressure, relative
humidity, wind speed and direction) were also investigated.

KEYWORDS: air monitoring, ozone, NO2, PM10, seasonal variation, mobile station.

bient air because besides its adverse effects on the human
health and welfare, this compound contributes to the acidification of the ecosystems and to the formation of photochemical oxidants [1, 2] such as O3, that has been showed
to be harmful to human health under episodes of elevated
concentrations occurring within the surface layer in urban
environments [3-5]. On the other hand, several studies related to particulate matter have revealed more consistent
correlation for the concentration of fine (PM2.5) and inhalable (PM10) particles with higher health problems than
any other pollutant [6]. Particles can be directly emitted into
the atmosphere through anthropogenic and natural processes
such as combustion from car engines, industrial activities
or erosion of the pavement by road traffic.
Therefore, monitoring of air pollution is necessary in
order to comply with the environmental directives, to detect
long-term air quality trends and to observe the effectiveness
of emission control polices.
The aim of this work is to measure and study the daily
and seasonal variation of the concentrations of important
air pollutants such as O3, NO, NO2, SO2, H2S, CO, benzene, toluene, m,p-xylene and PM10 in an urban city of
Spain, Ciudad Real. The concentrations of H2S, CO, PM10
and benzene, toluene and m,p-xylene (BTX) are reported
for the first time in Ciudad Real.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Instrumentation and quality assurance

INTRODUCTION
In urban areas, the main air pollution problems come
from anthropogenic sources such as industry, traffic and
domestic heating systems. The main pollutants emitted
into the atmosphere in these areas are ozone (O3), nitrogen
oxides (NOx), sulphur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide
(CO), aromatic compounds and particulate matter. While
CO, NO and aromatic compounds are mainly emitted by
traffic, O3 and NO2 are originated by photochemical reactions. NO2 is one of the most important pollutants in am-

A Mercedes Sprinter van was selected as rolling platform for the measuring equipment. Due to the different sampling system demands for gas phase and particulate matter,
two separate inlets systems are located above the van. The
mobile air pollution control station is equipped with a vertical manifold that distributes the sample to all the analyzers, a multipoint calibrator (API, model 700) with an internal ozone calibrator and photometer, a zero air generator (API, model 701) and a meteorological station. Table 1
presents a list of the characteristics of the instruments and
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TABLE 1 - Monitoring instruments employed in the mobile monitoring platform.
Parameter
O3
NOx
SO2, H2S
CO
BTX
PM10
Temperature and humidity
Pressure
Wind direction and speed
Solar radiation
Rain

Instrument
API 400A
API 200A
API 100A
API 300A
Syntech spectras GC 955
Met One BAM 1020
Met One HP043
Met One 091
Met One 50.5
Met One 595
Met One RC15

measured parameters including meteorological parameters. The methods used to analyze the different air pollutants are those used by the Air-Quality Networks and therefore, defined by the European Directive (2008/50/CE), as
reference methods.
All parameters are measured with API-Teledyne instruments except particulate matter and BTX which are
measured with Met One BAM 1020 and Syntech Spectras
GC955, respectively. NOx is measured with an API-Teledyne model 200A analyzer, utilizing chemiluminiscence
and configured by the manufacturer to report data with 20 s
time resolution. The ozone instrument (API, model 400A)
is based on the conventionally used UV absorption technique. SO2 and H2S (API, model 100A) are measured using
ultraviolet fluorescence technique with 10 s time resolution
and CO (API, model 300A), is measured using non dispersive infrared spectrometry technique.
The particulate matter analyzer is based on beta radiation absorption technique and has been designated by the
American Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as equivalent method for measuring the PM10 fraction of suspended matter (EQPM-0798-122).
BTX analyzer is based on a capillary gas chromatography technique in which the air sample is continuously
pumped through a trap containing a special adsorbent (Tenax
GR 35-60 mesh). After sampling, the trap is rapidly heated
and the components are introduced by means of the carrier
gas (N2, Praxair 99.999%) into the capillary column system (AT5 15mx0.32mmx1µm): this consists of a precolumn for the back-flushing of heavier compounds and an
analytical column for BTX separation. The detector used,
PID (UV source 10.6 eV) assures high selectivity and
enough sensitivity to determine BTX at the ppb level.
Also, meteorological data were registered in the monitoring station for the interpretation of the obtained results in
this study. All sensors (MET ONE) were placed 10 m above
the ground being calibrated against NIST standards on site
of the manufacturer, meeting all the specifications of the
World Meteorological Organization. The measured para-

Time resolution
20 s
20 s
20 s
20 s
15 min
1h
10 s
10 s
10 s
10 µs
--

Detection limit
0.6 ppb
0.4 ppb
0.4 ppb
0.04 ppm
0.05 ppb for benzene
1 µg/m3
-40ºC / 0%
0 mbar
0.5 m/s
0 W/m2
--

meters were wind direction and speed, temperature, relative
humidity, atmospheric pressure, solar radiation and rain.
The calibration of the photometer and flows of the
calibrator and analyzers was made at the beginning of the
measurement period by the accredited calibration laboratory of the manufacturer. Then, the calibration of the analyzers was made periodically using the calibrator placed in
the mobile unit which uses a combination of mass flow
controllers of the high precision and certified gas cylinders. It has an internal ozone calibrator and a photometer
for generating precise amounts of ozone. We proceed with
selecting different concentrations of all the measured gases
and correcting, if necessary, the discrepancy between the
selected and the measured concentrations. Also, the zero
was checked in the process for all cases. Calibrations usually varied less than 5% during the period. However, annual
calibrations of the calibrator (photometer and mass flow
controllers) were made by the National accreditation organism, ENAC. Also, in this case, the system did not present
significant deviation. All the used gases for calibrations
were of certified purity (Praxair).
Area of Study

Ciudad Real has around 72,000 inhabitants and is located in the heart of La Mancha region in central-southern
Spain (38.59 N, 3.55 W, at approximately 628 m above
sea level) in a fairly flat area, 200 km south of Madrid.
With a low presence of industry, traffic is likely to be the
most important source of air pollution in this city. Meteorologically, the zone is characterized by very hot and dry
summer period with high insulation, variable direction
winds and by dry and cold winters, conditions that could
play an important role in the evolution of the polluting
agents. There is also a petrochemical complex, placed in the
city of Puertollano, situated 30 km southwest from Ciudad
Real.
The mobile laboratory was placed, at a fixed location located between the town centre and the ring road (Figure 1).
This site represents well-mixed urban air conditions near
major anthropogenic sources of primary pollutants such as
traffic.
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(b)

Mobile station

(a)

Ciudad Real

FIGURE 1 - (a) Map of the geographical location of Ciudad Real in Spain.
(b) Location of the mobile air pollution control station in Ciudad Real.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the evolution of all measured tropospheric constituents concentrations observed for a typical
summer day. The daily evolution of air pollutants reveals
a marked daily cycle. The primary air pollutants (NO, CO,
PM10 and BTX) together with NO2 show a daily maximum
in the early morning hours when the emissions from road
traffic increase. The maximum of the primary pollutants
concentration in the early morning corresponds with the
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O3 à NO2. During daytime, NO2 can be quickly photodisassociated (in a few minutes) to O3. Therefore, as the
day progresses, solar radiation levels favour the increase
in the O3 concentrations, having as consequence a decrease in NO and NO2. After sunset, the cease in solar
activity decreases the O3 concentrations.
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FIGURE 2 - Example of the evolution of O3, NO and NO2, BTX, SO2, H2S, CO and PM10 concentrations for a typical summer day (30th July
2008) in Ciudad Real. Time scale is given in CET (Central European Time). CET=UTC+2 in summer; UTC (Universal time coordinated).
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The diurnal cycles registered in this study show that
the urban atmosphere of Ciudad Real is mainly influenced
by road traffic and photochemistry. The same conclusion
was observed by Saiz-López et al., [8] using the DOAS
technique. This behaviour was observed in other urban
areas of Spain and Europe [9, 10]. The daily evolution of
O3, NO and NO2 and their relation with BTX is due to
common NO, NO2 and BTX sources and the photochemical mechanism involving these species (NO, NO2, BTX,
among others) that leads to O3 formation [11]. In the case
of SO2, the maximum is observed in the earlier part of the
afternoon and it is mainly associated with road traffic.
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FIGURE 3 - Example of the evolution of O3, NO, NO2, BTX, CO
and PM10 concentrations for an autumn day (12nd December 2008)
in Ciudad Real. Time scale is given in CET (Central European
Time), being UTC+1 in autumn.

Figure 3 shows the diurnal behaviour of O3, NO2 and
NO in the latter part of autumn. It can be seen a negative
correlation between O3 and NO2 as it occurred in summertime and also an additional peak for NO2 and NO after

sunset which is related to a second rush hour in the traffic
circulation. In this case the drop in O3 concentration must
be mainly due to reactions with NO because of the absence of solar radiation. The same behaviour is observed for
BTX, CO and PM10, as it can be seen in Figure 3.
Figure 4 presents a summary of the monthly averaged
concentrations for all trace gases monitored during the
whole period of measurements. It can be seen, in general,
that the primary pollutant NO and the secondary NO2,
show the highest monthly levels in early spring (6.8 and
13.5 µgm -3, respectively) and autumn months (8.8 and
18.6µgm-3, respectively), while the lowest concentrations
are registered in summertime (3.4 and 8.5 µgm-3, respectively). The monthly ozone concentrations present the highest levels during summer, 82 µgm-3while the lowest concentrations are registered in autumn months, 42.4 µgm-3. In the
case of PM10 there is not a clear trend throughout the months,
while for BTX the highest values are registered in spring
(benzene 1.5, toluene 10.8, and m,p-xylene 3.6 µgm-3) and
the levels decrease up to reach the minimum values in August (benzene 0.4, toluene 2.6, and m,p-xylene 1 µgm-3).
Regarding SO2 and H2S the concentrations measured in the
whole period are very low, below 3 µgm-3. For CO, the
highest values are registered in spring, 0.19 mgm-3and autumn, 0.21 mgm-3 while the lowest values are measured
during summer, 0.12 mgm-3. Maximum monthly averages
were in µgm-3: 84 (O3) in June, 17 (NO), 25 (NO2), 3 (SO2),
2 (H2S) and 0.3 mgm-3 (CO) all these gases in November,
31 (PM10) in August, 2 (benzene) in November, 12 (toluene) in March and 4 (m,p-xylene) in May. The mean values
of O3, NO, NO2, SO2, H2S, CO, PM10, benzene, toluene
and m,p-xylene during the whole measurements period
were: 63 µgm-3, 6.3 µgm-3, 13.2 µgm-3, 1.8 µgm-3, 1.3 µgm-3,
0.2 mgm-3, 20.7 µgm-3, 1.2 µgm-3, 6.4 µgm-3 and 2.4 µgm-3
respectively. The values reported here are generally lower
than those observed in other urban areas in Spain, such as
Madrid [9] or Barcelona [12], where traffic emissions are
considerably higher and Puertollano [13], which is influenced by the industrial area located 6 km from the city.
Thus, regarding O3, NO and NO2 our results are in concordance with the results obtained in previous studies in
Ciudad Real [8, 14].
The monthly variation of O3, NO and NO2 together
with solar radiation intensities are shown in Figure 4. The
increase of ozone concentration in spring could be due to the
volatile organic compounds of biogenic origin (BVOCs),
which reach the maximum levels in the spring period as a
result of the intense activity of plant species and the photochemical associated. These organic compounds include
isoprene, monoterpenes, sesquiterpenes, and a number of
oxygenated compounds such as carbonyls and alcohols. In
the presence of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and under particular weather conditions (supporting photochemistry), BVOC
contribute to the formation in the troposphere of secondary
pollutants such as ozone [15, 16]. The O3 levels become
more prominent in summer, when photochemical activity
reaches the peak.
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FIGURE 4 - Monthly means of all air pollutants measured from daily data.
In some graphics the meteorological parameters are also presented.

Regarding NOx, the highest values are reached during
autumn in this study, because our results do not include the
winter concentrations. However, in the study carried out
by Saiz-López et al. [8] the highest values were registered
during the winter period. This fact must be due to the less
solar radiation and lower temperature which reduce the
photochemical activity. Therefore, the oxidation of NO
from motor traffic and central heating systems will increase
the concentration of NO2 and it will trend to accumulate
due to the less photochemical activity in this period. Also,
the reduction of the photochemical production of O3 will
favour the removal of this molecule by reaction with NO
to form NO2 and O2, which in turn will contribute of the
enhancement of the NO2 values.
Regarding BTX, the average level of benzene found
in this study during the whole period was 1.2 µgm-3, with

the highest concentration reaching 2 µgm-3. This is comparable with the results published by Fernandez-Villarrenaga
et al. [17] concerning benzene levels in Coruña (Spain); the
annual mean was 3.4 µgm-3 while Cocheo et al. [18] reported urban concentrations in a few European cities as a
mean annual average of 4.4 µgm-3 for Antwerp, 3.1 µgm-3
for Copenhagen and much higher for the South European
cities. In the present study, the obtained mean concentration was lower, due to the fact that Ciudad Real is not a big
city. Toluene and m,p-xylene had concentrations either in
the same range or lower than the ones reported for other
urban areas, especially North European cities [19].
The variation in the particulate matter concentration
throughout the study, as mentioned above, has not a clear
trend and there is not a clear relation to meteorological
parameters such as wind speed that is below 2 ms-1 (in the
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whole period), temperature or humidity (Figure 4). This
correlation was observed in the study carried out by
Kulshrestha et al. [20]. PM10 concentrations in Ciudad
Real must be conditioned for natural processes of the
pollutants such as dust intrusion from Sahara desert, fires,
etc., together with road activities and re-suspension of
road dust. The mean value obtained in this study was 20.7
µgm-3. This value is lower than those reported in other
urban areas in Spain [21].
On the other hand, the levels of SO2 registered in
Ciudad Real are very low with a mean value of 1.8 µgm-3,
this means a concentration much lower than those encountered in similar studies on other European cities [10].
Regarding limit and threshold environmental levels
values, the European Directive 2002/3/EC for O3 established a population information threshold defined as an
hourly average of 180 µgm-3. This value was exceeded only
one time during the measurements period with a concentration of 191 µgm-3 monitored on July 23rd at 14:00 (UTC
+2). In addition, the annual mean value of 64 µgm-3 exceeded the threshold limit value (40 µgm-3 calendar year)
which implies damage to materials. For PM10, the European Directive 1999/30/EC defines the threshold as a
daily value of 50 µgm-3 to protect the human health. This
value was exceeded 4 times during the period of study, in
all cases during the warm season. The highest daily concentration was 56 µgm-3. On the other hand, since EU has
not guide value for toluene and xylenes, we compare our
measurements with WHO [22] recommended air guideline for toluene (9-10 ppb for 24 h). The values measured
in Ciudad Real are below these limits.

work for the rest of the pollutants are below the thresholds
introduced by European Environmental Legislation.
Based on these results, it can be concluded that the air
quality in Ciudad Real is high where the pollution mainly
comes from road traffic and it is influenced by photochemistry. There are not signs that indicate that the pollution from the petrochemical complex located 30 km
southwest can affect Ciudad Real.
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The rest of gases concentrations reported in this paper
are below the thresholds introduced by European Directives.
CONCLUSIONS
Continuous measurements of O3, NO, NO2, SO2, H2S,
CO, BTX and PM10 have been performed using a mobile
air pollution control station in a Southern Spain location.
BTX, CO, H 2S and PM 10 are reported for first time in
Ciudad Real. The measurements showed that there is an
inverse relationship between levels of O3 and NO2. The
highest hourly averaged value of O3 (191 µgm-3) was detected in summer season and the average value during the
whole period was 63 µgm-3. By contrast, NO2 was enhanced
in wintertime with values up to 65 µgm-3. The mean values
of NO, NO2, SO2, H2S, CO, PM10, benzene, toluene and
m,p-xylene during the whole measurements period were
6.3 µgm-3, 13.2 µgm-3, 1.8 µgm-3, 1.3 µgm-3, 0.2 mgm-3,
20.7 µgm-3, 1.2 µgm-3, 6.4 µgm-3 and 2.4 µgm-3 respectively. Except PM10 (exceeded 4 times the established daily
threshold) and O3 (exceeded one time the hourly population
information threshold and the annual limit value which
implies damage to materials), the values reported in this
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EFFECT OF ORGANIC AND INORGANIC RESIDUES
ON THE SOLUBILITY OF TRACE ELEMENTS
AND PHYTOTOXICITY OF MINING WASTE
Fernando del Moral*, Verónica González, Inés García, Juan A. Sánchez, Sergio de Haro and Mariano Simón
Dpto. Edafología y Química Agrícola Escuela Politécnica Superior. Universidad de Almería. CITE IIB. La Cañada de San Urbano. 04120. Almería, Spain

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

A polluted soil from sulphur-mine wastes was amended
with 17 combinations of inorganic (marble sludge) and organic (compost and vermicompost) materials. The leachates
and soil solutions of the soil with and without amendments
were analysed, and their phytotoxicity was estimated from
the germination and root-elongation indexes of lettuce seeds.
The leachates and soil solutions of the soil without amendments were highly concentrated in major and trace elements
and consequently toxic (no seed germinated). When the soil
was amended only with marble sludge, CaCO3 neutralized
the H+ present in the leachates and soil solutions, the pH
abruptly rose, the concentration of soluble major and trace
elements declined sharply, and the indexes of germination
and root elongation clearly increased. When the soil was
amended only with compost and vermicompost, H+ was not
neutralized, and the concentration of pollutants in leachates
and soil solution remained very high, even higher than in
the soil without amendments, and no seed germinated. When
the soil was amended with organic and inorganic materials,
the results were similar to those of the soil amended only
with marble sludge, although, especially the leachates of the
soils amended with the lowest quantity of marble sludge
(40 g kg-1 dry soil) showed higher concentrations in dissolved elements and greater toxicity. Consequently, the
polluted soil from sulphur-mine wastes should be amended
fundamentally with inorganic materials rich in CaCO 3
content, and the quantity added should be higher than 40 g
CaCO3 kg-1 dry soil. When organic amendments are added
to the polluted soil, the management of leachates should be
careful in order to minimize the spread of pollutants and
the risk of contamination of groundwater and surrounding
soils.

Sulphur was mined in SE Spain in the early 20th century, and thousands of tons of mine wastes were deposited
in the landscape. When mine wastes containing sulphur were
exposed to oxygen and water, sulphur oxidized to sulphates
[1, 2] and the pH fell below 3.0, resulting in increased mobility and availability of the pollutants present. Thus, the
leaching of mine waste, known as acid mine drainage
(AMD) affects the composition of surface water and has a
severe impact on surrounding soils and terrestrial ecosystems [3, 4]. Carbonates and organic matter lower the concentration of dissolved elements due to precipitation, coprecipitation, and adsorption processes [5], therefore liming
and addition of organic matter are two of the most widespread remedial actions.
In this context, the province of Almeria (SE Spain)
has two major activities: a marble industry that generates
large quantities of sludge with high contents in CaCO3, and
greenhouse agriculture, which produces wastes rich in organic matter. In the present work, marble sludge from the
cutting and polishing of marble as well as compost and
vermicompost from agricultural greenhouse wastes were
added to a polluted soil that had developed on sulphurmine residues, in order to analyse the effect of the marble
and organic wastes on the toxic elements. Leachates and
soil solutions of the polluted soil with or without amendments were analysed, and the phytotoxicity of these solutions was estimated from bioassays with lettuce seed (Lactuca sativa, L.). The results indicate how the amendments
affect the stabilization and inactivation (adsorption and/or
precipitation) of the pollutants and thus limit toxic dispersion in runoff water and the phytotoxicity of polluted soils.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

KEYWORDS: Sulphur, Soil contamination, Trace elements,
Amendments, Phytotoxicity.

Polluted soil, formed from sulphur-mine wastes, was
sampled in the Trovador Sulphur Mines (Almería, SE
Spain), located near populated areas (Fig. 1). In accordance
with the World Reference Base for Soil Resources [6], this
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FIGURE 1 - Location of the selected mining area known as Trovador Sulphur Mines

soil was classified as Spolic Technosols. The soil, collected from uppermost 20 cm, was highly acidic; had a sandyloam texture, high electrical conductivity (EC), very low
cation-exchange capacity (CEC), and a high content in
zinc, cadmium, lead, and arsenic (Table 1). The marble
sludge (MS) had very high CaCO3 content, basic pH, relatively low CEC and EC, and a low concentration in potentially toxic elements. The compost (CM) and vermicompost (VM) from greenhouse agriculture had very high organic carbon (OC) content, high CEC, and a relatively low
concentration in toxic elements.
The polluted soil was air-dried and sieved through 2mm mesh. Twenty-seven amended soils were prepared by
adding to the polluted soil varying quantities of MS (40,
60, and 80 g kg-1 dry soil), CM, and VM (20, 40, and 60 g
kg-1 dry soil), as well as all the possible binary combinations of organic and inorganic amendments. The amended
soils were labelled with a three-digit number. The first
digit represents the content in MS, the second the content
in CM, and the third the content in VM, all expressed in
% (w/w); for example, 400 represents the amended soil
with 40 g MS kg-1 dry soil, 004 represents the amended
soil with 40 g VM kg-1 dry soil, and 460 represents the
amended soil with 40 g MS and 60 g CM kg-1 dry soil.
The soils with and without amendments were placed
in a 16-cm-long glass column with a 5-cm inner diameter,
which narrowed towards the bottom to 0.4 cm. The bottom of the column was filled with fibreglass to keep the

TABLE 1 - Characteristics of the soil and of the
organic and inorganic amendments used in the study.
Amendment
Soil
MS
CM
VM
CEC (cmol+ kg-1)
5.1
3.6
47.9
41.3
CaCO3 (g kg-1)
990
pH
2.7
8.5
8.8
8.6
-1
EC (dS m )
36.0
2.0
7.2
1.5
OC (g kg-1)
417
354
Sand (g kg-1)
668
36
Silt (g kg-1)
202
642
-1
Clay (g kg )
130
322
S (g kg-1)
125
2.2
1.2
Fe (g kg-1)
104
1.1
4.8
2.5
Al (g kg-1)
67.0
1.9
1.6
0.8
Cd (mg kg-1)
5.6
0.2
0.1
0.1
As (mg kg-1)
245
3.8
1.3
0.2
-1
Zn (mg kg )
1000
7.1
70.4
22.7
Pb (mg kg-1)
1266
1.2
17.2
13.7
CEC= Cation-exchange capacity, EC= electrical conductivity; OC=
organic carbon; MS= Marble sludge; CM= Compost; VM= Vermicompost

sample in the column, the column was hand-packed with
200 g of sample, and the top of the column was covered
with a 2-cm layer of fibreglass to facilitate uniform flow.
Afterwards, 120 cm3 of distilled water were added to the
column, at 10 cm3 h-1, in the dark to avoid algal growth [7],
and the leachate (L) was collected. The soil solution (S)
was extracted from the samples using Rhizon soil-moisture
samplers (Rhizon Research products, Wageningen, Netherlands). The electrical conductivity (EC) and pH of L
and S were measured, and the solutions were immediately
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filtered through cellulose filters (0.45-µm pore) by vacuum suction into PyrexTM flasks previously washed with
acid, and stored at <4ºC until analysis. Ionic strength (IS)
of L and S was estimated from EC [8]. Soluble ions in the
solutions were measured as follows: Fe3+and Al3+ by
atomic absorption spectroscopy (GBC906AA), and SO42by ion chromatography in a Dionex DX-120.
The particle-size distribution was determined by the
pipette method (only for mine tailings and marble sludge)
[9]. Calcium carbonate equivalent content (CaCO3, %) was
estimated manometrically [10]. Total carbon was analysed
by dry combustion in a LECO SC-144DR analyser. Organic carbon (OC) was determined by the difference between total carbon and inorganic carbon from CaCO 3 .
Cation-exchange capacity (CEC) was determined with 1 M
Na acetate at pH 8.2, and pH was measured in a 1:2.5 soil:
water suspension. Total content in major elements (S, Fe,
Al) was determined by X-ray fluorescence in a Philips
PW-1404 spectrometer.
Polluted soil and finely ground amendments (<0.05 mm)
were digested in strong acids (HNO3 + HF). In each digested
sample, leachate and soil solution, trace elements were
measured by Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) with a PerkinElmer SCIEX ELAN-5000A
spectrometer.
Bioassay with lettuce seeds (Lactuca sativa L.)

Fifteen Lactuca sativa L. seeds were placed in 90-mmdiameter polyethylene containers on filter paper placed on
the bottom for support, and 5 cm3 of the different solutions (L and S) and distilled water (control) were applied
[11-12]. Each experimental unit was incubated for 120 h
at 24±0.1ºC. The following parameters were analysed: (1)
germination index (GI), proportion (%) of germinated
seeds in each experimental unit compared to a control (distilled water); (2) root-elongation index (REI), calculated
by the equation REI = M/C x 100, where M is the average
root elongation in each solution and C is the average root
elongation in the control. When REI = 100%, there is no
toxicity; if REI <100%, the sample is toxic; and if REI >
100%, elongation is stimulated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Polluted soil

Oxidation of the sulphur present in the polluted soil
resulted in a strong acidity and high concentration of
SO42- ions in L (pH = 1.0, SO42- = 46 g dm-3) and S (pH =
1.1, SO42- = 32 g dm-3). The high H+ concentration encouraged the weathering processes, increasing the concentration
of the major elements in L (Fe = 3.4 g dm-3, Al = 5.4 g
dm-3) and S (Fe = 1.8 g dm-3, Al = 3.0 g dm-3). Similarly,
the concentrations of trace elements were also very high in
L (Zn = 38 mg dm-3, As = 9.0 mg dm-3, Cd = 0.55 mg dm-3,
and Pb = 3.4 mg dm-3) as well as in S (Zn = 27 mg dm-3,
As = 3.8 mg dm -3, Cd = 0.34 mg dm -3, and Pb = 1.8 mg

dm -3). The high concentration of dissolved ions caused
high values of the electrical conductivity (EC) and ionic
strength (IS) of both solutions: L (EC = 36 dS m-1, IS =
0.542 mol dm-3), S (EC = 28 dS m-1, IS = 0.404 mol dm-3).
Although the value of all these parameters were higher in
L than in S, both solutions were highly phytotoxic and no
seeds germinated (GI = 0%).
Amended soil

When the polluted soil was amended with MS, alone or
in combination with organic amendments (CM and VM),
CaCO3 neutralized the H+ while the pH of L and S abruptly
increased, ranging between 6 and 7 (Fig. 2). As a result of
the higher pH, the soluble major elements (SO42-, Fe, and
Al) tended to precipitate [13, 14] and the concentration in
L and S sharply declined. When only organic amendments
were added to the polluted soil, a small amount of H+ was
neutralized and the pH of L and S hardly rose, ranging between 1.1 and 2.3, while the concentrations of major and
trace elements in L and S remained relatively high [1516]. Nevertheless, CM and VM affected the solubility of
the elements in a different way.
In the amended soil with 20 g CM kg-1 dry soil, the
concentrations of SO42-, Fe, Zn, Cd, As, and Pb in L and S
were close to or lower than those of the soil without amendments, and values tended to decrease when the amount of
CM increased, indicating that these elements were partially adsorbed by the organic matter of the compost. On
the contrary, the Al concentration in both solutions augmented to boost the amount of CM added, indicating that
the compost encouraged Al solubility.
In the soil amended with VM, the concentration of all
elements in L, except Pb, was higher than in the soil without amendments, and augmented with the amount of VM
added, while the S concentration declined. These results
indicate that the vermicompost clearly increased the solubility of these elements in the leachates being removed
from the soil, consequently, lowering the concentration in
the soil solution (S). The Pb concentration in each L and S
of the soil amended with CM or VM fell more sharply in
relation to the soil without amendment, revealing that, in
relation to its concentration, Pb was the element quantitatively most adsorbed by the organic matter of the compost
and vermicompost. The values of ionic strength (IS) in L
and in S were parallel to those of the major and trace
elements, confirming the results above mentioned.
The concentrations of Al, Zn, Cd, and As in L and S
of each amended soil with CM and VM (Fig. 2) were
higher than the maximum concentration recommended by
the FAO [17] in irrigation water (Al = 5.0 mg dm-3, Zn =
2.0 mg dm-3, Cd = 0.01 mg dm-3, As = 0.10 mg dm-3). In
the amended soil with MS (Fig. 3), only when the amount
of amendment was the lowest (40 g MS kg-1 dry soil) were
the concentrations of Al and Zn in L higher than 5 mg dm-3
and 2 mg dm-3, respectively. The Cd concentration was
higher than 0.01 mg dm-3 in L and in S of each soil amended
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FIGURE 2 - pH, ionic strength (IS), and concentration of major and trace elements in the leachate (L) and soil
solution (S) of each amended soil (solid and dotted lines: values in L and S, respectively, of unamended-polluted soil).
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with MS and CM, and in L of each soil amended with MS
and VM. The As concentration in any case was higher
than 0.1 mg dm-3.
Bioassay with lettuce seeds

As a result of the high concentration of potentially
toxic elements in L and S of each soil amended only with
CM or VM, both solutions were phytotoxic and no seeds
germinated (GI = 0%). When the soil was amended with
MS (Fig. 4), alone or combined with organic amendments,
the GI clearly increased in L and S due to a more intensive precipitation and fixing of the toxic elements. In S,
with lower concentration of toxic elements, practically all
seeds germinated (GI ≈ 100%). In L, with higher concentrations of toxic elements, the GI ranged between 60 and
90%. Nevertheless, although the L of the soil with organic
and inorganic amendments had lower GI values than that
amended only with inorganic amendments, the differences
were not clearly related to the amount of potentially toxic
elements dissolved in the leachates.
The values of the root-elongation index (REI) in L and
S were more varied than those of the germination index
(GI), and the maximum and minimum values agreed with

the highest and the lowest concentrations of dissolved
elements, revealing a relationship between the REI and
the concentration of elements [18, 19]. Thus, when both
solutions (L and S) were considered together, REI was
significantly (p<0.001) related to the total concentration
of ions estimated from the ionic strength (IS), by the inverse equation:
REI (%) = -15.1 + 4.6 IS (mol dm-3)-1 r2 = 0.876
Therefore, the phytotoxicity of leachate and soil solution was better estimated by the root-elongation index than
by the germination index. The low values of the REI (<
100%) indicate that these solutions were phytotoxic, especially the leachates from the amended soil with organic
amendments, where the REI ranged between 10% and
40% of the control (distilled water).
CONCLUSIONS
The inorganic amendments were effective in reducing
the toxicity of leachates and soil solutions of polluted soils
from sulphur-mine wastes. On the contrary, the organic
amendments were not effective and the phytotoxicity of
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the soil (soil solution) remained high, while the pollutants
could be spread by the leachates, presumably contaminating groundwater and surrounding soils. The mixtures of
organic and inorganic amendments were less effective than
were the inorganic ones but far more than the organic ones.
Although they considerably diminished the toxicity of the
soil solution, the leachates continued to be relatively phytotoxic and could contribute to disperse the contaminants.
Therefore, the organic amendments should not be added to
contaminated soils from sulphur-mine wastes. In the case
of doing so, the leachates should be managed appropriately
to reduce the risk of dispersion of the contaminants.
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ABSTRACT
Low resolution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxometry revealed that triglycerides in extra-virgin olive
oils are organized in inverse-micelle-like supramolecular
structures held together by weak interactions such as van
der Waals and hydrogen bonding. The formers can be established among the external apolar tails, while hydrogen
bonds are present among the internal polar triglyceride
heads, involving also the polar minor constituents of extra-virgin olive oils. The supramolecular assembly has been
supported by experiments conducted by heating the samples in the NMR probe at four different temperatures. In
addition all the oils were also added with increasing amounts
of glacial acetic acid (AcOH). NMR relaxometry data at
room temperature revealed that T1 values increased with
the amount of the added AcOH. Moreover, it was noticed
that when the volume of acetic acid was around 20 % of
the sample volume, a separation between an oily layer and
an acetic acid phase was achieved. The latter appeared to
contain from 50 to 80 % of the total amount of the minor
polar constituents of extra-virgin olive oils (i.e. polyphenols, chlorophylls, sterols, some terpenes and so on). Such
findings were interpreted with a conformation re-arrangement of triglycerides from ordered supramolecular inversemicelle-like systems to micelle-like leading to formation
of emulsions. Based on the results of the present study, it
can be suggested that extra-virgin olive oils are not disordered and amorphous liquids but systems whose constituents are arranged in tidy supramolecular aggregates. The
compartmental evidence of the minor polar extra-virgin
olive oil components may pose new questions about their
absorption pathways in the human nutrition.

oils (EVOOs) can reduce mortality from cardiovascular
diseases and contribute to cancer prevention [1, 2]. The main
factors affecting EVOOs quality include pedoclimatic conditions [3], cultivars [4] and fatty acid compositions [5, 6]
although other minor organic and inorganic components
such as phenolic compounds, sterols, terpens and even the
presence of selenium need attention [1, 7].
Characterization of EVOOs is one of the main concern in modern chemistry in order to assess for their purity degree and some organoleptic properties [8, 9]. However, chemical modifications of extra-virgin olive oils are
usually required for their characterization [10-16]. The advantage of NMR spectroscopy on such investigations comes
from the minimal sample preparation necessary for the
analyses. In fact, only dilution with deuterated solvents
is required [8].
To the best of our knowledge, no evidences can be
found in literature concerning a 3D fat organization in bulk
extra-virgin olive oils. In addition, the common use of
deuterated solvents diluting the EVOO matrices prevents
any evaluation of fat organization by using high resolution NMR spectroscopy. On the other hand, a 3D EVOO
structure may become important in view of its potential involvement in absorption, transport and metabolism in human bodies.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the
conformational properties of the fatty EVOO components
by avoiding any sample manipulation. This goal was obtained by applying a low field NMR relaxometry technique with a fast field cycling (FFC) setup [17]. This technique allows analyses of bulk liquids without the needing
of deuterated solvent addition.

KEYWORDS: FFC-NMR, Relaxometry, Extra-virgin oils, Inversemicelle, Triglycerides, Nutraceutic

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Extra-virgin olive oils

INTRODUCTION
Since the fifties, medical and nutritional investigations revealed that the regular use of extra-virgin olive

The extra-virgin olive oil samples were obtained from
a collection of oils produced from olives cultivated in an
experimental field located at 12°54’37”E - 37°37’25”N in
Sicily (Italy). As a general procedure, olives have been
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manually collected and the oil mechanically obtained using
an on site pilot mill resulting in mono-varietal extra-virgin
olive oils. Samples obtained from fifteen different olive
varieties (Table 1) were produced in the 2003-2008 period. A full chemical characterization, including high field
1
H NMR, has been performed on all the samples before
their low field NMR study with the aim, among others, to
asses their extra-virgin grade (data not reported).
TABLE 1 - List of the cultivars used to produce
the extra-virgin oils considered in the present study.
Abunara
Demoniata
Mortillara
Nocellara Messinese
Salicina

Aitana
Lumiario
Nasitana
Ogliarola Messinese
Tonda Iblea

olive oils. This Brelax value revealed the largest differences
among the EVOOs components. τ array was chosen in a
geometrical progression in order to cover the entire relaxation curve of interest; (3) a 380 mT (ωL = 16.3 MHz) acquisition field with a 1H 90° pulse of 7 µs in order to obtain observable magnetization and reveal free induction decay
(FID) with a time domain of 100 µs sampled with 512
points. Two scans were accumulated. Equation (1) was
used to obtain the best fit to the experimental data.
n
⎛ τ
I (τ ) = I 0 + ∑ i Ai exp⎜⎜ − i
1
⎝ T1

Biancolilla
Minuta
Nocellara Etnea
Pidicuddara
Cerasuola

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(1)

In equation (1), I 0 is the signal intensity at the thermal
equilibrium, Ai is the i-th proton population relaxing with

1

Low field H NMR experiments

FFC-NMR relaxometry is based on the cycling of the
Zeeman magnetic field (B0) through three different values
usually indicated as Bpol (polarization field), Brelax (relaxation field), and Bacq (acquisition field) [17-19]. Bpol is applied for a fixed period of time in order to achieve magnetization saturation and sensitivity enhancement. Then the
magnetic field is switched to a new one, Brelax, applied for
a period (τ) during which the intensity of the magnetization relaxes towards a new equilibrium condition. Finally,
the application of a magnetic field Bacq together with a 1H
90° pulse makes the magnetization observable.
All the relaxometry data were acquired on a Stelar Spinmaster-FFC-2000 field-cycling relaxometer (Stelar s.r.l.,
Mede, PV – Italy). The bulk oils were studied at probe
temperatures of 27°C, 37°C, 42°C and 45°C. Moreover,
the oils were also added with increasing amounts of acetic
acid (AcOH) and the mixtures analysed, after firm shaking, at a constant temperature of 27°C. Namely, 25 µL of
AcOH were added before each low field NMR analysis
up to an AcOH-saturation of the system. AcOH-saturation
was considered achieved when a phase separation (polar
phase vs oily phase) was clearly evident. In order to account
for dilution effects on FFC-NMR relaxometry results, high
resolution NMR spectra were acquired (Bruker Avance II
spectrometer equipped with a 5 mm standard bore broad
band inverse (BBI) probe operating at a 1H Larmor frequency of 400 MHz) after each AcOH addition. The high
field NMR experiments (data not reported) revealed the
negligibility of AcOH peaks compared to those of triglycerides. In addition, the Ubbelohde viscometer was used to
measure changes in kinematic viscosity after each addition
of acetic acid. The experimental relaxometric setting
consisted of: (1) a polarization field with a flux density of
580 mT corresponding to a proton Larmor frequency (ωL)
of 25 MHz applied for a period of time (Tpol) of 1 s; (2) a
relaxation field with a flux density of 2.3 mT (ωL = 100
kHz) chosen inside the highest sensitivity instrumental
region and applied for a period τ arrayed with 64 values
varying from 1 to 800 ms. Brelax of 100 kHz was chosen
after a fast evaluation of NMRD profiles of the extra-virgin

the T1i spin lattice relaxation time, and τ is the period during
which Brlx was applied. Finally, n represents the number
of different relaxing nuclear spin sets. Acquisition of
relaxation curves was achieved with the AcquNMR V95®
software provided by Stelar. Signal intensities were plotted versus τ values and the data fitting was done with
OriginPro 7.5 SR6 (Version 7.5885, OriginLab Corporation,
Northampton, MA, USA).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The high field 1H NMR spectra of the extra-virgin olive oils (data not reported) revealed a signal pattern typical
of triglycerides (TG) which are the principal constituents of
extra-virgin olive oils (~ 98-99 %) [8].
Due to the lower spectral sensitivity of relaxometry,
as compared to high resolution NMR, it is expected that
the decay curves obtained by relaxometry also depend on
the TG content. In fact, all the investigated samples behave similarly suggesting a slightly larger variability
among oils from different cultivars than from oils of different age.
The application of the exponential decay function in
the monotonic form (n=1 in equation (1)) failed in the
fully rationalization of the experimental data in the τ intervals 0.1-0.3 s and 0.4-0.8 s. Conversely, a bimodal
equation (1) with n=2 was successfully adapted to a correlation coefficient of R2= 0.9998. The application of the biexponential form of equation (1) provided two sets of
T1 values (Figure 1). The first T1 set (named T1 fast ) included the longitudinal relaxation times with a value ≤50
ms for the cultivars considered, whereas the second one
(indicated as T1slow ) comprised values which were ≥80 ms.
For a given cultivar, only the mean value for samples
having different age is reported.
Longitudinal or spin-lattice relaxation time ( T1 ) represents the lifetime of the first order rate process that returns
the magnetization to the Boltzman equilibrium [20]. The
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FIGURE 2 - Changes with the temperature of the T1 values of the
extra-virgin oil from Aitana cultivar. All the extra-virgin olive oils
of the present study behaved similarly.

FIGURE 1 - Mean values of T1 components obtained from
the bi-exponential decays of the different EVOO cultivars.

T1 magnitude depends on the nature of the nuclei (e. g.
nuclei with spin 1/2 and low magnetogyric ratio, γ, have
longer T1 values than nuclei with spin >1/2 and larger
γ [20]), the physical state of the system (solid or liquid),
its viscosity and temperature. Namely, when dealing with
protons in liquid systems such as the extra-virgin olive
oils in the present study, the spin–lattice relaxation is
possible when the lattice creates magnetic fields fluctuating at frequencies resembling those of the observed protons. Fluctuating fields are created by molecular motions
which strongly affect dipolar interactions [20, 21]. In particular, faster motions lower dipolar interaction strengths,
thereby favouring longer T1 values [20]. Conversely, slower molecular dynamics can be associated to shorter spinlattice relaxation times due to stronger intra and inter proton dipolar interactions [20]. On these bases, the two T1 sets
in Figure 1 can be related to two different TG molecular
environments: the first one, associated to T1 fast , can be due
to a slow moving molecular domain, while the second molecular environment which is described by T1slow is due to
a fast moving domain.
According to triglyceride structure and to the findings by
Kassab et al. [22], the fast relaxing molecular region can
be made by polar heads placed in the inner part of an
inverse-micelle-like (IML) arrangement. By this view, the
slow relaxing molecular component can be obtained by
joining together the apolar fatty acid tails into a kind of
mobile hydrophobic sea [23]. In order to warrant the stability of the IML organization, it must be taken into account
also the thermodynamic contribution from the small amounts
of polar EVOO molecules such as polyphenols, carotenoids,
chlorophyls etc. always present in extra-virgin olive oils.

FIGURE 3 - Changes of the T1 values of some extra-virgin oils following increasing amounts of acetic acid (percent in volume). Only five of
the different EVOOs analysed here were reported. A. Nocellara
Messinese; B. Nocellara Etnea; C. Nasitana; D. Minuta; E. Aitana. All
the other extra-virgin olive oils behaved similarly. The average slope
for T fast was 4, while the average slope for T slow was 16. The black
1

1

straight lines are the average linear fitting.

FIGURE 4 - Reduction of the kinematic viscosity of one of the
EVOOs used in the present study (Nocellara Messinese). All the
extra-virgin olive oils behaved similarly.
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change between excited nuclear spins and their environment, thereby providing the shortest spin-lattice relaxation times ( T1 fast ).
From an experimental standpoint, the IML organization was also supported by the observations that both
T1 fast and T1slow raised towards larger values as sample
temperature was increased into the FFC-NMR probe (Figure 4). According to Bakhmutov [20], longitudinal relaxation times are strongly affected by temperature variations
due to changes of kinetic energy (Ec) of molecular systems. As Ec increases with the temperature, triglycerides
in IML aggregates are progressively set apart. For this reason, 1H-1H dipolar interactions gradually weaken, thereby
providing longer longitudinal relaxation times.
Further evidences supporting the inverse-micelle-like
aggregation are currently under evaluation by applying
FFC-NMR relaxometry to EVOOs diluted with various polarity solvents and, mainly, from analyses of bulk extravirgin olive oils with a SAXS (small angle X-ray scattering) equipment. These data, object of the prosecution of
the study, are considered in an oncoming paper.

FIGURE 5 - Schematic representation of the inverse-micelle-like
organization of triglycerides in extra-virgin olive oils (A). Addition
of acetic acid (AcOH) favours conversion of the inverse-micelle-like
aggregation into the micelle-like association (B). The grey balls are
the minor polar EVOO constituents which are extracted by the
polar acetic acid phase (C) (yield from 50 to 80%) when the AcOH
amount raises above 20 % of the sample volume.

It can be suggested that these polar molecules can be confined in the polar domain of the inverse-micelle-like conformation through formation of weak H-bonds, thereby
acting as a kind of glue holding together all the EVOO triglycerides (Figure 5A). The interactions between the TG
heads and the polar EVOO minor components also ensure
the molecular rigidity which causes efficient energetic ex-

The experience of one of the authors on the disaggregative effect of acetic acid on some supramolecular systems such as humic substances [23], prompted us to investigate the relaxometric behaviour of EVOOs at increasing
additions of AcOH. As a result, it was observed that
T1 fast and T1slow increased with acetic acid within the volume range up to 20 %. Moreover, assuming a linear correlation between T1 values and the amounts of AcOH, it was
found that the changes of T1slow were larger than those of
T1 fast (Figure 3). In fact, the average slopes of T1 fast vs
AcOH (%) curves resulted four times smaller than the
average slopes of T1slow vs AcOH (%) curves (Figure 3).
This suggested that acetic acid may protonate the groups
belonging to the polar domains into the inverse-micellelike systems. Formation of contiguous cations arises, thereby favouring separation of the super-aggregates. Due to the
inverse relationship between strength of dipolar coupling
and nuclear distances [20], it can be considered that the
AcOH-promoted inverse-micelle-like separation weakens
internuclear proton dipolar coupling strengths, thus supporting longer longitudinal relaxation times.
The low field NMR results were also supported by
measurements of the kinematic viscosity (νv) (Figure 4).
The kinematic viscosity is the ratio between the viscous
force (i.e. viscosity) and the inertial one (i.e. fluid density,
ρ). It measures the resistive flow of a fluid under the influence of the gravity. For this reason, the stronger the
forces which hold together molecules in a fluid, the larger
are the νv values due to a higher amount of time that molecules can spend in contact with their nearest neighbouring.
When acetic acid is gradually added to the EVOO systems,
the aforementioned TG separation provokes an average
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decrement of the intermolecular forces, thereby leading to
a diminution of kinematic viscosity values (Figure 4).
Addition of volumes of acetic acid larger than 20 %
provided changes of the physical appearance of the complex matrix. In fact, a separation between an oily upper
layer and an acetic lower phase was obtained. Worth of
note, the greenish oil colour (mainly due to chlorophyll)
consistently moved to the AcOH phase. Such behaviour
suggests that a conversion of the inverse-micelle-like towards a micelle-like organization may have occurred (Figure 5). During the conversion, the polar cage made by the
TG polar heads into the IML aggregates opens and the
polar secondary metabolites are preferably dissolved into
the acetic acid phase. Ultraviolet measurements on chlorophyll and polyphenols revealed that from 50 to 80 % of
such constituents were extracted in the AcOH layer.
The present study assess, for the first time, that the
main molecular components of extra-virgin olive oils (i.e.
triglycerides) are organized in supramolecular aggregates
forming inverse-micelle-like structures. These findings appear of paramount importance for further understandings
related to absorption, transport and metabolism of extravirgin olive oils, a relevant part of the Mediterranean diet,
in human bodies.
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ABSTRACT
Heavy metals in the soils of old mining areas, besides
affecting the productivity of their ecosystems, could also
affect animal and human health. To test this hypothesis, we
assessed the bioavailability of heavy metals to forage crops
used as human food sources or components of fodder. The
sites examined were the surrounding soils of two abandoned
mines in Central Spain polluted with Al, Fe, Mn, and more
than one of the heavy metals Zn, Pb, Cd, Cu, Cr or Ni, and
As. All elements were determined by plasma emission
spectroscopy with the exception of As, which was quantified
by XRF.
Levels of Zn, Pb, Cd, Cu and Fe were high in roots as
well as in the above-ground parts of the plants, and high
As levels were also found in roots. The accumulation
of heavy metals by this plant was assessed in terms of
its possible use for phytoremediation but also in view of
its possible detrimental impacts on humans as well as wild
and domestic animals.
Strategies for education in areas faced with this problem
are also proposed. People living in rural areas will need to be
taught ecological concepts but we will also have to alert
political leaders and administrators to the problem to encourage them to invest in dealing with polluted soils. In
this context, it is essential to understand both the elements
and processes affecting ecosystems and the perception and
opinions held by the rural population of the problem of
soil pollution.

KEYWORDS: Ecosystems health, grasslands, agrosystems,
polluted soils, phytoremediation

INTRODUCTION
The environment plays a major role in the health of individuals and communities, including air, water and soil,
through which exposure to chemical, biological and physical
agents may occur [1]. For several decades, Central Spain has
sustained substantial mining activities. Although presently

abandoned, the effects of these mines persist [2, 3]. The
ecosystems affected by old mines are mainly grasslands
consumed by cattle and sheep that are often surrounded by
lands given over to forage crops, mainly barley, wheat and
oats. These sites show more than one heavy metal in their
topsoil layers. Thus, the heavy metals in soils of these Mediterranean ecosystems, besides affecting the productivity of
the systems, could also have impacts on animal and human
health. Heavy metals detected in the aerial portions of grazing and forage plant species pose a serious health risk for
herbivores. Cu and Pb are both toxic with the latter being
moderately toxic for plants and highly toxic for animals; Zn
and Cr also have known toxic effects. This study was designed to determine the bioavailability of heavy metals to
oats used as a food source or component of fodder.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two old mines (copper and silver) in Central Spain
and their surrounding soils were examined. The copper
mine is located in Garganta de Los Montes, Madrid, and
the silver one in the province of Toledo. The soils were
found to contain more than one of the heavy metals Zn,
Pb, Cd, Cu, Cr or Ni, and also As. Samples were collected
at random from the topsoil layers (0-15 cm) of the different systems existing in the study area.
Soil samples from the two mine sites were then used
to conduct a bioassay in microcosms under controlled conditions planted with Avena sativa L. over a 16-week period.
Those topsoil layers containing more than three heavy
metals and being representative of the different agro/ecosystems of each mine site were chosen and picked up to
carry out the assay. Three microcosm replicates were set up
for each soil type and mine. Controls were set up using a
cropland soil of pH 5.9 and organic matter content of
0.82% lacking high heavy metal levels.
Each microcosm was 19 cm long, 14 cm wide and
10 cm tall. 1 Kg of soil was placed in each microcosm
and 5 pre-germinated oat seeds were planted in each one.
The assay was carried out in a greenhouse under controlled
conditions, essentially maintaining a constant temperature
(17.4-24.5 ºC) and humidity (70-80 %). Throughout the ex-
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periment, the oat plants were examined three times to determine the number of leaves and maximum height of the
plants.

In Fig. 1, the variation over the assay of maximum
height and number of leaves are shown, and the differences between dry weights in different soils are presented
in Table 2. These three variables may indicate a toxic
effect of soil on plants [4, 5], but it is more evident in
maximum height and dry weight. It may be noted, therefore, that the soils of the copper mine, where the main
pollutant is Cu, cause more toxicity than those of the silver
mine, where Pb is the main metal.

Total metal contents in the soils and plants were determined by inductively coupled plasma-optical emission
spectroscopy (ICP-OES). Metals were determined after
grinding the soil in an agate mortar through the actions of
acid using a 4:1 mixture of HNO3 and HClO4. Soil As was
determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF).

Despite this clear evidence of toxicity, the metal accumulating capacity of oats is obvious, as previously
shown [6, 7]. Levels of Zn, Pb, Cd, Cu and Fe were high
in roots as well as in the above-ground parts of the plants,
and high As levels were also found in the roots of plants
growing at the silver mine (Tables 3 and 4). In the case of
Cu, Zn and Cd, this accumulating capacity is even greater
than the maximum found by De Haro et al. [8] in an Amaranthaceae plant, a botanical family known for its metal
accumulation capacity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 provides the pH and OM, Al, Fe, Mn and As
and other heavy metal contents of the soils used in the
bioassay. It may be noted that Fe and Mn levels were high
in soil 3, Zn, Pb and As levels were high in the soils of
the silver mine, and Cu in those of the copper mine. Dangerously high Cd levels were detected in all the soils.

TABLE 1. Values of pH and OM (%) as well as Al, Fe, Mn, As and other heavy metal contents (mg/Kg) of the mine soils.
Soils
Silver mine
Soil 1
Soil 2
Soil 3
Copper mine
Soil 4
Soil 5
Control soil
Reference levels
n.d.: not detected

pH

OM

Al

Fe

Mn

Zn

Cu

Pb

Ni

Cr

Cd

As

6.3
5.4
7.2

9.0
2.9
9.7

34595
30556
25515

19605
25228
47875

300
329
2375

2410
1983
5095

31.5
36
85

1215
1742
3855

16
14
36

2.0
2.3
2.0

9.0
5.4
25.5

239
281
326

5.2
5.7
5.9

4.7
15.7
0.82

39784
28265
5926

31081
23813
4914

564
825
113
-

133
362
12
140

971
2725
5.7
36

126
152
n.d.
50

17
14
1.4
35

2.2
2.4
n.d.
100

2.8
13.3
n.d.
1.0

35.5
51.5
n.d.
-

Number of oats leaves in the 5th, 8th and 12th week

Maximun height (cm) 12
of oats in the 5th, 8th, and 12th
week

Number of leaves

50

Maximun height

45
40
35
30

10

12

8

10

Number of leaves

55

Number of oats leaves in the 5th, 8th and 12th week

6

25

4

20

8
6
4

15

2

10
5th week
Control

2

8th week

Soil 1

Soil 2

5th week
12th week

Soil 3
Control

Soil
Soil4 1

8th week
SoilSoil
5

2

5th week

Control

Soil 3

8th week
12th week

Soil 1

Soil 4

Soil 2

12th week

Soil 3

Soil 5

Soil 4

Soil 5

FIGURE 1 - Number of leaves and peak heights recorded for the different treatments.

TABLE 2 - Dry weight (mg) of aerial portions and roots of Avena sativa L.
Oat
Above-ground weight/plant
Root weight/plant

mean
SD
mean
SD

Silver mine
Soil 1
577.9
262.9
120.4
51.9

Soil 2
337.8
121.7
43.4
14.5

Soil 3
462.8
148.0
97.8
10.8

2089

Copper mine
Soil 4
43.7
1.0
20.9
1.8

Soil 5
58.5
18.2
19.1
9.1

Control soil
(unpolluted)
208.1
45.05
54.3
4.0
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TABLE 3 - Al, As and other heavy metals (means and SDs, mg/Kg) in the above-ground parts of oats grown in the two mine soils.
Soils
Silver mine
Soil 1
Soil 2
Soil 3
Copper mine
Soil 4
Soil 5
Control Soil

Al

Fe

Mn

Zn

Cu

Pb

Cd

Cr

Ni

As

mean
SD
mean
SD
mean
SD

51.8
27.2
114.5
17.7
60.7
46.8

133.5
68.0
305.4
63.7
178.5
72.1

277.5
144.6
1305.9
187.8
443.7
63.2

728.6
532.4
2040.1
435.3
369.7
40.6

9.9
6.0
8.6
6.1
8.4
6.0

51.1
44.4
68.1
38.2
57.8
32.0

5.8
4.3
3.4
0.7
2.8
0.9

11.7
6.7
15.0
3.9
12.6
5.1

5.5
3.7
13.2
1.6
6.4
1.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

mean
SD

344.2
46.9

260.1
25.0

1211.9
19.5

1192.4
1404.5

236.9
56.0

n.d.

7.6
2.0

8.9
0.1

15.3
1.0

0.0
0.0

mean

113.3

155.4

944.5

383.0

117.0

n.d.

10.8

10.3

12.1

0.0

SD

65.8

54.6

93.5

148.5

12.7

1.3

2.3

2.6

0.0

mean
SD

140.0
35.6
-

262.9
93.7
-

369.4
53.0
< 32.5

53.4
60.4
< 45.0

9.49
3.6
< 2.9

0.2
0.3
< 0.23

17.3
3.9
< 30.0

6.1
5.0
< 9,8

0.0
0.0
-

WHO Ref. (Foods)
n.d.: not detected

0.0
0.0
< 1.3

TABLE 4 - Al, As and other heavy metals (means and SDs, mg/kg) in the roots of oats grown in the two mine soils.
Soils
Silver mine
Soil 1
Soil 2
Soil 3
Copper mine
Soil 4
Soil 5
Control soil

Fe

Mn

Al

Zn

Cu

Pb

Cd

Cr

Ni

As

mean
SD
mean
SD
mean
SD

2628
2212
12374
2091
5785
1616

703.8
461
487
91
1396
529

784
532
488
170
1042
1030

5572
2737
4894
3614
2418
1409

102
37
51
27
85
24

1052
675
1251
209
2047
401

39
21
10
3
16
4.4

7.9
1.8
5.9
1.5
8.5
2.0

7.0
3.2
7.4
4.4
8.8
0.7

0.0
0.0
110.4
100.5
40.5

mean
SD
mean
SD
mean
SD

3186
1718
2786

401
143
846

4532
2600
2280

983
730
220

1521
134
2201

10
15
12

21
0.6
44

18.3
4.7
11.6

12.4
0.3
12.8

0.0
0.0
0.0

1473
403

133
29

750
506

108
53

46
14

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

14.2
21

5.3
9.1

0.0
0.0

Zn is the metal for which oats have the greatest remedial capacity. This fact is more emphasized compared with
another fodder species Lupinus albus L., whose behaviour
was studied by Pastor et al. [9]. This plant is widely studied because it is one of the most tolerant-to-metals legumes.
In that work it was grown in acid and basic soils with increasing amounts of Zn, and its behaviour was worse than
that of oats, in both above-ground part and roots. Its accumulation in leaves was also much lower.
The accumulation of toxic metals can lead us to propose the possible use of this plant as phytoremedial of contaminated sites. However, in places where the pollution
caused toxicity effects very pronounced, so plant growth was
not very important, as presented in the soils of the copper
mine, other complementary solutions should be raised.
Conesa et al. [10] also found hitches in the re-vegetation
of a polluted mine soil. Although the metal content in
those soils are lower than in our study soils, the diversity
of natural vegetation was low. The most compelling reason that explains this fact, independent of harsh soil and
climatic conditions of the site, is the existence of extremely
low soil pH, while the pH of our study soils are less acidic.
The soil 3 of our study, the most polluted of the silver

mine, received an amendment by the exploitation managers. The toxicity effects in this soil are less evident but the
phytoaccumulation of oats decreases greatly. We also observed [11] under less adverse conditions of pH and metals than those of the mentioned authors that the metal content greatly affects the native flora in species richness,
diversity for the whole community as well as major botanical families.
This accumulating capacity can be assessed, not only
in terms of the possible use of this plant for phytoremediation strategies, but also of its possible impacts on humans
and domestic (cows, sheep) and wild animals (rabbits, hares
and partridges). In this aspect, it can be seen in Table 3 that,
in most of the mine soils, the metal content in the aboveground part of oats is well above the WHO references.
Both these issues are considered to substantially compromise the chances of recovery of Mediterranean areas
unaware of their soil pollution problems.
Education strategies

The restoration of ecosystems requires strategies that
focus on critical targets, including measures directed at important economic sectors (such as agriculture), measures
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addressing key processes (climate change, biodiversity)
and local measures (local development), as well as specific
management methods that address a range of ecological
conditions. To achieve this, farmers will need to be trained
in specific ecological concepts, and economic incentives
created to apply these concepts so that the resulting aerial
parts and roots of crops can be used as fuel. It is, at this
stage in the process, that many additional problems emerge;
these problems are detailed below.
In the first place, in poor rural areas, it is difficult to
avoid using these crops as a food source for livestock, as
indeed other crops are used. On the other hand, even if
domestic animals do not consume the crops arising from
polluted soils, it is virtually impossible to avoid effects of
metal bioaccumulation on other living components of the
agro/ecosystem. Thirdly, political leaders and administrators need to be made aware of the problem to bear the economic costs of soil decontamination by crops as discussed
above. In this context, it is essential to understand not only
the elements and processes that are being introduced into
ecosystems and the countryside, but also to understand the
perceptions, opinions and attitudes of the persons most
directly affected to successfully implement the necessary
mechanisms to plan and manage the project.
Despite the fact that experts agree that soil pollution is
the second leading factor to deforestation that impedes the
conservation of our natural resources, today’s perception of
soil pollution lags behind a general awareness of the pollution of the air we breathe or the water we drink. This gap
in our understanding requires the design of an environmental
education program to specifically address the challenges of
restoring areas of endemic poverty.
The health education involves communication of information and development of personal skills that demonstrate organizational possibilities of various forms of
action aimed at achieving environmental changes, not only
social or political ones, that promote health.
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CONCLUSIONS
Our study reveals the good metal accumulation capacity of oats. Despite indisputable benefits for phytoremediation, however, metal uptake by this crop can pose a
serious health risk to the people and cattle consuming this
plant. This hazard determines a need to train rural populations in basic ecological concepts and to adopt education
programs targeted at enhancing current perception of the
magnitude of the soil pollution problem.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this three-year field study was to
evaluate, on alfalfa and cocksfoot crops, the agronomic performances of processed industrial wastes in comparison
with mineral fertilizers. Their application effects on soil
properties were further investigated.
Two anaerobic digestates, obtained by the wastewater
treatment of wine production process (WWW) and by wastewater from frozen food processing (WFF), were compared with a mineral (MIN) and an unfertilized control
(CONTR) in a randomized-block experimental design with
three replications.
Along the cropping cycles, crops cumulative yield
(fresh and dry weight) was determined. Moreover, at the
beginning and at the end of the experimental trial soil was
analyzed to determine the main chemical properties.
In alfalfa, no significant difference was found for cumulative dry weight among MIN and organic treatments
during the last two years of field experiment. Furthermore, the mean yield of anaerobic digestate treatments at
the end of each year was higher than the CONTR of 2.8,
35.3 and 67.2%. In cocksfoot the application of both
anaerobic digestates significantly increased the yield in
the first year in comparison with the CONTR (26.2 and
19.7% for WWW and WFF, respectively). In the second
year, only WFF application enhanced cumulative dry matter (36.6%), while in the third year no significant difference
was found between the organic treatments and the unfertilized CONTR.
In alfalfa, the WWW and WFF repeated application
significantly increased, in comparison to the CONTR, the
soil total organic carbon. In cocksfoot a significant increase
of soil organic carbon was only found for the WWW treatment (26.9% of increase).
The results indicated that both the anaerobic digestates evaluated in this study could be used to sustain yield
production in alfalfa crop and to improve soil properties,
so reducing the potential environmental risks associated

with mineral fertilizers use. In cocksfoot, positive effects
on cumulative dry matter were found only for repeated
application of WFF while only WWW determined a significant change in total soil organic content.
KEYWORDS: anaerobic digestates, fodder crops, agronomic
performance, soil properties.
.

INTRODUCTION
Food industry produces high quantities of organic
wastes which can be used in agriculture for soil fertilization
in order to reduce the application of mineral and/or synthetic fertilizers. Furthermore, recycling of organic wastes
contributes to reduce the amount of landfilled wastes [1].
In the Mediterranean countries, for instance, winery industry produces, during a short period of time, large amount
of organic residues and effluents. The mismanagement of
these wastes can determine environmental problems due
to their seasonal character and some polluting characteristics, such as low pH and a high content of phytotoxic and
antibacterial phenolic substances, resistant to biological
degradation [2, 3]. To overcome the problems associated
with winery wastewater recycling, biological treatment
based on anaerobic digestion (AD) has been proposed. The
AD is the transformation of organic matter by a consortium of anaerobic micro-organisms into lower molecular
weight organic compounds and biogas, a mixture of methane and carbon dioxide as main components. AD of
industrial wastewater, especially in the food industries, is
commonly used all over the world to treat effluents with a
high load of organic carbon but also to produce energy.
The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology has shown
that the AD is the most environmentally friendly technology leading to fewer emissions [4]. AD shows good reliability for winery wastewater, because generally these
wastes have low nitrogen and phosphorus contents respect
to carbon [5]. However, AD does not provide a comprehensive solution because of the need of management of the
residual by-products (digestates) derived from the process
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[6]. The anaerobic digestates could be used in agriculture
as nutrient fertilizers and/or amendment. In particular, land
application of anaerobic digestate could represent an effective option for Mediterranean agro-ecosystems where either
warm and dry climate or high intensity of cultivation systems increase soil mineralization rate, determine reduction
of soil organic matter and, in the long term, could compromise crop production [7].
Hence, the effectiveness of anaerobic digestates, as well
as their potential impact on the environment, need to be investigated in field experiments in order to evaluate the effects of their application on crop yield, soil nutrient status
and humic substances balance [8].
Since the body of the current scientific literature reports little information on the effects of digestates applied
to soils [9], the aim of this study was to evaluate the agronomic performances and the effects on soil chemical characteristics of anaerobically processed industrial wastes, in
comparison with mineral fertilizers, on leguminous and
graminaceous fodder crops. To fulfill these two goals, a
three-year field experiment was carried out.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The research was carried out in the Experimental Farm
"Agostinielli" in Rutigliano, Bari, Italy (41°01' of latitude
N, 4°39' longitude E, 112 m a.s.l.) during 2005-2006, 20062007 and 2007-2008, indicated as 2006, 2007 and 2008,
respectively. The climatic conditions were those of a typical Mediterranean environment, characterized by temperatures that can range from below 0° C in winter to above 40°
C in summer, with rainfall unevenly distributed during the
year, being concentrated mainly in the winter season.
In permanent rain-fed meadows of alfalfa (Medicago
sativa L. cv Garisenda) and cocksfoot (Dactylis glomerata
L. cv Dora), in a split-plot experimental design with three
replications, the following treatments were compared:
amendment based on the wastewater treatment of wine derived process (WWW); amendment based on wastewater
from frozen food processing (WFF), a mineral fertilizer
(MIN) (mineral superphosphate for alfalfa and ammonium
nitrate for cocksfoot) and an untreated control (CONTR).
The main plot was assigned to each fodder crop and the
sub-plot to the fertilizing management. Each elementary
plot had the area of 7 m2 (3.5 x 2 m). The treatments were
distributed to supply 75 kg ha-1 of P2O5 for alfalfa and 50 kg
ha-1 of N for cocksfoot. Based on the nutrient elements
content of the anaerobic digestates applied in the threeyear field experiment (Table 1), the total amount of organic materials distributed is shown in Table 2.
With the aim to avoid the possible effects of phytotoxicity, the organic materials were spread in 14 January
2006; in 22 January 2007 and in 17 January 2008 before
the first productive cutting that occurred in May for 2006,
April for 2007 and May for 2008, respectively.

TABLE 1 - Mean values chemical characteristics of the treatments
used in the three-year field experiment (values expressed on dry
weight at 105°C). WWW = anaerobic digestate, obtained by the
wastewater treatment of wine production process; WFF = anaerobic digestate by wastewater from frozen food processing.
WWW
75.8
8.60
266.1
3.71
7.17
1.68
73.3
682
<1
11.7
20.6

Moisture (%)
pH
TOC (g kg-1)
Total N (%)
C/N
Total P (%)
Zn (mg kg-1)
Cu (mg kg-1)
Pb (mg kg-1)
Ni (mg kg-1)
Cr (mg kg-1)

WFF
78.9
8.30
258.2
3.83
6.74
1.45
269
106
<1
23.7
50.5

TABLE 2 - Dosage of the treatments used in the three-year field
experiment. WWW = anaerobic digestate, obtained by the
wastewater treatment of wine production process; WFF = anaerobic digestate by wastewater from frozen food processing. by
wastewater from frozen food processing.
2006
WWW
WFF

2007
WWW
WFF
t ha -1

2008
WWW
WFF

Alfalfa

7.1

11.1

6.65

8.84

11.8

13.6

Cocksfoot

5.4

6.6

4.94

8.86

6.76

6.17

The WWW amendment was a digestate of
wastewater resulting from an industrial process of distillation and extraction of tartaric acid from grape skins.
Digestion process was carried out in a digester of 6000
m3 (15 days retention time), where a mesophilic regime of
temperature (28÷32 °C) was maintained over time. The
WFF amendment was obtained by anaerobic digestion of
agroindustrial plant wastewaters. Samples of digested
material were collected from an industrial digester of
3000 m3 (15 days retention time). Mesophilic digestion
was monitored over time by the industrial plant.
Seven cuttings occurred in 2006 and 2007 for alfalfa:
at 108, 134, 162, 184, 224, 269 and 315 days after digestates application (DAA) in 2006, and at 100, 122, 151, 171,
198, 238, 269 DAA in 2007, respectively. In the third year,
six cuttings were made at 81, 118, 152, 178, 223 and 263
DAA. Otherwise, for cocksfoot three cuttings were made
in 2006 at 187, 238 and 332 DAA; whereas four cuttings
occurred for 2007 (at 109, 158, 225 and 275 DAA) and
2008 (at 119, 178, 125 and 263 DAA). Shoots were harvested at 0.5 cm from the soil level to minimize soil contamination. During the crops cycle, fresh weight and dry
weight (oven-dried at 70 °C till constant weight) of plants
were determined. Dry matter production of each harvest
was added to those of previous cuttings, thus obtaining the
cumulative production.
At the beginning (t0) and at the end of experiment (tf),
three soil sub-samples (0-40 cm layer) were taken from
each elementary plot, pooled in one sample for replication
and treatment, air dried, ground to pass a 2 mm sieve and
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then analysed. The data at t0 was the mean of every treatment, since the replications were pooled in one sample. On
all samples the following soil characteristics were determined: total N (Kjeldhal digestion and distillation); available P (Olsen); total content of heavy metals (Zn, Cu, Ni
and Pb) by an extraction in a mixture of nitric acid and
hydrochlorid acid, and than placed in microwave oven
and analyzed by ICP-OES. These parameters were obtained according to Page et al. [10] methodologies. Total
organic carbon (TOC), total extracted carbon (TEC) and
humified organic carbon (HA+FA)-C were also calculated,
according to the Springer and Klee method, modified by
Sequi et al. [11].

The statistical analysis was carried out by using the
General Linear Model procedures of the SAS package [12].
Differences among treatments were evaluated with the
Duncan Multiple Range Test (DMRT).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figures 1 and 2 the cumulative dry matter productions of alfalfa and cocksfoot obtained during the growing
cycles of 2006, 2007 and 2008 are presented.

2006
17,0

13,0

-1

Dry weight (t ha )

15,0

11,0
9,0
7,0
5,0
3,0
1,0
90

110

130

150

170

190

210

230

250

270

290

310

330

2007

17,0

-1

Dry weight (t ha )

15,0
13,0
11,0
9,0
7,0
5,0
3,0
1,0
90

110
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170

190

210

230

250

270

290

2008

21,0
19,0

-1

Dry weight (t ha )

17,0
15,0
13,0
11,0
9,0
7,0
5,0
3,0
1,0
60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

260

280

Days after application
CONTR

WWW

WFF

MIN

Bars represent the LSD at P≤0.05 for mean value comparison at each sampling data.
FIGURE 1 - Influence of compost amendments on cumulative dry weight on alfalfa during the three-year trial period. CONTR = untreated
control; WWW = anaerobic digestate, obtained by the wastewater treatment of wine production process; WFF = anaerobic digestate of wine
production process; WFF = anaerobic digestate by wastewater from frozen food processing; MIN = mineral fertilizer.
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Dry weight (t ha -1)
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6.0

Dry weight (t ha -1)
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5.0
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1.0
0.0
100
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200
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240

260
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300

2008

6.0

-1

Dry weight (t ha )

5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

260

280

Days after application

CONTR

WWW

WFF

MIN

Bars represent the LSD at P≤0.05 for mean value comparison at each sampling data.
FIGURE 2 - Influence of compost amendments on cumulative dry weight on cocksfoot during the three-year trial period. CONTR = untreated control; WWW = anaerobic digestate, obtained by the wastewater treatment of wine production process; WFF = anaerobic digestate by
wastewater from frozen food processing; MIN = mineral fertilizer.

In alfalfa, in 2006 no significant difference was found
among the four treatments during the whole cropping cycle.
At the end of the year, the yield reached 13.95, 13.16, 12.93
and 12.69 t ha-1, for MIN, WWW, WFF and CONTR,
respectively.

DAA the WWW and WFF recorded an increase of 34.3
and 36.3% respect to the CONTR. The same behavior was
observed in 2008 where, at the end of the cycle, the mean
yield of WWW and WFF recorded an increase of 67.2% in
comparison with the CONTR.

In 2007, no significant difference was found among
MIN, WWW and WFF during the cropping cycle and they
showed higher dry weight compared to CONTR from 162
DAA till the end of the crop cycle. In particular, at 269

It is important to point out that the CONTR showed a
clear decrease throughout the field trials with a great reduction after the first year (12.69, 9.18 and 8.79 t ha-1 at the
end of each year, respectively). This result indicates that
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the absence of fertilization is not sustainable for alfalfa
production, especially in the long term period.

sequence, in this year the difference between organic treatments was particularly evident (Figure 2).

However, no significant difference was found among
MIN and organic treatments during the cropping cycles of
the experiment, confirming the results of Ramana et al. [13]
on groundnut crop treated with three different distillery
effluents. Since the organic treatments showed a constant
trend similar to the MIN in 2007 and 2008, it is possible
to suggest that the use of anaerobic digestates could sustain alfalfa yield and reduce the application of mineral fertilizers, according to the investigations of other authors [14,
15].

The WFF and WWW application in alfalfa significantly increased the TOC content in the soil, at the end of
the three-year experiment, showing an increase of 72.3
and 51.7%, in comparison to CONTR (Table 3). In addition, WFF organic treatment value was higher respect to
MIN and WWW one. For cocksfoot, WWW increased
TOC values of 26.9% in comparison to CONTR (Table 2).
The increase of soil total organic carbon found in MIN at
the end of experiment may depend on a higher contribution of organic input by roots. This is confirmed by the unfertilized CONTR results. In fact they always showed in
both crops the lowest productive yield and therefore their
contribution on organic matter content of soil was lower
(Figures 1 and 2).

As mean of treatments the cocksfoot cumulative dry
matter, at the end of the cycles was 1.47, 3.44 and 4.00 t ha-1
for 2006, 2007 and 2008, respectively (Figure 2). In 2006
the yield of CONTR treatment was lower than those of
the WFF and WWW treatments (1.22, 1.46 and 1.54 t ha-1
for CONTR, WFF and WWW respectively). During the
2007, the yield of CONTR treatment was on average lower
than the WFF one by 34.4%. Moreover it was steadily lower
than WWW, except for the last part of the crop cycle. The
results confirm that the application of these organic materials for two years consecutively, especially of WFF, could
be a consistent nitrogen source for the fodder crop production, in accordance with the results found by Montemurro et al. [7]. In 2007 only WFF organic treatment
increased compared to the CONTR (36.6%), showing no
significant difference with MIN; this enhancement was
not found in 2008. The cumulative dry weight recorded for
WWW increased form 2006 to 2008 (128%). However,
this treatment showed no statistical difference in comparison with the CONTR in 2007 and 2008 years. The different
behavior of the organic treatments on cocksfoot yield was
probably due to their composition which influences the
amounts of material applied (Table 2). In fact, the quantity
of WFF distributed in 2007 was almost twice than WWW
and probably this higher amount played an important role
on soil physical and hydrological properties [16]. As a con-

On the other hand, no significant difference was found
in TEC and (HA+FA)-C among fertilizer treatments neither
in alfalfa nor in cocksfoot. In any case the organic treatments showed an increase of TEC values of 26.1 and 18.0%
(mean of WFF and WWW) for alfalfa and cocksfoot, respect
to the t0 value. Likewise for (HA+FA)-C value, once again,
WFF and WWW (mean value) increased the t0 value of
27.8% for alfalfa and 8.5% for cocksfoot.
No significant differences in alfalfa total soil N, among
WWW and WFF, was found. Both the treatments showed
an increase of 7.10% in respect to t0 value. These results
are consistent with the findings reported by Montemurro
et al. for different amendments [15]. The authors observed
that the total N significantly increased in alfalfa from t0 and
tf, due to the application of municipal solid waste compost
and olive pomace compost. As far as soil total N is concerned, no statistical differences were found among treatments in cocksfoot. Conversely, in alfalfa, significant differences were observed between CONTR and MIN treatment. However, both the organic treatments (WFF and
WWW) did not present different soil total N values between them and either respects to the CONTR and the MIN

TABLE 3 - Influence of compost amendments on chemical soil characteristics at the start (t0) and at the end (tf) of the three-year field experiment in the alfalfa and cocksfoot divided by experimental treatments. CONTR = untreated control; WWW = anaerobic digestate, obtained
by the wastewater treatment of wine production process; WFF = anaerobic digestate by wastewater from frozen food processing; MIN =
mineral fertilizer.
tf
Cocksfoot
MIN
CONTR
WFF
WWW
MIN
(g kg-1)
TOC
11.82
9.88c
17.02a
14.99b
14.76b
10.52b
10.59b
13.35a
14.12a
TEC
7.32
8.76
10.01
8.45
10.07
8.47
8.95
8.33
7.96
(HA+FA)-C
4.96
6.33
6.52
6.16
7.04
4.15
5.54
5.22
5.11
Total N
1.27
1.26b
1.36ab
1.35ab
1.46a
1.52
1.45
1.60
1.61
-1
(mg kg )
Available P
8.65
6.89b
17.01a
10.04ab
13.17ab
8.67b
23.65ab
23.44ab
53.34a
Zn
71.53
64.45
67.66
74.53
66.02
70.00
62.92
65.05
100.1
Cu
39.25
35.06
34.43
34.71
35.12
34.16
33.27
35.50
36.12
Ni
29.39
29.88
28.94
30.25
29.15
29.24
29.80
29.37
30.08
Pb
25.03
23.11
22.62
23.79
22.41
23.03
21.96
23.21
23.10
The values at the end of experiment in the same raw followed by different letter are significantly different at P ≤ 0.05, according to DMRT.
t0

CONTR

Alfalfa
WFF
WWW
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treatment. These findings allowed us to affirm that the two
digestates studied were not able to influence the total soil
N content. On the other hand, clear differences in soil total
N content were observed between the two fodder crops,
after the three years experiment (tf), being the cocksfoot
values higher than those of alfalfa (Table 3). These results
could be explained considering that cropping residues, root
residues and rizhodeposition of the cocksfoot have a higher
C/N ratio than the residues left by the legume crop and,
consequently, could determine a larger immobilization of
N into high stable pools, resistant to mineralization [17].
At the end of the three year experiment, soil available
P was not significantly different in all the organic treatments compared to the control either in alfalfa and cocksfoot, except for WWF in alfalfa. The latter results could
be explained on the basis of the different characteristics of
the two organic amendments and demonstrated that WFF
was able to increase soil P fertility more than WWW.
Similar behavior was not observed in cocksfoot probably
because the total amount of added P was lower than that
applied in alfalfa.

application of WWW showed only a slight enhance in the
first year (26.2%), indicating that in this crop it is not easy
to substitute mineral fertilizers with organic ones.
The WFF and WWW repeated application generally
improved the soil fertility especially in alfalfa crop, where
the effects of organic amendments are exacerbated by the
N2 fixation and a higher contribution of roots in organic
carbon. Since no significant variation of heavy metal contents was observed in the soil after the three-year field
experiment, the application of digestates could be compatible with environmental utilization, at least in the mid-term
period.

The values of heavy metals in soil were not affected by
the application of anaerobic digestates in both the crops,
even if the total amounts applied were different, particularly for Zn and Cu (Tables 1 and 2). This result could be
due to a dilution effect in soil of heavy metals present in
the organic materials after their applications, to water that
moved them into the soil profile and to slight uptake by
the crops [7]. The findings of the research indicate that the
potentially toxic elements in the digestates did not limit
their use as soil amendments, in the mid-term period.
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CONCLUSIONS
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ABSTRACT
Sulfonamides are widely employed as pharmaceuticals
in veterinary medicine. The use of contaminated manure in
agriculture is considered to be the main route through
which veterinary antibiotics enter the environment. In fact,
sulfonamide presence has been frequently documented in
soils and waters. The aim of this research was to evaluate
the ability of plants to remove sulfonamides present in soils
and waters. To this purpose sulfadimethoxine and sulfamethazine were dissolved in a nutrient solution at the concentration of 40 µM and supplied to barley seedlings
(Hordeum vulgare L.). After 48 hours, the amounts of
sulfadimethoxine and sulfamethazine in the growing solution fell by 75% and 40% while they accumulated into the
roots with a bioconcentration factor of ca 19 and 6, respectively. The two compounds were never found in the shoots,
neither after 48 hours nor after 15 days. Sulfonamides did
not affect seedlings after 48 hours of treatment. However,
after 15 days they induced a 45% decrease in root growth.
As the amounts of sulfonamides found in soils and waters
are usually below the concentration used in our experiments, we can argue that barley plants may be of use in
the re-mediation of soils contaminated with sulfonamides.

Due to their persistence in the environment and their
relatively high mobility in soil, SAs can enter groundwater and be transported in aquifers and surface waters [4 7]. Their presence, even at low concentration levels, may
result in the development of resistant bacteria, posing a
potential problem for both animal and human health.
Phytoremediation is a technology which makes use of
vegetation (trees and grasses) and rhizospheric microorganisms to clean up contaminants in soils, sediments, superficial waters and groundwater. Plants are used for the treatment of a variety of contaminants, such as oil, chlorinated
solvents, pesticides, heavy metals, radionuclides, explosives, fertilizers leached from agricultural land [8]. Toxicity
of pollutants towards vegetation can pose serious limits to
the use of phytoremediation, as plants suffering from the
presence of excessive amounts of toxic compounds are
more susceptible to diseases and stress conditions. Therefore, studies of phytoxicity are essential before applying this
technology [8, 9].
The aim of this research was to evaluate the possibility
of using vegetation for the removal of sulfonamides in soil
and water, by studying both their absorption and effects on
a model plant, barley. Seedlings were grown in Hoagland’s
nutrient solution supplemented, or not, with 40 µM sulfadimethoxine (SDM) or sulfamethazine (SZ).

KEYWORDS:
contaminants, degradation, food chain, phytoremediation, toxicity

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant growth

INTRODUCTION
Sulfonamides (SAs) are an important group of synthetic compounds that play an important role as effective
chemotherapeutics in veterinary medicine due to their low
cost and broad spectrum activity (antibacterial and anticoccidial), which make them suitable for routine mass treatment [1]. The application of contaminated manure as fertilizer into agricultural lands is one of the main routes
through which veterinary antibiotics enter the environment
[2, 3].

Barley seeds (Hordeum vulgare L. cv. Express) were
washed overnight in tap water and germinated on moistened paper in the dark for 4 days. Seedlings were then
grown in a growth chamber under a light/dark cycle of
12/12 h, at 23/20 °C temperature, 65-60 % relative humidity and 250 µmol m-2 s-1 of PPFD in a 25 times diluted
Hoagland nutrient solution, brought to pH 8.
Depletion/accumulation experiments

Uniformly sized plantlets were placed, ten per test
tube, in 20 mL of nutrient solution for three days. Then, at
time zero, the medium was changed with one containing
40 µM SAs (ca 12 and 11 ppm for SDM and SZ, respec-
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tively). At different times after the beginning of the experiment up to 48 h, an aliquot of the nutrient solution was
collected and analyzed. At the end of the period, plant tissues were rapidly rinsed with water, gently wiped, weighed
and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen for analysis.
Root cell wall preparation

Uniformly sized plantlets were placed, ten per test
tube, in 20 mL of nutrient solution for five days. Roots
were cut from plants, tied up with a cotton thread and then
soaked in 2:1 methanol:chloroform for three days [10].
After extensively washing in water, they were used in depletion/accumulation experiments as described above.
SAs Analysis

SDM and SZ were analyzed spectrophotometrically
via the reaction between sulfonamides and nitrite which
forms a diazonium salt. This, after coupling with N-1Naphthyl-ethylenediamine, produces a coloured compound
(λmax = 540 nm) [11]. Plant tissues were ground in liquid
nitrogen in the presence of 0.5 M HCl (1:4 = w:v). A 1 h
boiling step was necessary as, otherwise, SAs were barely
detectable. Similar treatments are used in honey analysis,
owing to the spontaneous glycosilation of sulfonamides
[12]. After centrifugation, the supernatant was analysed as
previously described. Different standard calibration curves,
ranging from 0 to 40 µM, were obtained for the two SAs
dissolved in nutrient solution (depletion experiments) or
in 0.5 M HCl (tissue analysis). The match of SDM and SZ
in the nutrient solution and in root extracts with their corresponding standards was shown via TLC on precoated silica
gel plates (E. Merck, Darmstadt, D) eluted with ethyl acetate:methanol:25% ammonium hydroxide, 17:6:5, v/v/v.
Rf values were 0.84 for SDM and 0.66 for SZ.
Effects of SAs on plants

After germination, ten seedlings were placed on a steel
net positioned over a beaker containing 500 mL of nutrient
solution with 40 µM SAs added. The solution was continu-

ously aerated and renewed twice a week. Plants were grown
for 15 days in the growth chamber described above, then
they were measured and weighed.
Statistics

Each data set represents the mean ± SD of three independent experiments run at least in triplicate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sulfonamide depletion from the nutrient solution and accumulation in plants

To determine the efficacy of plants in removing SAs
from the environment we analysed over time the concentration of pharmaceuticals into the nutrient solution. At
the end of the experiment, SDM and SZ remaining in the
growth medium were 11 and 23 µM, respectively, corresponding to a decrease of 75% and 40% (Fig. 1). Experiments conducted in the same conditions, but in the absence
of plants, did not show any variation of SAs concentration
(data not shown).
The analysis of plant tissues after the depletion experiments revealed that SDM accumulated in the roots to a
higher extent than SZ (750 vs 240 nmol/g f.w) (Fig. 2).
This is in accordance with the log Kow values of the two
compounds, 1.63 versus 0.89 [4, 7], which indicates a higher
affinity of SDM with respect to SZ toward lipid phases such
as membranes. SDM can, therefore, pass through membranes and spread more efficiently into the cell compartments than SZ. By assuming that 1 g of root tissue occupies
1 mL (most of the plant weight is formed by water) we can
calculate a root bioconcentration factor of ca 19 for SDM
and 6 for SZ, after a period of only 48 h.
Contrary to what we observed in the roots, in leaf tissues the two SAs were not detectable (data not shown),
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FIGURE 1 - SDM (white bar) and SZ (black bar) concentrations in the nutrient solution during the time of contact with plants.
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FIGURE 2 - SDM and SZ accumulated in fresh barley roots (white bar) and in the root cell walls (black bar) after 48 h of contact with 40 µM a.i.

neither after 48 hours nor after 15 days of contact. This
seems to be in contrast with data of Migliore et al. [13] who
found similar SDM concentrations in Hordeum distichum
L. roots and leaves. However, their results were obtained in
experiments lasting 23 days with 300 mg/L of a.i., a concentration that can be found in contaminated manures [7,
13, 14] and which is about 25 times greater than our dosage.
Experiments conducted as above, but using root cell
wall preparations instead of whole fresh plants, showed
that cell walls ad/absorb much less SAs than fresh roots.
This indicates that biochemical mechanisms are important
in SAs disappearance from the nutrient solution. Furthermore, SDM accumulated to a higher extent than SZ (Fig.
2, second bar) even in this vegetal fraction. However, the

amount of sulfonamide adsorbed to cell walls compared
to that accumulated by fresh roots was lower for SDM than
for SZ (in percent: 17 % vs 39 %). This may be due to a
lower affinity of SDM towards the root polysaccharide
matrix and/or to a higher ability of this compound to pass
through membranes, compared to SZ.
It should be noted that in the experiments with fresh
roots, not all of the SAs supplied to plants were recovered
at the end of the experiments. In fact, from Fig. 3 it is possible to ascertain that about 25-30 % of the two compounds
was lost.
Conversely, when the experiments were conducted
with cell wall fractions, there was an almost total recovery
of the two SAs (Fig. 4).
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FIGURE 3 - Sulfonamides partition (%) between nutrient solution (NS) and fresh roots.
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FIGURE 4 - Sulfonamides partition (%) between nutrient solution (NS) and root cell wall.

To verify whether bacteria were responsible for the incomplete recovery of SAs, microbiological tests were carried out on the nutrient solutions after the depletion experiments with fresh roots. The analysis revealed that the
CFU (colony forming units) count and bacteria strains were
the same in all the three situations (control, SDM and SZ
40 µM), thereby indicating that bacterial activity was not
responsible for the partial recovery of the SAs supplied to
plants.
It has been shown that anilines and sulfonamides can
bind to soil organic matter through biochemical processes,
because phenoloxidase enzymes such as peroxidase and
laccase catalyze the conjugation of these substances to
some phenols [15, 16]. Peroxidases are enzymes which are
widely distributed in nature and catalyze the oxidative
coupling of phenolic compounds using H2O2 as an oxidi-

zing agent. In plants they are involved in a broad range of
physiological processes such as auxin metabolism, lignin
and suberin formation, the cross-linking of cell wall components, the defence against pathogens or cell elongation
[17]. Plant laccase are much less studied than those present in fungi and even if their role, in many cases, remains
to be clarified, their involvement at	
   least	
   in	
   lignin	
   bio-‐
synthesis	
  has	
  been	
  suggested	
  [18].	
  
To evaluate if barley peroxidases and/or laccases were
responsible for the partial loss of SAs in the depletion experiments, plant roots were exposed to 40 µM SDM in the
presence of 0, 25 and 50 mM NaN3, an inhibitor of these enzymes. After 24h of treatment, the amount of SDM which
remained in the nutrient solution containing 50 mM NaN3
was about 85% of its initial concentration, whereas in the
absence of the inhibitor it was 56% (Fig. 5). These data
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FIGURE 5 - SDM recovery (%) in the nutrient solution after 16 and 24 h of
treatment of plants with 40 µM SDM alone (SDM) and in the presence of NaN3 25 e 50 mM
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indicate that barley phenoloxidases can be involved in the
disappearance of sulfonamides from the nutrient solution.
However, further analyses are necessary to confirm this
notion, as NaN3 is also an inhibitor of respiration, a vital
process in organisms.
Effects of sulfonamides on plant growth

Sulfonamides did not influence the weight and development of barley seedlings during the 48 hour period of
the depletion experiments (data not shown). To determine
if these pharmaceuticals affect plant growth in the long term,
barley seedlings were grown for 15 days with 40 µM SAs.
Results show that SDM and SZ affected plants only
at the root level. In fact, changes in length, morphology
and fresh weight (about - 45 and - 30 % of control for
SDM and SZ, respectively) were observed only in this
tissue. Conversely, shoot development was unaffected by

the treatments and fresh weights were even slightly increased, probably owing to a change in carbon allocation
due to the reduced growth of roots (Fig. 6). The percentage of dry weight was also slightly increased in treated
plants, at both the leaf and root levels (Fig. 7). In contrast
to our results, strong reductions in leaf development were
found in Hordeum disticum L. [13], probably as a consequence of the high SDM concentration used. Negative
effects on root growth were also observed when barley
plants were treated with the antibiotic Actinomycin D [19].
This stresses the need for further research on the phytoxicity of antibacterials before using plants to remediate soils/
waters polluted with these kind of compounds. A threshold level represented by a concentration causing a 50%
reduction in root length was established to define the toxicity
of heavy metals to plants [20]. In our experiments, after
15 days of contact, 40 µM SAs (ca 12 and 11 ppm for SDM
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FIGURE 6 - Fresh weights (g) of barley roots and shoots treated for 15 days with 40 µM SDM and SZ.
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FIGURE 7 - Plant dry weights (% of fresh weight) of barley roots and shoots treated for 15 days with 40 µM SDM and SZ.
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and SZ, respectively) induced a reduction of the mean
root length by around 45 %, that is close to the threshold
level quoted above. As the amounts of sulfonamides
found in soils and waters are usually below the concentration used in our experiments, we can assume that barley
plants can tolerate the presence of these pollutants.
In conclusion, our results show that barley plants
could be safely employed in the phytoremediation of
sulfonamides in top soils contaminated with amounts of
SAs lower than 10 ppm.
Considered from a different point of view, our results
indicate also that sulfonamides might enter the food chain
through the consumption of plant roots. Therefore, further
research is needed to explore the ability of other plant
species to remove sulfonamides from contaminated soils
and water and to assess the potential risk that these drugs
accumulate in edible roots.
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A HYDROBIOLOGICAL MODEL AS A TOOL FOR
THE DETECTION OF HARMFUL ALGAL BLOOM (HAB)
EPISODES: APPLICATION TO THERMAIKOS GULF
Dimitrios P. Patoucheas* and Yiannis G. Savvidis
Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture Technology, Alexander Technological Educational Institute of Thessaloniki, N. Moudania, Greece

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Algal blooms constitute one of the most important environmental phenomena in coastal areas; particularly if
these blooms contain potential toxic algae populations. As
Dinophysis spp. had been recorded in low population densities, all over the year in Thermaikos Gulf, a mathematical
model was developed to simulate critical conditions for
the appearance of an algal bloom episode and the population’s dispersion in space and time. The model is constituted from two parts, a mechanical which computes the
hydrodynamics and the matter transfer of the investigated
area as well as a biological part which computes the cells
growth rate and the cells decay.
The application of the model simulations were based
on: (a) different starting population densities, (b) different
positions in the Gulf as sources of initial population, (c)
different wind direction and speed.
The results show that population densities above a
number of 500-1000 cells/L with mean wind speed of 5 m/
sec and low grazing rates may regulate the appearance of
a HAB in Thermaikos Gulf. The dispersion of algae population was finally found to be regulated by wind velocity,
filter feeder’s abundance.
It was found that if an episode starts in the inner part
of the Gulf, under the influence of the prevailing north
and south winds over the area of the Gulf, the population
hardly reaches to the outer part of the Gulf, while an episode in the outer area of the Gulf leads to a variety of pattern dispersions depending on the different wind conditions.

KEYWORDS: Phytoplankton growth, hydro-biological model,
phytoplankton dispersion, Thermaikos Gulf

Thermaikos Gulf (NW Aegean Sea, Greece) is a semienclosed and eutrophic area, receiving high nutrient inputs
from rivers, urban and industrial runoff [1]. The shellfish
farming activity, especially in the NW area of the gulf,
reaches 85% of the total Greek production [2]. As primary
producers respond to increased nutrient loads increasing
their production, algal blooms constitute one of the most
important environmental phenomena in coastal areas; particularly if these blooms contain potential toxic algal populations.
Since 2000, harmful algal blooms (HABs) have been
recorded repeatedly in Thermaikos Gulf and the causative
organisms have been identified as Dinophysis acuminata,
Prorocentrum micans, P. dentatum, Gymnodinium sp.,
Scrippsiella trochoidea, and Noctiluca scintillans. One of the
most serious HAB events was recorded during the winter
of 2000, when D. acuminata reached 8.5·104 cells L-1 [3,
4]. Species belonging to the genus Dinophysis produce
toxins consisting mostly of okadaic acid (OA) and/or dinophysistoxin-1 (DTX-1) [5]. The human consumption
of toxin-contaminated shellfish causes gastrointestinal
symptoms known in literature as Diarrhetic Shellfish
Poison (DSP) [6]. Due to this reason, during HABs, the
harvest in mussel cultures is not allowed, causing a substantial socio-economic impact in the area.
Hence, it is obvious that HABs represent a serious and
widespread threat to marine ecosystems, fishery resources
and human health. There is, therefore, a need to understand
better their population dynamics in order to improve our
capability to predict and manage these episodes. In this
effort, the study of the involved physical and biological interactions may play a particular and important role [7, 8].
As living cysts and low population densities of Dinophysis sp were found in the whole area of the Gulf, all
over the year [9, 10], a mathematical model was developed
to simulate critical conditions for the appearance of an algal
bloom episode and the population’s dispersion in space
within a short time period (7 days).
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N = N 0 e µ,

MATERIALS AND METHODS
MODEL DESCRIPTION

A 2D-depth averaged hydrodynamic mathematical
model coupled with a transport model is applied for the
description of the algal dispersion in the Thermaikos basin.
According to the principles of mass and momentum
conservation, the hydrodynamic model is based on the
following equations [11]:
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where, h is the depth of the water column, U & V the
vertically averaged horizontal current velocities, ζ is the
surface elevation, f the Coriollis parameter, τsx & τsy the
wind surface shear stresses and τbx & τby the bottom shear
stresses, νh is the dispersion coefficient, ρ the seawater
density. and g the gravity acceleration.
The study area was discretized with a grid of 41×42
cells. The spatial step was dx = 1 nm (1852 m) while the
time step was dt = 20 s.
Concerning the transport model, the horizontal positions of the particles are computed from the superposition
of the deterministic and stochastic displacements, according to the following relationships:
n +1

xi

n

n

n

n +1

= x i + Δx i + Δx i ΄ and y i

where

n
Δx i

placement, and

=

n
ui

n
Δx i

n
(x i

n

n

Concerning the application of the model, we consider
a) two different positions for the starting point, the first
one, position A, in the inner part of the gulf, and the second one, position B, in the outer gulf as depicted in Fig.
1, and b) simulation time of 7 days.
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N

A
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n

15.00

,t )dt is the deterministic disn

΄ = u i ΄ dt rnd[-1,1] the stochastic
n
i

n
(x i

10.00

n

, t ) the determinisn

tic velocity at time t n at the location x i of the i particle
n
i

a) Although cell abundance in the peak of the blooms
exceeds the number of 104 cells L-1, a minimum of 0.5 1.2 ·103 cells L-1 is a threshold for restrictions in fisheries
[7]. So, in our model, a number of 2,000 cells of Dinophysis spp are considered to be the minimum population for
the starting of a bloom episode.

= y i + Δy i + Δy i ΄

n

displacement for x-axis with u

and u

In this simulation, we take into account the following
two assumptions coming from literature:

b) In almost all the studies, before a bloom episode,
Dinophysis cell abundance is less than 200 cells L-1. For
this reason, we consider, in this simulation, No = 150 cells
L-1.

2
+ ν ∂h 2V
∂V
∂V∂V + U ∂∂Vζ + V∂V =τ sy− g∂ζτ by− fU++τ∂sy2V−−τ by ++ν∂ν2V
h∂ V
+U
+ V ∂t=+−Ug ∂x +−V fU∂y+= − g −∂y− fU
+ ν h ,ρh2 +ρνhh h 2 ∂2x 2+ ν h ∂2y 2
∂∂xy
∂y ρh ∂yρh
ρ∂hx ρh ∂y ∂x
∂y
∂x
∂y∂t

∂ζ

where N0 is the starting population and µ is the net
growth rate, usually limited by temperature, light, nutrients, predation, competition and sinking [12-14].

΄ the random (stochastic) horizontal velocities at
n

time tn at the location xi, with u i ΄= 6 Dh / dt , Dh is the
horizontal sediment diffusion coefficient and rnd is a
random variable distributed uniformly between -1 and +1.
Similar relationships are considered, respectively, for the
velocities on y-axis. The spatial particle distribution resulting from the above process can then lead to the computation of particle concentrations, relative to the number of
particles in each grid box.
Each one of the above particles is considered to be a
Dinophysis spp. cell following exponential growth:
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15.00
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25.00

30.00

35.00

40.00

FIGURE 1 - Thermaikos Gulf, Greece. A and B are the starting
points of the simulation, A is the area close to the harbor of Thessaloniki, M1, M2 and M3 are mussel cultures areas.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Model simulation started with low phytoplankton net
growth rate (0.3 div day-1). HAB episodes appeared when
net growth rate takes values close to 1.0 div day-1.
For the inner part of the Gulf (point A), we consider
4 cases of different wind speed (2, 5, 7 and 10 ms-1 ) and
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4 cases for the most frequent wind directions N, NW, S,
and SE [15]. Figure 2 depicts the computer outcomes for
the simulation of a 7-days time period, under the influence of N winds. It is shown that the appearance of a
bloom is favored by low wind velocities (Figs. 2 a and b).
As wind velocities increase, population density decreases
while the spread of dispersion increases. With wind speed
higher than 5 ms-1, high population densities could be observed in the whole area of the inner part of the gulf (Figs.
2 c and d) with maximum population densities close to
2300 cells L-1; in such cases, the transfer of large amount
of Dinophysis spp cells close to shellfish cultures could be
expected (M1 in Fig. 1).

NW winds show similar patterns with N winds concerning the maximum growth rate and the population
density of phytoplankton, but they differ in the way they
influence its dispersion. While N and NW winds with
speed 2 ms-1 show similar patterns of dispersion (Fig. 3a),
a quite different pattern appeared when their velocity
reaches the value of 5 ms-1 (Figs. 1b and 2b). Further
more, winds with speed higher than 5 ms-1 may force
large amount of the algal population, close to the mussel
cultures area M1 in a 7-days period (Figs. 3 c and d).
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FIGURE 2 - The concentrations of algae (cells L ) a week after the bloom in position A
under the influence of N wind with speed a) 2 ms-1 , b) 5 ms-1 , c) 7 ms-1 , and d) 10 ms-1 .
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FIGURE 3 - The concentrations of algae (cells L-1) a week after the bloom in position A
under the influence of NW wind with speed a) 2 ms-1, b) 5 ms-1, c) 7 ms-1,and d) 10 ms-1.

With S direction winds, HABs appeared only when the
winds have a speed close to 2 ms-1. The maximum population level reaches a value of 5000 cells L-1, enough
higher compared with the estimating values with N and
NW winds (Figs. 2a, 3a, and 4a). In this case, HAB is
forced in the inner part of the Gulf close to the harbor
(Figs. 1 and 4a). Winds with speed 5 ms-1 or more do not
favor the appearance of a bloom, as population levels
always are lower than 2000 cells L-1 (Figs. 4 b, c and d).
In such cases, phytoplankton cells are dispersed in the
whole area of the inner part of Thermaikos Gulf.

1

South-east winds cause the most serious HAB appearance, meaning that in all cases phytoplankton population overcomes the critical value of 2000 cells L-1 (Figs. 5
a-d). Low speed winds (lower than 5 ms-1) show similar
patterns of dispersion, forcing the HAB to the southwestern areas of the harbor (Figs. 5a, b). Winds with speed
higher than 5 ms-1 force a large number of phytoplankton
cells close to shellfish farming area M1.
All the above-mentioned results show that a HAB episode in the inner part of Thermaikos gulf could appear
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with a net growth rate close to 1.0 div/day even if starting
population has low values (less than 200 cells L-1). Furthermore, the dispersion of the HAB is affected by the
winds’ velocity [16] which plays a very important role to
the pattern of circulation in a basin. The role of eddies (as
a characteristic element of the hydrodynamic circulation)
on the appearance of HAB coastal events is reported by
Xie et al. [17]. More generally, it is well-known that matter transfer is closely related with the hydrodynamics in a
coastal basin [18, 19].

When the source is located at the position B in the
outer Gulf (northwest of the Epanomi coasts), in almost
all cases with a net growth rate close to 1.0 div day-1, only
winds with very low speed (2 ms-1) can favour the appearance of a HAB episode. With higher winds’ speed a
HAB can occur only when net growth rate take values
higher than 1.3 div day-1.
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FIGURE 4 - The concentrations of algae (cells L-1) a week after the bloom in position A
under the influence of S wind with speed a) 2 ms-1 , b) 5 ms-1 , c) 7 ms-1 , and d) 10 ms-1 .
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FIGURE 5 - The concentrations of algae (cells L-1) a week after the bloom in position A
under the influence of SE wind with speed a) 2 ms-1, b) 5 ms-1, c) 7 ms-1, and d) 10 ms-1.

As NW and SE winds show similar patterns of dispersion with these of N and S winds, in this case, we
present the results of the two most frequent wind directions (N and S). According to the model output (Figs. 6 ad), when the source is located at the station B in the outer
Gulf, north winds do not seem to cause transport and
dispersion of phytoplankton cells at the inner Gulf during
the period of a week. On the other hand, cells can be found

at the east of the outer Gulf. In that case (the source at the
station B), HABs do not seem to be observed, except only
under the influence of low winds (~2 ms-1).
South winds may transfer and disperse phytoplankton
cells in the inner Gulf and close to mussel’s cultures areas
after a period of a week, but phytoplankton abundance in
all cases seems to be lower than 1000 cells L-1 (Figs 7 a-d).
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FIGURE 6 - The concentrations of algae (cells L-1) a week after the bloom in position B
under the influence of N wind with speed a) 2 ms-1 , b) 5 ms-1 , c) 7 ms-1 , and d) 10 ms-1 .
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FIGURE 7 - The concentrations of algae (cells L-1) a week after the bloom in position B
under the influence of S wind with speed a) 2 ms-1, b) 5 ms-1, c) 7 ms-1, and d) 10 ms-1.

CONCLUSIONS
As dinoflagellate maximum growth rate shows an annually spatial and temporal variation in Thermaikos Gulf
with a range of 0.09-2.1 divisions day-1 [12, 13], the present analysis shows that:
(A) For the case of the algal bloom in the Inner Thermaikos
Gulf

1. A Dinophysis spp outbreak is possible to start with
low population (150 cells L-1) and a net growth rate close
to 1.0 div·day-1, in a short time period (6-7 days).
2. The wind speed and direction play an important
role for an algal bloom appearance and its dispersion. S

and SE winds with speed 2-5 ms-1 can cause higher cell
concentrations than N and NW winds with the same speed
(Fig. 2-5 a and b).
3. When the source is close to position A, the dispersion of the bloom in the outer part of the Gulf is rather rear.
(B) For the case of the algal bloom in Outer Thermaikos Gulf

1. An algal bloom may appear only when wind speed
is low (~2 ms-1) (Figs. 6 and 7).
2. S winds may cause dispersion of phytoplankton
cells in the inner Gulf.
The geographical characteristics of the starting position may play an important role for the appearance and
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the dispersion of a bloom as winds with the same speed
give different patterns of dispersion and different phytoplankton abundance in places A and B (Figs. 2 - 6).
As the maximum growth rate exceeds the threshold of
1.0 divisions day-1, more than 200 days annually [12, 13]
grazing, competition and sinking may also play an important role in the regulation of algal populations. In such
cases, the model seems to be a useful tool for restrictions
if high cell concentrations are forced close to mussel cultures.
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OCCURRENCE OF PLATINUM IN THE LEAVES OF
HOLM-OAK (Quercus ilex L.) FROM DIFFERENT SITES
(STREETS AND SQUARES) IN THE CITY OF CASERTA (ITALY)
Stefania Papa*, Giovanni Bartoli, Domenico Di Martino and Antonietta Fioretto
Dipartimento di Scienze della Vita, Second University of Naples , Via Vivaldi 43, 81100 Caserta, Italy

ABSTRACT
During the last decade, paralleling the introduction of
unleaded fuel, an evident decrease of Pb levels in air and
a general increasing trend of Pt has been observed. The
aim of this study was to evaluate Pt levels in the leaves of
holm-oak (Quercus ilex L.). It was used as biomonitor because it is common as an ornamental plant in parks, gardens and streets of the city of Caserta (Southern Italy).
The Pt levels from 2001 in leaves of one year old holm-oak
taken from 5 sites (streets and squares), characterized by
different traffic flow within the urban area, were detected
and compared to the control site. The correlations between
Pt contents and some trace elements (Pb and Cu) were also
investigated.
The data showed a significant higher Pt contents in all
sites compared to the control site. By comparing 2001 and
2007 a significant Pb decrease in all studied sites was observed, as expected because only vehicles with unleaded
fuel circulate from 2001. No correlation was observed between Pt and Pb, except for site 2, where there was a negative correlation. Instead, it was observed, a positive correlation between Pt and Cu in all sites, suggesting that these
two elements are strongly linked. In fact Cu is found both
in petrol and diesel at a concentration of 1.7mg/kg and can
also come from the catalytic converter.

KEYWORDS: Automobile catalytic converters, platinum, lead,
copper, Quercus ilex, urban area

INTRODUCTION
The platinum group elements (PGE), such as Pt, Pd
and Rh, are extensively used by their properties for the
production of catalytic converters in the chemical and car
industries. The catalysts, when applied to vehicle exhaust
gas systems, can reduce the emissions of CO, uncombusted
hydrocarbons and NOx, thus supporting the oxidation and

reduction reactions that drive the formation of less dangerous compounds (CO2, N2, H2O). These elements, being little abundant in the Earth’s crust, occur in ultra-trace
quantities in the environment (0.01-0.05 ppm) [1, 2]. They
are also known as the "noble metals" for their precious; in
fact they are used in jewellery. These elements can be found
in many objects: a) catalytic converters, which use PGEs
to reduce pollutants (nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbons) in automobile exhaust; b) the jewellery products, often made of platinum with a purity above 85%; c)
hard disk of personal computers, where platinum and ruthenium are added to increase storage capacity; d) the LCD
screens of mobile phones. But they are also presence in
highly professional tools, like surgical devices (pacemakers) and in specific industry sectors. However the use of
catalytic converters has led to an additional input of precious metals in several natural matrices such as soil, water
and vegetation, which (in the case of platinum) exceeds
that from other industrial sources [3] causing therefore a
new environmental risk [4-6]. The effects of PGE on human health are still not clearly defined. They get in contact
with man both directly, through dust inhalation, and indirectly, through the food chain. Palladium is currently the
element arousing most concern for man, as it is considered
to be a powerful allergen. Platinum is inert in metallic
form, but Pt salts (size less than 10 µm) are easily inhaled
and cause hypersensitivity and susceptibility to asthma.
The large-scale introduction of the catalytic converters, aimed at replacing leaded petrol with unleaded petrol
has begun in Italy at the end of the 1990s. Although the
introduction of catalytic converter results in the lead pollution level decreasing in air, this device is not totally
‘clean’. In fact, Pt loss from catalytic converters is accelerated by impurities and additives in fuel and Pb, at concentration <0.018 g l-1 in unleaded fuel, still plays a key
role. Since Pt is not an atmophile element, once released in
air it ‘travels’ short distances, due to its mass and is deposited along bordering traffic routes [7].
Data about biomonitoring investigations of platinum,
have also been reported using taller plants [8, 9]. Although
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there are some data about PGE levels in some European
cities, studies on PGE distribution in Italian cities are relatively scarce [7, 10-12].
The city of Caserta (Southern Italy) is affected by a
wide variety of anthropogenic activities and pollution, that
can be mainly related to vehicular traffic and industries, located in the South-Eastern part of the city.
The aim of this study was to evaluate Pt levels from
2001 in leaves of one-year old holm-oak (Quercus ilex L.)
taken from 5 sites (streets and squares), characterized by
different traffic flow within the urban area of Caserta
(Southern Italy). The correlations between Pt contents and
some trace elements (Pb and Cu) in the holm-oak leaves
were also investigated. Quercus ilex L. is a typical evergreen sclerophyllous species distributed over large areas
of the Mediterranean Basin. This species has been largely
used as ornamental plant in parks, gardens and street in
the city of Caserta (Italy).

Leaf samples were collected at the beginning and the
end of the seasonal vegetation cycles from 2001 to 2007.
At each site, one-year old leaves, were collected from
three different branches in order to obtain three subsamples separately processed.
The oven-dried (75°C) leaf samples were ground into
a fine powder by an agate pocket (Fritsch Pulverisette
type 00.502 (Oberstein, Germany) and mineralized in a
micro-wave oven (Milestone-mls1200-Microwave Laboratory Systems) using a combination of hydrofluoric and
nitric acid (HF 50% v/v : HNO3 65% v/v = 1:2) for Pb,
Cu concentrations [14] and Aqua Regia [3 part concentrated hydrochloric acid (37%) to 1 part nitric acid (65%)],
for Pt content. The concentration of each element was
measured by atomic adsorption spectrometry (SpectrAA 20
Varian) via graphite furnace. The accuracy was checked by
concurrent analysis of standard reference materials; the
recovery ranged from 90 to 100%.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The city of Caserta is situated on the Eastern edge of
the fertile plain of Campania Region. Its territory covers
an area of 54 km2 with a population of 75,208 inhabitants
and a population density of 1,395/km2. The city area, where
the attention was focused, covers 3,370 km2, with a resident population of about 23,000 inhabitants. Five sampling sites [streets (sites 4, 5) and squares (sites 1, 2, 3)]
have been selected along roads with different car traffic
density and compared to the control site (Fig.1). In particular, the control site was located in the WWF Oasis “Bosco
di S.Silvestro” (41°06’E 14°17’E), Caserta, to 200 m above
sea level with a North exposure respect of the city. The
vegetation is mostly Q.ilex L. This site is near the city but
away from the urban center, and so from anthropogenic
sources of pollution. Further details on soil characteristics
and biological activity are given in Papa et al. [13]. Table 1
shows the characteristics of the sampling sites.

FIGURE 1 - The map of sampling location

TABLE 1 - Characteristics of the sampling sites.
Sampling sites
1
2
3
4
5
Control

Characteristics
Square located in a residential area. In the surrounding area are located high school and then in the
hours of opening and closing of schools there is a significant increase of vehicular traffic and parking
on the entire perimeter.
Square located near the historic center, subject to scroll slow vehicle because of the existence of a level
crossing. The streets surrounding the square lead to the central station and the University. Over the
years, because of consequent change of plan traffic, cars flow has undergone frequent changes.
It is the city's main square. In its vicinity are located the public sector as the Municipality, the Police,
the Prefecture. Traffic is channeled into one road and at peak hours there is a high concentration of
vehicles. In past years, moreover, the entire perimeter of the square was intended to parking
This is a street that leads from the Royal Palace of Caserta to highway. Because there is a traffic light,
the vehicles flow slows down just near the sampling site.
This is a slide street, where the public movement and private resources is intense. The sampling site is
located behind a gas station.
This site, WWF Oasis “Bosco di S.Silvestro” (BSS), is near the city but away from the urban center,
and so from anthropogenic sources of pollution. It is located north of the city at 200 m a.s.l. and on
76 hectares of area.
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Traffic intensity
High in the
surrounding area
Medium - high
High
High
Very high
Low
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Statistics

All the analyses were performed in triplicate for each
leaf sample and expressed as mean ± standard deviation
(SD).
Correlations between parameters were calculated using
the simple Pearson correlation coefficient. The significance
of differences was tested by two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) followed by Tukey test (MINITAB INC 13).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Climate plays a key role in transportation, concentration, dispersion and removal of air pollutants. For this
reason monthly average temperature and amount of rainfall, within the study period, are reported in Table 2. Comparing the different years, it was observed that the rainfall
in 2002 and in particular in 2004, was more abundant than
in 2001 and 2007. In 2004, moreover, the most abundant
rainfall was recorded during October and November, with
values greater than 210 mm. In addition, in this year, four
months (January, April, May, December) showed values
greater than 100mm. During all these years the average
temperature was not significantly different.
Figure 2 shows the platinum contents in the Quercus
ilex leaves sampled in urban sites and also in the control
site. The data showed a significant higher Pt contents in all
sites compared to the control site (at least for p<0.01). As
it is known Pt is bound to particulate. In many cases, the
highest concentrations are found in the finer (<0.39 µm)
and in the lighter [15] fractions, remaining in the atmosphere for 15-30 days and promoting its transport by the
wind. Separately analyzing the sites located along the streets
and squares, it was observed that the leaves sampled in
site 4 (street) had the lowest Pt content, with the exception
of the control site. Site 4 does not show any difference between the sampling dates, except for 2002. The oaks of this
site are approximately located at 50 meters from the fast
flowing roadway, near a petrol station, which was out of
service in 2003 and 2004. In 2007 it became a public parking. Some authors [16, 17] show high platinum levels in
vegetation along the roads, up to 250 meters from them. In

this case, the highest levels of Pt were probably related to
the proximity of the road, although the observed values
were lower than expected, given the high traffic flow. However, because it was a fast flowing roadway, this may have
facilitated the reaching of high temperature in the car engine, thus reducing the Pt release [6].
On the contrary, the leaves sampled at site 5, had a
platinum concentration that ranged from a maximum of
2.38 µg/g in spring 2004 to a minimum of 0.72 µg/g in
2007. Unlike site 4, this site was characterized by high
vehicular traffic with a continuous "stop and go", due to the
presence of a traffic light. Presumably the gases emitted
from cars were easily dispersed into the atmosphere as a
result of the buildings absence in the surrounding area.
As far as the leaves sampled in sites 1 and 3, both Pt
content and distribution were similar. In these two sites,
the highest contents were measured in autumn 2004. On
the contrary, in site 2, the Pt contents were generally higher
than in squares-type sites (sites 1 and 3) and street-type
sites (sites 4 and 5), although the differences were not statistically significant. The highest content was measured in
autumn 2002 and spring 2004.
Figure 3 shows the Pb content in the oak leaves sampled in urban sites and control site. The data on rage showed
a trend of metal decrease in relation to the abolition of
petrol containing lead-based compounds as antiknock. The
increased presence of metal was found mainly near areas
with intense vehicular traffic [18]. The Pb contents in the
oak leaves sampled at sites located along streets and
squares were significantly higher (p<0.01) compared to the
control site.
The comparison of the Pb data of all sites shows a
significant decrease from 2001 to 2004 (p<0.01) and an increase in 2007. Nevertheless 2007 values are significantly
lower than 2001 (p<0.001). This trend was probably due
both to the increasing number of motorcycles in circulation
from 2004 to 2007 (28%) (Automobile Club Italy) but also
to lower precipitations found in 2007 (Table 2). On the
contrary site 1 showed a continuous decrease from 2001 to
2007. The oak leaves sampled at this site were located at
the center of the square and more distant from the road.

TABLE 2 - Monthly mean data of temperature and precipitation for the study
period. The last column shows the total rainfall and mean annual temperature.
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FIGURE 2 - Platinum contents in the oak leaves sampled in different years (Autumn 2001,
Spring 2002, Autumn 2002, Spring 2004, Autumn 2004, Autumn 2007) in different sites.

FIGURE 3 - Lead contents in the oak leaves sampled in different years (Autumn 2001,
Spring 2002, Autumn 2002, Spring 2004, Autumn 2004, Autumn 2007) in different sites.
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FIGURE 4 - Copper contents in the oak leaves sampled in different years (Autumn 2001,
Spring 2002, Autumn 2002, Spring 2004, Autumn 2004, Autumn 2007) in different sites.

Figure 4 shows the copper content in the oak leaves
sampled in urban sites and control site. As we know,
copper is a trace element that usually comes from human
activities and particularly by corrosion of railways, by
degradation of tires and brakes, and catalytic converters
[19]. However, this element is mainly a fuel component
(1.7 mg/kg).

Site 2

Site 1

TABLE 3 - Correlations between the trace elements and the sites.

Table 3 shows the correlations between the trace elements and the sites. No correlation was observed between
Pt and Pb, except for site 2. These data are in agreement
with reference [20], where no correlations between the two
elements were observed. The authors explained this behavior by a different emission source. Positive correlations,
instead, were found between Pt and Cu for all sites and
this probably could depend on the Cu presence as a catalyst in order to avoid the H2S formation.

Site 4

Pb

NS
**

NS

Pt
Pb
Cu

**(-)
*

NS

Pt
Pb
Cu

NS
**

NS

Pt
Pb
Cu

NS
**

**

Site 5

Comparing the data between sites located along streets
and squares no significant differences between sites was
noticed, except site 1 and site 4 that showed significantly
lower values (p<0.001). This trend could be attributed to
the oak dislocation: inside the square for site 1 and 50 meters away from the road for site 4.

Site 3

The Cu contents in the oak leaves sampled at sites located along streets (4, 5 sites) and squares (1, 2, 3 sites)
were significantly higher (p<0.001) than the control site, except for site 1 where there was no significant difference.

Pt
Pt
Pb
Cu

Pt
Pb
NS
Cu
**
NS
NS= Not significant; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

Profiles of metal content vs. traffic flow for the entire
study period and in all sites were also reported (Table 4).
Platinum and copper patterns matched traffic flow. The
positive and significant correlation of traffic flow with these
metals (Table 4) confirm that these elements are closely
linked to emission of catalytic converters [3, 21]. No significant correlation, instead, was observed between Pb
and vehicular traffic flow. This was probably due both to
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the introduction of unleaded fuel and the use of catalytic
converters, that have modified the input rate of Pb in the
atmosphere, and also to the increasing number of motorcycles in circulation.
TABLE 4 - Correlations between traffic
flow and the trace elements in all study sites.
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ABSTRACT
Marmara Sea, located between the European and Asian
continents, is an important aquatic ecosystem for Turkey.
Together with the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles, it forms
the Turkish Strait System that is an internationally important waterway. From the ecological viewpoint, Marmara Sea is under high stress because of the municipal,
industrial and agricultural sources of pollution as well as
the intensive maritime activities, and is at risk of extensive environmental deterioration because of eutrophication. The mostly populated districts of Istanbul are
located at the coastal areas of the Marmara Sea. In this
study, chlorophyll-a and phytoplankton were monitored
at the south-western coast of Istanbul. Phytoplankton species were analyzed quantitatively. In general, Bacillariophyceae were found to be dominant in all the monitoring
stations. Cyanophyceae and Dinophyceae abundance
has increased in spring. Seasonal variation in phytoplankton succession was found to be related to temperature. In
this study, besides from bloom-forming Gymnodinium
spp. as Dinoflagellate members, other Dinoflagellates
(Prorocentrum micans and Ceratium furca) were observed
as harmful algal bloom-forming species. All the results
obtained by data analysis were visualized using Geographical Information System (GIS) as an initial effort to
develop a local phytoplanktonic species atlas which will
be important for environmental management.

KEYWORDS: Harmful algal bloom, Istanbul coast, Marmara Sea,
phytoplankton distribution

INTRODUCTION
The Marmara Sea is a semi-enclosed basin located in
North-West Turkey. It connects to the Black Sea through
the Bosphorus in the north-east and to the Aegean Sea via
the Dardanelles in the south-west. The basin is occupied

by two distinctly different water masses throughout the year:
one is the brackish water (22–26 p.s.u.) of Black Sea origin,
forming a relatively thin surface layer (10–15 m deep) with
a mean residence time of ~4–5 months, and the other is
the sub-halocline water of Mediterranean origin (38.5–
38.6 p.s.u.) separated from the former by a sharp interface
pycnocline) ~10–20 m deep. The upper layer ecosystem of
the latter has been influenced to a large extent because of
the large volume of water inflow from the adjacent Black
Sea (~600 km3/year) into the relatively small upper layer
volume (~225 km3) of the Sea of Marmara [1]. So, Marmara Sea is the mixing zone of the productive Black-Sea
and the relatively nutrient-poor and more saline Mediterranean Sea. Furthermore, Marmara Sea being surrounded
with highly populated and industrialized areas is economically important because of fisheries and recreational activities.
Phytoplankton growth is accelerated by nutrients such
as nitrogen and phosphorus that are contained in various
wastewaters. Even if all the organic carbon would be removed, nitrogen and phosphorus would still reach the
aquatic environment and increase the primary production.
The excessive growth of phytoplankton creates the condition called eutrophication (accumulation of dead cells at the
bottom), which increases stress factors, such as turbidity
and hypoxia at bottom waters on higher aquatic organisms.
Algae respond quickly to pollution or other events and are,
therefore, commonly used for monitoring environmental
contamination. To monitor changes in the environment,
many methods have been used. However, due to differences
in species distribution, there is no method that could be
applied universally [2].
Monitoring of phytoplankton is a useful tool for investigating eutrophication and environmental degradation
in the marine ecosystems. Chlorophyll-a is an important
parameter that can indicate the total biomass of phytoplankton and the progress of primary production. However, total
phytoplankton alone is not enough to conduct a full investigation. Among the phytoplankton groups, several have
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exceptional features, such as Cyanophyceae, the growth
of some of which are not limited by nitrogen, and Dinophyceae species that can produce toxic secondary metabolites and, therefore, cause harmful algal blooms.
In this study, chlorophyll-a and phytoplankton groups
were monitored at the south-western coast of Istanbul
metropolitan area, which is expected to be influenced by
nutrient run-offs from the city. The monitoring study was
conducted monthly for a period of one year. Phytoplankton species were identified and classified into groups. All
the results obtained by data analysis were visualized using
Geographical Information System (GIS).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, Istanbul which is the most-crowded city
of Turkey has been selected as study area [3]. Five sampling stations (Fig. 1) were selected at the southwest coast
of Istanbul to investigate the spatial and temporal phytoplankton distribution. Sampling period was between February 2008 and January 2009. One sample was taken for
each month. Monitoring stations were selected at locations that were either highly urbanized or heavily deteriorated. For example, the first station was located near a harbor. The Kucukcekmece Lagoon is connected to the Marmara Sea via a narrow channel, and stations 4 and 5 were
selected to represent the lagoon ecosystem and its connection with the sea.

period of one week, the supernatant was siphoned using the
same method. After the second sedimentation, the sample
volumes were decreased to 10–25 ml, hence they were
concentrated 40–100 times. Concentrated samples were
kept in dark containers at 4 ºC until counting procedure.
One L of seawater was filtered through 0.45-µm pore
size filter paper. After filtration, the filter paper was folded
and put into a 20-ml centrifuge tube. Then, 10 ml of 90%
acetone solution was added and the tube was left in the
refrigerator overnight to ensure the extraction of chlorophyll
by acetone. Following this procedure, the sample was centrifuged for 10 min at room temperature. The absorbance
values at 750, 665, 664, 647 and 630 nm were read using
a Shimadzu T60U spectrophotometer. Then, absorbance
values for 664, 647 and 630 nm were subtracted from the
absorbance value at 750 nm to account for the error as a
result of turbidity.
The concentrated samples were used to identify the
phytoplankton species. The samples were cleaned and
analyzed using a binocular light microscope. For identification, x10 and x40 lenses were used. Identification was done
considering the morphology of phytoplankton species, according to Hasle & Syvertsen [4], Stedinger & Tangen [5]
and Throndsen [6].
Dependent on the densification, 10-25 ml samples were
homogenized and analyzed under the microscope using the
single-drop method [7]. After the counting, cells per L of
seawater were calculated using a backward calculation procedure.
RESULTS
Distribution of physicochemical parameters

The physicochemical parameters measured in seawater
during the study were temperature, salinity and pH. The
same salinity was observed in the first four stations whereas
temperature and pH in these stations followed the seasonal
dynamics of the Marmara Sea.

FIGURE 1 - Study area and sampling stations.

The samples were taken from surface water. To determine the number of cells of phytoplanktonic organisms per
unit volume of seawater, the following method was applied.
One L of sample taken at each monitoring station was
fixed in a formaldehyde concentration of 5%. Then, the
samples were left in glass jars for one week, for particles
to settle. Water above the sediments was siphoned carefully and the residual was taken to 100-ml measure cylinders for a second settling of the particles. Again, after a

Station 5 is located in the Kucukcekmece Lagoon, a
coastal lagoon with limited connection to the sea. Generally, the water exchange rate of the Kucukcekmece Lagoon
is too small to define it as an estuarine lagoon. Under these
circumstances, dynamics of the physicochemical parameters in the lagoon are expected to be considerably different from those in the Marmara Sea. The monthly variations of pH and salinity at station 5 are illustrated in Fig. 2.
The temperature and pH measured in all 5 stations are compared in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. In Fig. 4, it is clearly
seen that pH at station 5 is higher than at the other stations.
The reason for this is postulated as follows: The Kucukcekmece Lagoon receives an excess amount of nutrients
from its watershed and has a limited exchange with seawater. Hence, a higher primary production is expected in
station 5 with regard to the other monitoring stations. This
postulate was supported by higher chlorophyll-a concen-
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trations measured during the study. Higher primary production rates resulted in increased carbon dioxide consumption and, therefore, increased the pH in daylight hours
when photosynthesis can progress. Furthermore, it looks
like the relatively isolated nature of the Kucukcekmece
Lagoon causes the environmental changes within the system to be out of the phase with Marmara seawater.
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FIGURE 2 - Monthly variations of pH and salinity at station 5.
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The distribution of chlorophyll-a is given in Fig. 5.
The expected increase in the number of phytoplanktonic
organisms in autumn and spring periods has also become
apparent in chlorophyll-a values. Increases in May and October periods overlap with the increase in the number of
species, too. The highest value in the study (47.1 µg/L) was
obtained in May 2008, whereas the lowest value (2.9 µg/L)
was obtained in the December 2008 sampling. The values
of station 5 were not included in mean value calculation as
chlorophyll-a levels there were considerably higher (Fig. 6).
The chlorophyll-a concentrations of station 5 were different
from those of other stations, just like the different physical
and chemical parameters of this station. Chlorophyll-a
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April and May 2008, respectively. In October 2008, this
value was 121.9 µg/L. In May 2008, chlorophyll-a at station 4, which was under the influence of station 5, was
detected to be 87.8 µg/L. These values are the highest ones
determined throughout the entire sampling period. During
the study, the data obtained in the other stations were
congruent with the averages.
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FIGURE 4 - Distribution of pH at sampling stations.

The highest salinity at station 5 was observed to be
10.7 ppt, and the lowest as 5.6 ppt. As can be seen in Fig. 2,
relatively low salinity values are observed during spring,
winter and autumn months, when freshwater inflow into the
Kucukcekmece Lagoon is usually higher because of the
higher rainfall. The only exception is February, where a

All the results obtained by data analysis were visualized using GIS (Fig. 7) as initial effort for a local phytoplankton species atlas that can provide background information on the ecological status of the near-coast area. Such
an atlas is useful and important for decision makers and
managers like local municipalities of coastal settlement regions.
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FIGURE 7 - Monthly distribution of seawater temperature and chlorophyll-a at the sampling stations.
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Phytoplankton composition, succession and abundance

During the analysis of phytoplankton community composition, some of the genera of phytoplankton were encountered each season, but some of them only during one season. During the seasons, Dinophyceae were abundant, and,
generally, Prorocentrum, Ceratium and Gymnodinium were
found. These phytoplankton genera are known to be harmful algae bloom (HAB)-forming. From Bacillariophyceae group, mainly species belonging to Gyrosigma,
Thalassionema, Coscinodiscus and Nitzschia genera were
en-countered. Euglenophyceae were abundant and represented by the genus Euglena. Genus Microcystis from
Cyanophyceae was identified in all seasons.
In February 2008, 976800 cells/L of Dinoflagellates
were counted, and they formed 94% of species composition. At the same time, Gymnodinium spp. bloom was observed. In March 2008, 4382400 cells/L of this group were
counted forming 95% of species composition. In these two
months, cell counts of other phytoplankton groups were
negligible. This is an important finding, since Gymnodinium is known to be a HAB-forming organism.
In April 2008, 79200 cells/L of Dinophyceae species
were counted (36% of species composition), followed by
76480 cells/L of Bacillariophyceae (34% of species composition) and 66000 cells/L of Cyanophyceae (30% of species composition). In May 2008, Cyanophyceae formed 78%
of species composition with a cell count of 1478400 cells/L,
whereas Dinoflagellates reached 353320 cells/L corresponding to 19% of species composition. In these months, increases of individuals that belong to Microcystis genus have been
observed in all stations. Cyanobacterial blooms frequently
occur resulting from the eutrophication of lakes, reservoirs or rivers [8]. In general, freshwater cyanobacteria are
not associated with lagoon or estuarine environments due
to salinity [9]. On the other hand, there is certain evidence
that the cyanobacterium Microcystis aeruginosa can grow
in lagoons and estuaries [10]. For instance, occasionally,
some organisms’ blooms were observed in the lagoon
during the last several decades, but a major bloom in fish
mortality was observed in October 2000 [11].
GIS analysis

In this study, GIS has been used to analyze and display the data related to plankton level and seawater tem-

perature distribution, collected from the 5 sampling stations during the 1-year period. Data is one of the most
important components of a GIS, and often it may not be
possible to get available data for the studies. At this point,
the significance of storing environmental data in a reliable
systematic manner and of serving the updated data to users
becomes important. It is sure that application of GIS fulfills the requirements of the analysis displaying all kinds
of spatial and non spatial data.
It has well been recognized in most of the studies that
GIS is a tool that can enhance spatial assessment of phytoplanktonic species which is one of the water quality parameter since spatial data from a variety of sources can be
integrated, manipulated and transformed to produce newderived maps that aid to understanding spatial interrelations. In general, GIS provides facilities for data capturing, data management, data manipulation and analysis, and
the presentation of results in both graphical and report form
with a particular emphasis on preserving and utilizing inherent characteristics of spatial data. The ability to incorporate, manage and analyze spatial data and answer spatial questions is the distinctive characteristic of GIS. It
provides input data to calculate and analyze the water
quality.
In this study, the developed GIS database contains
basically two layers, the administrative boundaries of the
related districts and locations of the sampling stations.
Spatial data used in this study have been collected from
various sources and scales. All data were transferred into
the same scale and UTM coordinate system. In this study,
5 sampling stations were selected, and the parameters used
in GIS were obtained on a monthly basis from February
2008 to January 2009. Collected data were used as input
data to produce different maps which represent the spatial
distribution of plankton and seawater temperature on some
parts of the southwestern coast of Istanbul. Spatial distribution map was prepared for 12 months separately to display
the differences occurring during the different seasons and
months. In prepared maps, seawater temperatures were represented with grey color tones and plankton levels at
sampling stations with circles of different sizes. Photographs of the mostly seen species in the sampling stations
are given in Fig. 8 and monthly phytoplankton distributions in Fig. 9.

FIGURE 8 - Most frequently observed species.
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FIGURE 9 - Monthly phytoplankton abundances at sampling stations.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
It is already known that water temperature causes
changes in specific gravity of phytoplankton cells and, therefore, is affecting the cell distributions [12, 13]. In this 1-year
sampling study, temperature and salinity changed considerably according to the seasons. Ceratium furca was one of
the most abundant species observed in this study, and temperature was found to be an important factor for the spatial distribution of this species. These observations are
compatible with [14]. As long as temperature was in the
range of 12-26 ºC, dinoflagellates tended to be more
dominant. In this study, observations have shown that in
July and August when the temperatures exceeded 26 ºC,
cell counts of dinoflagellates decreased considerably and
the dominance shifted to Cyanophyceae.
Because planktonic organisms respond relatively quick
to variations in temperature and salinity (those are the most
important physical parameters of seawater) and variations
in solar radiation, attention is paid on them in most marine
monitoring studies [15]. Generally; nutrient inputs into the
sea due to domestic, agricultural and industrial activities
[16], together with climate changes cause harmful algae
over-growth resulting in fauna mass kills, negative effects on
tourism and fisheries as well as changes in water quality [17,
18].
It has been reported by [17, 19] that 300 of the known
marine phytoplankton species can grow in extreme rates
and cause red-tides, and 60-80 of those species can produce algal toxins that affect marine organisms and human
health through the food-chain. In this study, besides from

bloom-forming Gymnodinium spp. (dinoflagellate member),
other dinoflagellates (Prorocentrum micans and Ceratium
furca) were observed as HABs in February 2008.
Findings in this study together with generally known
effects of environmental conditions on phytoplankton distribution indicate that the study area is sensitive to pollution
and under the threat of eutrophication. An important issue
is that HAB-forming phytoplankton species were found
during the monitoring.
This study demonstrated that GIS is one of the most
important tools for analysis displaying all kinds of temporally collected spatial data and related attributes. However, extending the monitoring network by taking samples
from different depths [20, 21] will provide more accurate
investigations on phytoplankton distribution in the area.
Monitoring the nutrients in parallel and relating phytoplankton species distribution to nutrient concentrations over
the future years could improve the phytoplankton distribution investigation as well. The methodology applied in this
study can be used to compare obtained data for similar
regions in further studies.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The effects of air pollution on human health are known
since several years. The epidemiological research carried
out in the 1990s focused on new health damages due to environmental pollutant concentration usually present in urban areas.
The ubiquitous particulate matter (PM) pollutant is
made up by several substances with toxic characteristics,
such as sulfates, nitrates, metals and numerous organic
chemical substances absorbed on the surface; it has a high
penetration quality and is carried on, even at great distance.
We have investigated the possible alterations of the
lachrymal film (the thin transparent layer that covers the
corneal and conjunctival epithelium with lubricating, protective and antimicrobial functions) in population, particularly exposed to air pollution caused by fine PM.
This study has been carried out on the resident population in urban area of Taranto (Southern Italy). On 236 examined patients, three tests have been performed: Schirmer’s
test for evaluating the lachrymal function, Break Up Time
(B.U.T.) test for investigating the possible qualitative alterations of the mucolipic layer of the lachrymal film, and
ocular Ferning test for providing information on the tear
osmosis as well as on their stability.
No significant variations of the lachrymal film’s alterations in the two tested control groups have been noticed
in presence of different air pollutants levels and/or, in particular, the atmospheric fine particles.

KEYWORDS:
Lachrymal film, fine particles, air pollution, human health.

The air pollution effects on human health are wellknown since many years. Epidemiological studies conducted
in the ‘90s [1], revealed more damage to the human health
at environmental pollutant concentrations normally found in
urban areas. In particular, among the various air pollutants, a strong attention is basically given to the particulate matter (PM) for its chemical (organic and inorganic
composition) [2, 3] and physical (size) [4, 5] characteristics. Indeed, from the viewpoint of particle size, it can be
inhaled and penetrate deep into the lung [6, 7]: it consists
of several substances with toxic properties, such as sulfates,
nitrates, metals and numerous organic substances adsorbed
on surface, and it has a high indoor penetration property and
can be also transported at long distance [4, 8]. It represents a
ubiquitous pollutant spread evenly in urban areas [8-12].
The exposure to this pollutant, especially if the ultrafine
particles (UFPs, aerodynamic diameter <100 nm) is considered, can cause serious damage to human health [6, 7,
13, 14]. In particular, the lachrymal film of the human eye
is a part of the human body directly exposed. The lachrymal film [15, 16] is a thin transparent one covering the
epithelium of the cornea and conjunctiva, and is composed of three layers (mucous, aqueous and lipid layers)
(Fig. 1).
The mucous component, which is adherent to the
cornea and is produced by conjunctival cells, contains
mucin, albumin, immunoglobulins and glycoproteins. The
aqueous component, which represents 90% of the lachrymal film, is produced by both main lachrymal gland and
accessory lachrymal glands; it contains water, electrolytes, protein, lysozyme and immunoglobulins. The lipid
component, which is the outermost layer, is produced by
the Meibomian and Zeiss glands [17-19]. The lachrymal
film has lubricating, protective, nutritional and antimicrobial functions; lachrymal secretion in physiological conditions is approximately 1 µl min-1 [20]. The turnover occurs by both evaporation influenced by environmental
conditions, and excretion through the natural pathways of
outflow [21, 22].
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FIGURE 1 - Lachrymal film composition (www.mieiocchi.it)

The PM (PM10 and PM2.5) components, which have
the characteristics to remain airborne for long periods
after release into the atmosphere, are formed by a mixture
of various elements, such as carbon (Organic and Elemental Carbon, OC and EC) [23, 24], metals (e.g., cadmium, vanadium, nickel) [25, 26], ions (sulfate, nitrate,
ammonium) [27], Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
(PAHs) [2], and organic compounds (aldehydes, ketones,
etc.) [2]. The PM presence derives from phenomena of
submicron particles aggregation that originate from combustion processes (primary origin) or from chemical reactions of specific gaseous compounds (secondary origin). At
the same time, PM can have anthropogenic origin (i.e.,
autovehicular traffic, domestic heating and industrial
emissions), and natural sources, such as volcanic eruptions, marine aerosols, soil erosion, mass transport from
long distance (e.g., Saharan dust) [1, 5, 28].
PM10 is recognized to affect strongly the human body
because it can overcome its functional barriers at the level
of the upper airways. The alarm, once limited to PM10, is
now focusing on PM2.5, and PM1 in the future, for their
ability to reach pulmonary alveoli, carrying heavy metals,
such as lead and compounds, as well as PAHs, which are
well-known carcinogens (Fig. 2), into the human body
[29].
In general, according the ISO/CEN/ACGIH convention based on the effect on human health, PM can be divided into 5 main fractions: inhalable fraction (PM fraction
inhaled through nose and/or mouth), extrathoracic fraction
(fraction that does not penetrate the larynx), thoracic fraction (fraction that penetrates the larynx), tracheobronchial
fraction (fraction that penetrates the larynx but does not
reach the respiratory ciliate system) and respirable fraction
(fraction that reaches the pulmonary alveoli) [1, 6, 7, 14,
29].
The particles with larger aerodynamic diameter can
cause irritation and inflammation of conjunctiva of the eye,

while the smaller ones are likely to increase and/or cause
respiratory (emphysema) or malignant [30] diseases.

FIGURE 2 - Penetration capacity of the atmospheric particles at
different size in the respiratory system

In this view, the measure of the size distribution of
particles can efficiently allow investigating the variations
of the various contributions; this measurement represents
a deepening of the measures of PM mass concentration
performed to assess the compliance of sanitary limits in
accordance with legislation. Dimensional PM analysis was
carried out with an Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS), a
tool that provides the number concentration with high size
resolution. From time used for measurements in indoor
environments, APS is now firmly established in context of
environmental monitoring: in this case, it was used to study
the modal UFP distribution along the PM10 levels (the
only PM pollutant regulated by legislation) in the urban
area of Taranto which is characterized by high density if
anthropogenic activities.
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Main goal of this study is to identify whether the
UFPs, in addition to the already known respiratory diseases, are able to alter the lachrymal film, changing the
delicate functions previously described [31]. For this purpose a series of functional tests, such as the Break Up Time
(B.U.T.) test, the Schirmer’s test and the ocular Ferning
test, were performed on 321 patients (normal subjects as
checking group and pathologic patients).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sampling site

All the measurements were performed in Taranto
from June 2008 to September 2009. Taranto (coordinates
40°28′N, 17°14'E; elevation 15 a.s.l.; population 201349)
is a coastal city in Apulia, Southern Italy, and is an important commercial port as well as the main Italian naval
base. It has also well-developed steel and iron foundries,
oil refineries, chemical works, some shipyards for building warships, and food-processing factories.
Aerodynamic Particle Sizer

Aerodynamic size distributions of atmospheric aerosol were measured by means of an APS (mod. 3321, TSI,
Shoreview, MN, USA). The APS is based on the correlation of the lag of a particle behind a carrier gas in an accelerating flow field with its aerodynamic diameter [3234]. The APS spectrometer measures the time of flight of
single particles, when they are accelerated through a nozzle, using two overlapping laser beams. Particles are counted

and sized, in the range of 0.5 and 20 µm (aerodynamic
diameters), in fifty size channels (30-min averaged size
distributions were continuously taken in Taranto).
Lachrymal film analysis

In the period from June 2008 to September 2009, 321
patients residing in the city of Taranto, after ophthalmology investigation, were analyzed.
Regarding the origin, 175 individuals were selected
among both residents of the district of Taranto Tamburi
and employees of large industry located close to this
neighborhood, while the remaining 146 workers (control
group) were chosen from residents of the district of Taranto Borgo (Fig. 3). Later, two distinct subgroups by gender, by subdividing the two original groups were considered.
A series of functional tests, such as B.U.T. test, Schirmer’s test and ocular Ferning test, briefly summarized
below, were performed. The baseline values for each test
are largely codified in literature and data are summarized in
Table 1. Each test was repeated on all subjects after 15
days to verify its reliability.
TABLE 1 - List of tests performed with
the normal levels and relative references.
Tests
B.U.T. test
Schirmer’s test
Ocular Ferning
test

Feature measured
Stability of the
lachrymal film
Total lachrymal secretion
Stability of the
lachrymal film

FIGURE 3 - Image of Taranto city indicating the origin of the patients surveyed.
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The ocular Ferning test was performed only on patient
groups differentiated by gender and selected by age ranging
between 38-50 years for females, and between 20-41 years
for males.
In Table 2, demographic data related to the patients examined are summarized. Population affected by previous
diseases to the anterior segment, or wearing contact lens or
undergone surgery or excimer laser, were excluded from
the survey.
TABLE 2 - Demographic characteristics of the patients visited.
B.U.T. and
Schirmer’s tests
Total
Taranto Tamburi
Taranto Borgo
Ocular Ferning test
Total
Taranto Tamburi
Taranto Borgo

Male
189
105
84
Male
108
51
57

Age±s.d.

Female

Age±s.d.

36.9±10.7
38.6±10.9
34.7±10.0
20÷41 age
31.8±5.1
31.9±5.2
32.4±5.8

132
70
62
Female
91
53
38

41.3±10.6
42.2±10.2
40.4±11.0
38÷50 age
47.3±4.5
46.7±4.7
48.1±4.1

Schirmer’s test

The test is an indicator of the amount of basal and reflex secretions. The test is performed in low light, by putting a lab paper in the lower fornix and the impregnation
after 5 min is measured (Fig. 4). Certainly, even if this test
provides interesting information on the ability to lachrymal
secretion in the eye examination, however, the test should
be conducted with standardized procedures because there
are many variables involved in determining the value. The
most important variable is that the absorption by the strip
of tissue paper and the length of the wetted portion are influenced by both the capillary force and wetting the cellulose fibers [36].

Break Up Time (B.U.T.) test, breaking time of the lachrymal film

B.U.T. is considered to be a stability indicator of the
lachrymal film. The test consists in observing the film
surface using a slit lamp with cobalt blue filter after fluorescein instillation. The test is to measure, while the patient
looks straight ahead without blinking, the time lag between
the last blink and the formation of small dry areas (which
appear darker) on the corneal surface [35]. The normal
values considered are above 10 seconds.

FIGURE 4 - Schirmer’s test: evaluation of the lachrymal pool
through a strip of tissue paper into contact with the lower lachrymal
gland. The test is positive if, after 5 minutes, the strip is soaked less
than 5 mm.

A

B

C

D

FIGURE 5 - The structures of the crystallization (Ferning) are classified in 4 classes: Type I (A): extensive arborization uniform; Type II (B):
abundant Ferning but of less magnitude; Type III (C): Ferning incomplete and partially present; Type IV (D): Ferning absent. Tipes I and II
are considered to be normal whereas types III are IV are pathological.
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The Schirmer’s test was considered to be pathological
if, after 5 min, the paper strip is soaked under 5 mm, while
values ranging between 5-30 mm were considered to be
normal.

to measure whether the frequency values obtained through
detection, differ significantly from the frequencies obtained
with the theoretical distribution. Statistical analysis was
completed by applying the Yates correction for a number of
observations less than 500 and considering p<0.05 as statistically significant.

Ocular Ferning test

The test reflects the mucus conditions, and indirectly
provides information on the tear osmosis as well as on
their stability. The lachrymal collection is obtained using
micropipettes, without anesthesia: the tears are placed on
a glass slide, kept to drying at room temperature and then
observed by light microscopy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fine particles in Taranto

The study of particle components was followed by
measures of PM10 and its size fractions.

The test is based on a common characteristic to all
mucous secretions (their ability to crystallize in the form
of ferns due to evaporation), when they are dried.

Figure 6 shows the PM10 average hourly trend in cold
(February) and hot (June) periods. Basically, the PM10
levels remain constant during the periods in question, regardless of the weather conditions present. In winter, an
average concentration level of 27.6 µg m-3 is reached with
variability between 4-130 µg m-3 while in summer, a value
of 34 µg m-3 with variability between 10-150 µg m-3 was
observed. From the regulatory point of view, extrapolating the measures across the year (Table 3), it can be noted

Evaluation by optical microscopy defines four types of
branching (Fig. 5): in particular, types I and II show a good
efficiency of the mucus and the lachrymal film [36-39].
Data statistical analysis

The statistical evaluation was conducted by chi-square
test. The chi-square test is a non-parametric statistical test

160
February
June

PM10

120

80

40

0
09/02

10/02

11/02

12/02

13/02

14/02

15/02

16/02

date

FIGURE 6 - Hourly PM10 trends (µg m-3) measured in Taranto
Tamburi in cold (9-15 February 2009) and hot (24-30 June 2009) periods.

250
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200
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150
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100

2.458

2.288

2.129

1.981

1.843

1.715

1.596

1.486

1.382

1.286

1.197

1.114

1.037

0.965

0.898

0.835

0.777

0.723

0.673

0.626

0.583

0.542

0

<0.523

50

aerodynamic diameter (µm)

FIGURE 7 - Typical behavior of fine particles (< 1 µm) in Taranto in four different months at different meteorological conditions.
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that the average annual PM10 level is very close to what
is provided by DM 60/02 (40 µg m-3) [40], however,
higher than expected at 31 December 2010 (20 µg m-3)
[40], thus showing a tendency to over-quality.

TABLE 3 - Daily average concentration levels (µg m-3) with standard deviation and minimum and maximum values (µg m-3) measured during the entire campaign in Taranto (a: expressed as ng m-3;
b: expressed as mg m-3).
Compound
PM10
SO2
NO
Ozone
NO2
Benzene
Toluene
Total PAHsa
COb

On the other hand, the measure of the particle size
distribution can efficiently follow the variations of the
various contributions; this measure represents a deepening
of the measures of particle mass concentration below a
fixed size, which were used to evaluate the respect of the
health limits. For these reasons, an Aerodynamic Particle
Sizer was used for studying the PM10 size distribution
between 0.5 and 20 µm divided into 52 channels.
Firstly, it should be stressed that a comparison between the PM10 concentrations measured by TEOM analyzer (Rupprecht & Patashnik Co Inc., USA) and the determinations by APS, was performed: PM10 concentrations
obtained by integrating the APS channel from 0.5 to 10 µm,
are comparable with those of TEOM (correlation of hourly
average values APS vs. TEOM is 0.965).
Figure 7 shows the size distribution between 500 nm
and 2.5 µm: according to literature for urban environments
[9], it has a bimodal distribution of particle size with a
maximum value around 500-600 nm, depending on the period and considering the typical contribution of black smoke
arising from burning, and a second maximum (not very
pronounced) for diameters >10 µm due to the particulate
material of natural origin.
Finally, Table 3 also shows the levels of certain gaseous pollutants (SO2, NO, O3, NO2, benzene, toluene, total
PAHs, CO) measured during the measurement campaign:
the measured values do not paint a worrying picture.

Mean±s.d.
40.7±33.9
18.5±23.9
10.7±15.2
46.8±20.8
29.6±13.3
2.8±3.3
3.4±2.9
2.1±0.7
0.9±0.5

Min.
4.4
0.4
0.6
8.4
9.5
0.3
0.6
1.1
0.3

Max
248.0
130.0
101.0
88.6
68.2
23.3
26.6
7.6
0.8

B.U.T. test

In the group of female patients in Taranto Tamburi district, pathological values of B.U.T. (<10 seconds) in 15 individuals over 70 were found for a total value equal to 21%
of the cases examined; in the group of patients, always females, but residents in the district of Taranto Borgo, only
3 pathological cases occurred in 62 cases, with a pathological rate of 5% of the total (p <0.05).
As for the male group composed by both residents of
Taranto Tamburi and employees of big industry, there were
B.U.T. pathological values in 21 individuals out of 105 equal
to 20% of the cases examined; in the group residing in the
district of Taranto Borgo, 10 pathological cases were evidence of disease on 84 patients, representing 12% of the
total. Between the two groups, there are, in this case, statistically significant differences (Fig. 8).
In a later phase, a particular attention was focused on
age groups between 38-50 years for female subjects, and
between 20-41 years for males (Fig. 9). The statistical

N = 55
P = 15

N = 59
P=3

p<0.05

Taranto Tamburi, Female

Taranto Borgo, Female

p>0.05

N = 84
P = 21

Taranto Tamburi, Male

Taranto Borgo, Male

N = 74
P = 10

FIGURE 8 - B.U.T. test: comparison among the four subgroups investigated. N = normal subjects; P = pathologic subjects.
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N = 33
P = 15

N = 30
P=3

p<0.05

Taranto Tamburi, Female

Taranto Borgo, Female

p<0.05
N = 32
P = 19

Taranto Tamburi, Male

Taranto Borgo, Male

N = 47
P = 10

FIGURE 9 - B.U.T. test: comparison among four subgroups divided according their age
(38-50 for females and 20-41 for males). N = normal subjects; P = pathologic subjects.

N = 54
P = 16

N= 56
P= 6

p>0.05

Taranto Tamburi, Female

Taranto Borgo, Female

p>0.05

N = 91
P = 14

Taranto Tamburi, Male

Taranto Borgo, Male

N = 79
P=5

FIGURE 10 - Schirmer’s test: comparison among the four
subgroups investigated. N = normal subjects; P = pathologic subjects.

analysis of the numerical differences observed by comparing the two male and female groups, results to be significant (p <0.05) in both cases.
The results obtained with the B.U.T. test, show a
greater presence of pathological cases in the age group
38-50 years for women and 20-41 years for men compared to the total sample.

Schirmer’s test

Analysis of the results on Schirmer’s test (Fig. 10)
shows a greater incidence of pathological cases in the
district of Taranto Tamburi than that of Taranto Borgo,
both for the male and female group (there are no statistically significant differences between the two groups).
In the group of female patients in Taranto Tamburi,
pathological values (≤ 5 mm/5’), in 16 individuals on
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N = 36
P = 17

N = 34
P=4

p<0.05

Taranto Borgo, Female

Taranto Tamburi, Female

p<0.05

N = 35
P = 16

Taranto Borgo, Male

Taranto Tamburi, Male

N = 50
P=7

FIGURE 11 - Ocular Ferning test: among the four subgroups investigated.
N = normal subjects (Type I + Type II); P = pathologic subjects (Type III + Type IV).

totally 70, representing 24% of the cases examined, were
found; the group of patients, always female, but residents in
Taranto Borgo, 6 pathological cases occurred on 62 (10%).
As for the male group residing in Taranto Tamburi,
pathological values were found in 14 individuals out of 105,
or 13% of the cases examined; the corresponding group
residing in Taranto Borgo evidenced 5 pathological cases on
84 individuals corresponding to 6% of total.
Tear Ferning test

The tear Ferning test was not performed on the entire
samples of 321 person but addressed to groups between
38-50 years for female subjects, and between 20-41 years
for the male subjects, the latter employed by large industry. Analysis of the results (Fig. 11) shows a higher concentration of pathological cases in the district of Taranto
Tamburi, for both male and female group with statistically significant differences (p <0.05).
In the group of female patients between 38-50 years,
residing in Taranto Tamburi, pathological values (Type III
+ Type IV) were found in 17 individuals out of 50, equal to
29% of the cases examined; in the similar group but residents in the district of Taranto Borgo, 4 pathological cases
occurred in a total of 38 (14%).
As for the male group, employed in a large industry located close to Taranto Tamburi, pathological values were
found in 16 individuals out of 51 (32% of the cases examined); in the consideration group residing in the district of
Taranto Borgo, 7 pathological cases were evidenced on 50,
corresponding to 12% of the total.

CONCLUSION
As the area is particularly concerned by the problem
of dust pollution, a survey methodology for characterizing
the most innovative airborne particles was considered to
be useful, in addition to the PM10 determination: therefore,
an analysis of the size distribution of the particulate matter
was performed for better evaluating the atmospheric behavior and impact on human health.
From the data collected and processed (Table 4 shows
the data summary), it can be noted an increased and statistically significant incidence of alterations in the structure
of the lachrymal film in subjects selected by sex and age.
TABLE 4 - Summary of significance tests
conducted on various groups compared.

B.U.T. test
Females Tamburi
Females Borgo
Males Tamburi
Males Borgo
Schirmer’s test
Females Tamburi
Females Borgo
Males Tamburi
Males Borgo
Ocular Ferning test
Females Tamburi
Females Borgo
Males Tamburi
Males Borgo

Entire sample (n.
321)

Selected age population

p< 0,05

p< 0.05

No significant difference

p< 0.05

No significant difference
No significant difference

-

-

p< 0-05

-

p< 0.05

Schirmer's test, evaluating the total lachrymal function (basal + reflex), is mainly a quantitative index. Only
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in cases <5 mm, we can talk about ipolachrymia. Reviewing the results on the Schirmer’s test, a higher concentration of pathological cases in the district of Taranto Tamburi
was observed with regard to that of Taranto Borgo, both for
male and female groups (from the statistical data, no significant statistical differences are between the two groups).
By B.U.T. test, there is a prevalence of pathological
cases always in groups of Taranto Tamburi, expecially in
the age groups (38-50 years for females and 20-41 years for
men) compared to the total sample (in this case, differences
between groups are statistically significant, p <0.05).
Also with regard to the ocular Ferning test, a higher
concentration of pathological cases in the district of Taranto Tamburi was shown for both male and female
groups with statistically significant differences (p <0.05).
Particularly for women aged between 38-50 years,
differences are present: in this case, the combination of premenopausal and menopausal factors that normally affect
the overall function of the lachrymal gland, should be considered.
However, for young males who work in big industry,
the differences are more evident, and probably related to an
excessive concentration of atmospheric particulate pollutants, harmful to the lachrymal system.
In any case, it appears desirable to improve and expand the studies, combined with measurements and assessments of intraocular pressure in order to deepen the
levels of eye damage, beyond the subjective symptoms,
possibly for correlating correctly in relationship to pathological and well-defined situations. Furthermore, the authors also consider to be important topics like enlarging
the population under exam and considering some social
additional variables (e.g., lifestyle) for a better description
of the population groups.
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